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PROF. BALDWIN

CITY

HUMAN

all the startling manifestations of the most famous
mediums who claim the same tests; given under the

conditions, to

same

be

accomplished by aid

and

SPIRITS !
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ANNA 5JYA FAY’S
Great London Sens. ion Seance as endorsed by
Prof. Crookes, F. K. S.
TRANSMUTATION
Water will turn to wine, and wine back to water,
in full view of the audience.

JENNIE HOLMES’

HANDCUFF TEST.

THE GREAT

challenge any officer of the law or medium to
bring to my seance the newest and best patent handI

cuffs.

DR. HENRY SLADE,
The marvellous Independent Slade Writings occur
the
upon
open lighted stage, and in full view ot the
audience.

CHARLES FOSTER.
The names of dead acquaintances of members of
the audience will appear upon my naked arm, in letters of blood.
MATERIALIZATION.
Clara Baldwin will fully duplicate the famous
Katie King and other materializations, showing
spirit faces which are often recognized by the audieiice. This test caused the dementation ot Robert
Dale Owen.
Mil!—Wi
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THE FAMOUS PILLORY CASE.
I will be locked by the committee head and arms
in a pillory with the keyhole filled with sealing wax,
and I will escape in 30 seconds without breaking the
seal.
I III

—

WI ■

———I llll—lll—

committee of four gentlemen (selectaudience) to tie me with ropes, and I
inside ot one minute. While tied the
wonderful manifestations will occur.

most

a

>KOF

OUTDONE.
ommittee will bind me hand and foot, and

^in-gai

CHALLENGE TO MEDIUV1S.
I unequivocally and withont reservation pronounce
the so-called phenomena of Spiritualism hurnbuggery. and denounce mediums, one and all, as frauds.
j\oi withstanding that spiritualists claim that Clara
Baldwin and myself are mediums, 1 hereby wager
the sum of $500 or more tha 1 can fully, completely
and-satisfactorily peiform and expose any manifestations of so-caileu spirit power, w hich I am permitted

BY

Subject “OCR TAXES »* Tickets 25 cents,
to be bad at It. li. Swift’s, Galiison & Colby’s and at
the door.
jal2d3t

Coffee House Fund !
MISS MAEYEASTMAN,
OF MASSACHUSETTS,
will deliver

a

LECTURE
in

behalf of tbe above charity on

the 15th

Monday Evening,
—

AT

CITY

inst.,

—

SIXTH ENTERTAINMENT.

Concert

Grand
—

AT

CITY

—

—

’

BY

HALL,
THE

—

BOSTON PBllHARMOffl (LIB,
by
assisted

Mist Zella Louise McQursicn, Soprano.
cents; Reserved Seats, 25 cents; tote
Tickets,
obtained of Thornes and at the door. Doors open at
6.30; Concert begins at«.
50

Street.

We believe it is the rest and surest remedy in
WORLD, in all cases of DYSENTERY AND
DIARRHOEA IN CHILDREN, whether it arises
from teething, or from any other causo.
We would
say to every mother wuo has a child sufiering lrom
any of the
foregoing complaints do not let
YOUK PREJUDICES, NOR
THE
PREJUDICES OF
others, stand betweeu your guttering child and the
relief that will be SURE—yes, ABSOLUTELY
SURE— to tollow the use of this medicine, if
timely
used. Full directions for using will accompany each
bottle.
Be sure and call for

‘•Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Sirup,”
Having the fac-simileoi “CURTIS & PERKINS’’
the outside wrapper.
Sold hy Druggists throughout the world.

nug29d6m
REPORT OF THE CONDITION

3VE ul st ard!

OF THE

MOKB1SOS & WIIITTEN,

Casco National Bank

PROPRIETORS.

R. F. LIBBY, No. 234 Fore Street, cor.
Cross St., in llelano’s Hill.
G. I*. HOOPER, Cor. York and Maple

Makes

KEITH.

THE FLORENCE

(Hlji tj

setting

Every-

a

Hnsiness December 21,
1870.

RESOURCES.

Loans and discounts.§1,783.686
U. S. bonds to secure ciiculation.
50,000
Other stocks, bonds and mortgages.
4,000
Due from approved reserve agents.
229,997
Due from other national banks.
15,310
Real estate furniture and fixtures.
5,000
Current expenses and taxes paid.
7,382
ChecKs and other cash items...
55,311
Rills ot other banks.
25,077
Fractional currency (including nickels)..
346

Specie

Legal tender notes.
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
(5 per cent of Circulation).

POTTER’S
nOKI HlV

A Ar and steady work for one or
sA A two enterprising men or
county.
PA HTICITI.A KS
SEND
S3,
for
ullTf lT,
■

5000 AG EATS
€132111 LEY

HEATING

STOVE

Cooking, Heating
Sloven aud

HOUSE,

m

ROSS

and Illuminating. Two
Powerful I.amp Combined.

Florence Oil

The

nt w

ros.

*

!

Baby Soap, made by Kobinaon
Co., Boston.
de2ld4wf

84

§2,235,010

80

STATE OF MAINE,
(
County of Cumberland, 1
I, William A. Winsliip. Cashier of the above
named Bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement is true to the > st of my knowledge ami

W1NSH1P, Cashier.
to before me, this 11th day ol

W1I. A.

Subscribed and

January,

paid.

J. B.

sworn

1877.
WM. T.

SMALL, Justice of the Peace,

Correct—Attest

1. P. FARRINGTON,
SAMUEL E.

)

JOSEPH WALKER,

)

SPRING,!

ja!2_

FINE

Directors.
d3t
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styles with name 10
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THOMPSON

COOKING

BLOCK.

Below the Post Office. Nos. 121—123 Middle St
corner of Church St.
The best location in the citj
for Jobbing business. Fitted up with Counting-room
Tables, and Elevator. Would make a splendid roon
for Liglit Manufacturing, pleniy of Storage Room i:
requited. Rent reasonable. Apply to

Every stove warranted to give satisfaction. These
stoves are made of the best Cast Iron, thoroughly and
handsomely galvanized inside and out, and line Russia Sheet Iron
It is made to last. For cooking,

heating and illuminating, nothing can equal

II. E. THOMPSON,
No. 32 J Emery St. ou the Spring St. Horse CarRouiC

To Let.

Furniture.
The best

FIRST-CLASS House corner Franklin and Cum
berland streets. Apply to
E. PONCE.
nov29
dtf

A

of Oil always on hand and for sale.
and Sales Room at

To Let.
Wilmot Street; has furnace, ga >

and Sebago. Apply to
A
nov3dtfL. TAYLOR.

c ,
;

children.

oc31(ltf

To be Let.
milK Offices in Third Story Merchants’ Nationa 1
_L Bank, now occupied by J. & E M. Rand; als ]
the front offices. These offices are heated by steam
have gas, water and fire proof vaults. Possessio: ■
given Nov. 1st.oct27dtf
To Let.

Office

O. DYER’S,
No. 267 middle St.

A. K.

BRICK HOUSE No. 74 Danforth Stree
A containing all the modern improvements L
quir at No. 10 Central Wharf.
dtf
Jd

the

Chambers, Bath Rooms, Druggists, Barbers. Dentists; lor Restaurants, Offices of all sorts, and Green
Houses it will be found an indispensable article ci

__*l>few4Ctf

To be Let.
At 85 New High street, a Pleasant rent
five rooms with modern conveniences, to

STOVE.

—

"BANGS,

Of

Ladies’ Fine Shoes, Ten Widths.
The French Last

a

specialty. Sold by

5 PKEBLEDAV1S,T’} LEAVITT & DAVIS
Klerk.
4ar
JyT

CONGRESS ST., Farrington

u

493 CONGRESS STREET.
my5giy
HALL’S RUBBER CEMENT.
For repairing all kinds of Rubber
Goods and warranted to stick. Sent
mail on receipt of 25 cts. Our new
SINK CliUANER,
The best ever made; no fam-

KXHIBITON ILLUSTRATED
Demand equals the crowds at the Exhibition. One
Over 400
agent sold 40, two 30 each in one day.
Fi«t* Hpgruviujgw. costing $20,000.00. show
the best exhibits. Wide-awake Agents are quiting
all the inferior books for this, ©ei ilici best. Send
for circular, teims and sample engravings.
I* W. ZKPGLEtt & CO..
518 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
jan3d4wf

707 SansomSt.

Philadelphia.jan3d4wt
to

ily

should be

without

one

Sent by mail on receipt of 20
cents
HALL’S RUBBER
store, Portland, me.

_

i

i

\
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Dr.

Kcnison,

CHIROPODIST.
Has arrived at the

introduce the

S. HOTEL.
DESCRIBED

A AD

ILLUSTRATED.

Nearly

SOO pages; only $1.50; rich illustrations;
and a treasure as the best ond cheapest History of
the Great Exhibition. Endorsed by Utiiccals, Press,
and Clergy. Is selling immensely. One lady cleared
$350 iu four wct*.U« Act quickly. Now or never.
For full particulars, HUBBARD BROS., Publishers,
309 Main Street, Springfield, Mass.
,"?6d4wt

For Sale,
Fishing Schooner Sargasso; thirty (30) tons
fJlHE
JL burden, now measurement; well found in sails
and rigging; will be sold low lor cash. Apply to
jantidtf

PER LEY, RUSSELL <2fe CO.,
No. 94 Commercial Street.

Giving Up The Fight.
It is becoming apparent that the wiser and
more conservative leaders of the
Democracy
have abandoned the revolutionary scheme of
electing Tilden by the House. The indignation and contempt which the Oregon iniquity
provoked, and the utter failure ot the eighth
of January meetings to arouse a public sentiment in opposition to the inauguration of
Gov. Hayes, have taught the chiefs of the
Democracy that an attempt to seat Mr. Tilden in the executive chair must be made in
defiance of the will of the people and must
certainly miscarry. To this conclusion they
have reluctantly come. The Northern braggarts insisted for a long time that their candidate must be made President in spite of all
obstacles, but as they proposed that the
Southerners should remove the obstacles, and
as the Southerners resolutely declined the job
the braggarts have been forced to abandon
their position.
The attempts at trickery
have been no more successful than the attempts at fraud. The revolutionary proceedings in New Orleans have alarmed and incensed the country, and the Democratic
leaders begin to feel that it is not safe to
further provoke the temper of the people.
But though having relinquished all hope of
inaugurating Mr. Tilden, the Democrats will
not at present publicly abandon their position. It is their object to create a public
sentiment adverse to the Republican party,
to

cripple,

as

far as

possible,

the

incoming

ad-

ministration by throwing doubt upon the
justice of its title; and to this end they will
continue to cry fraud, to asperse the Southern returning boards, to talk of their apparent popular majority, hoping that the pity
which always goes out to the vanquished and
the searching criticism which is always visited upon the victors will contribute to the
result. So we may expect the agitation to
be kept up for a long time yet. There are
many Democrats it is true who still earnestly
hope to see Mr. Tilden President for the
next four years, but these are men hungry
for office who mistake wishes for expectations. The party leaders neither anticipate
nor much desire such a result.
They feel
a triumph now would destroy the party, and
they believe that they have more to gain by
submission and by taking advantage of the
popular discontent which usually manifests
itself against those who long hold power.
While Senators and Representatives are
over the
Presidency and great
newspapers are shedding floods of darkness
on the subject of counting the electoral vote
an Iowa journal, the Burlington Hawkeye.
is maturing a plau which, when perfected,
will commend itself to the judgment and good
sense of the country.
The Hawkeye gives
the following synopsis of the plan and at the
same time explains why it is not yet published in full. It says: We had perfected,
and intended to publish in this issue, a plan
for counting the electoral vote and choosing a

wrangling

President, but on looking it over very careully we discovered that by its provisions the
two highest candidates would be obliged
votes than each oth-

the third candidate must have at
least as rnauy votes less than the two highest
as the candidate receiving Jthe next highest
number of votes has more thau the other twc
combined, before there could be an election.
The apparent discrepancy and contradiction
of this plan while easily harmonized and ex
plained, cannot be rectified without some little time and trouble, end we therefore reluctantly consented to postpone the publication of the entire plan until some future
time. In the mean time, however, we trust
no man will be mean enough to steal out
plan by using and elaborating the synopsis

given

above.

All foot diseases and difficulties treated in a skilful
manner.
Office hours from 9 a. m. till 8 p. m.
Saturday till 6 p. m.

{‘'^■'Hereafter Dr. Kenison’s visits will be like
this one, of three days duration.
janlld3t

Sleigh Barge Champion.
J.
ready

W. ROBINSON,
City Hotel Stables,

furnish Sleighing Parties at shortest
notice
lowest prices; any turn out lromanict
team
to
six in hand, A 1.
single
Call and see him.
dcc27
dtf
is

Tennyson

good enough to print were it not that they
are marred by one great fault,—they smacl
too strongly of what men in moments of lofty
eloquence are wont to call the flowing bowl,
Sancho Pedro writes in a strain only befitting

to
and

Tub present financial situation in New
York is attracting attention. The banks o
the metropolis have on hand thirty-eight
million dollars in gold—much of it bein'
collateral security ior loans of greenbacks.
This is stated to be a larger sum of coin than
has been held by those banks at one time foi
many years. It is also about three million;
greater thau the amount of greenbacks In th<
same banks.
This is a circumstance whict
has not happened before since the suspensior
of specie payments. The accumulation o
gold has had a healthy effect in reducing tb<
upon it, and the consequence is that the av
eragc price of gold ior the past thirty day; 1
is lower than for a similar average during an;
one month since June, 1862.
The unfailing courtesy of the New Yorl :
Uerahl toward its contemporaries of the Nev p
York press is ill requited. The great dailies
all big enough to know better, take advantag s
of the misfortunes of its owner to bitter), j
assail it and him. Indeed all the metropol
itau journals, with the exception of the He*
aid, indulge in a malicious spitefulness and 1
disregard of the truth when discussing thei r
rivals and enemies that would have disgrace i
even the American journalism of whic 1
Dickens wrote.

IN

ADVANCE.

need not

share,

for when he is realis-

tic, his work is exceedingin fine; and his genius
is great enough to catch the
poetic phase of
common things. A lack of truth of detail Is
sometimes shown in the inequalities of Mr.
Tennyson s work, when the spirit of tragedy
tears asunder the veil that covered the oldtime
subject of his verse with soft illusory dimness.
A more sharply defined outline of
manners and
objeots; careful study of bric-abrac even—for
the arms and utensils of one age are the bric-abrac of the next, and the word is after all only
a question of time—would be of
advantage to
Mr. Tennyson. His minute and delicate accuracy as to bis own time is marvellous; and it

Sugar will doubtless be higher during the
coming year. There is a short crop in Cuba,
and the deficiency of the Europeen beet-root
yield is estimated at 300,000 tons. The
world’s consumption of sugar, beet-root and
cane, in 1875, amounted to 3,457,623 tons,

would be easy for him to attain similar traits in
his mediaeval work, so fiue is his
perception and
so retentive his observation.
Toe Laureate’s
genius is magnificent in its wide and enlightened scope; but in purely artistic and
satisfying
treatment of olden story, whether it be
Gothic,
Greek or legend of no place or time, he might
learn very much from Mr. William

but the crop for 1870 will fall below that aggregate. The sugar crop in many parts of
Louisiana was excellent. Immense quantities of sugar and molasses are arriving at
New Orleans from the interior. The results
of the year will put the planters out of debt
and leave a surplus.

Morris,

who is without an equal in this
respect. His
range ot subject and manner
is
narrower
than
is
that
of
Mr.
but

Tennyson

within the limits
that he recognizes, his
work is perfect. The studies of
decoration,
which his first volume really must be considered", have been of incalculable aid to Mr. Morris in giving consistency and genuine quality to

It is becoming pretty clear to the average
observer that the Oregon barrel of money was
rolled out from Gramercy Park.

his work.
poetry is

Another chief merit of Mr. Morris’s
its utterly impersonal quality. His
identity is nowhere obtrusive; he practically
forgets for the time the latter centuries. He
belongs indeed to the school which is known as

Recent Publications.

Pre-Itaphaelite;

but while adhering to its traditions of minute faithfulness, his genius enables
him to rise above such of. its conditions as
would weight its winging.

Harold,

A Drama by Allred Tennyson. Author’s
Edition: from advance sheets.
Boston: J. K.
Osgood & Co. Portland: LoriDg, Short & Har-

mon.

In conclusion it may
will perceive more

Mr. Tenuyson is undoubtedly the representative poet of the age. No other has so reflected
its many-sided and radical thought, its rapid
and fearless march, its refinement of artistic

one

merely be said that no
readily than Mr. Tenny-

wherein the conditions of great dramatic
are unfulfilled by his work thus far and
with his superb tact which is as au armorbearer to his genius, he will adapt his work to
meet the high expectations that he has
given
the world a right to form.
son

poetry

acquisitions, —in brief,the laureate
receives his wreath of right at the hands of the
century of which he is the faithful interpreter.
It is not necessary to dwell at any length upon
this striking essential quality of Mr. Tennvsou’s genius, for not only is it very generally

OAi.t is

A> l> aWIBACLES.

L'no Societate Jesu. New Yotk: Harper
& Brothers. For sale by Boring, Short & Harmon,
It is not yet know to whom ia to be*
assigned
the honor of having written this book. The
title page indicates only that no Jesuit need
Hot Ab

understood and conceded by public literary
sentiment but it has been developed in several
most admirable papers, included in the volume
of Victorian Poets, by Mr. Edmund C. StedNo critic, on this side of the Atlantic at
man.
least, is more competent for such analysis than
is Mr. Stedman who has brought to the earnest
and scholarly consideration of the subject a

applr, and the contents
cate quite clearly that

of the book itself indino Jesuit is likely to
claim the honor. In fact Jesuitism is the
betc noir whose portentous blackness is here exhibited. The book is written in the belief that
the American public is by far too
favorably
inclined towards the Romish church, and is so

critical talent, most sympathetic, generous and
wide of vision. It is also Mr. Stedman who
predicts that the next field of poetic labor is to
be the drama, believing that the spirit of the

only because it lacks information concerning
“the actual teachings of modern Romanism, the
intellectual, moral, social and political tenden-

age demands it. Whether Mr. Tennyson’s instincts have also led him to this conclusion,
which bis two latest works Queen Mary and
Harold would seem to indicate; or whether it
is the natural wish of so versatile a genius to

cies of those teachings, and the real aims of the
leaders of the party which inspires and controls the policy of the Vatican.” He undertakes to supply that want. He does not propose to run a tilt against Catholicism as a re-

essay every form of poetic work, is a question
of mnch interest, bat of coarse impossible to
determine. How far Mr. Tennyson will succeed as a dramatist is at present doubtful.
Very much is to be expected of him in whatever task be undertakes, and little short of

ligion; be even defends Catholics against undiscriminaiiog comparisons frequently indulged in by Protestants. In a long residence
in Catholic countries he has found, among zealous Catholics in every social condition, not ex-

perfection

will satisfy his readers; any fault
will be noted with severity which is only the
reveise of the medal of admiration; and passages that would be hailed with applause coming from an untried singer will be accepted
from him as thanklessly as the air we breathe,

cluding

even the priesthood, examples of every
moral virtue as brilliant as any known by him
in Protestant lauds. Yet he believes that

Catholicism, as administered by the Church of
Rome is, in the main, hostile to culture and

accustomed has the world become to the
harmonious outlines and exquisite detail of his
verse, rounded and delicate as “laborious orient

social progress. The author has to deal, however, with Romanism as a polity. For that he
has neither defeuce nor extenuation; nor, on

ivory, sphere

the other hand, does it appear that he has set
down aught in malice. For the most part he
suffers history to speak for itself
The book is
a book of history, constructed of materials beyond ordinary reach. The arrogant claims of
Romanism are here set forth, and the ridicu-

bo

on

sphere.”

advance in any respect upon
Queen Mary, except that the argument of the
earlier play afforded uo opportunity for the development of a fine hero like Harold, the Usl
Saxon king. Queen Mary indeed bad the disHarold is not

an

advantage of plot and personages almost

unre-

lous tales fraudulently imposed on the credulity of the ignorant. Full account is given of
some of the more conspicuous of the pretended

lieved from gloom and repnlsiveness. In Harold the poet had the fortune to have a hero anc
heroine who fulfilled the conditions of dramatic
and poetic interest, and the character of the
former, in especial, is carefully and spiritedly

miracles wrought under sacerdotal superintendence, aad also of the “revelations” contrived by
intrigue, accepted by the cheated multitude
and giviug rise to these curious revivals or
spasms,of “religion” known as pilgrimages.
About one half the book is “Appendix” to
the other half and contains, besides sundry
Papal “bulls,” extended notes on ecclesiastical
forgeries, suppression of learning, the Inquisition and other matters. In these notes and in
the treatise to which they are appended the
author shows apparent familiarity with the
springs and issues of Jesuitism, and describes

drawn, yet lacks the last elements of gTeatness
Edith is tender and clinging, a sort of Ophelii
about whose hair the willow leaves seem alwayi
to hang and to her are alloted the most simply
perfeot lines of the clay, the two songs:
Love is come with a song and a smile.
Welcome Love with a smile and a song;
Love can stay bat a little while.
Whycannoi he stay? They call him away;
Ye do him wrong, ye do him wrong;
Love well stay for a whole life long,
and the wonderful, haunting minor melody
“Two young lovers in winter weather,
None to guide them,—”
the lines that Edith sneaks from an

them in

and Be igion, Theory of the
World, The God of Evolution, The Man of
Evolution, The Devil, or The Nature of Evil,

are—Science

The Evolution of Conscience, Love in Law,
Prayer, Bibles and the Bible, The Doctrine of
Atonement, Christianity and Evolution, Immortality. It will be seen that these are great
themes, and themes, too, which now command
much attention from thoughtful minds. A

popular treatise* on these subjects by a competent hand is certainly a thing to be eagerly
welcomed. Is Mr. Savage competent te the

prove the great opportunity given him to writ
drama in Saxon speech. He should have for

a

gotten so far a3 might be without stiffness o
affectation, the Latin and Romance words tba £
over with the Conqueror, and left hi 9
Harold free from invasion
of words as c £
hordes. The contrast is great of such lines as
“Look! am I not work-wan, flesh fallen?”
and
“In our winoy world, what’s up is lailh.”

came

and again

no more

clifts.
hover

minister of the Church

of the

Unity

in

and is master of his

position.

He

mitid of Bev. Joseph Cook.
The presumption arises tbat be has not undertaken this task altogether in vain. He does
not pretend that his work is conclusive, or even
■

into clumsy metaphysical speech
Thedialogue of the fishermen (Act II.,scene I
is not hv anv means as good as the prose dia
logue9 of Queen Mary which bad a fine qualit
of the period, aud were spirited and uotable
Mr. Tennyson seems to have perceived the wan
of ease of this scene himself, for he soon dis
translated

follk to clear the stage foi
the scenes between Harold, William of Nor
mandy and Malet, which are thoroughly ac

seafaring

mirable and which rise to a superb climax a
The speeches of Wulfnot
the end of the act
The charac
are very striking in their patho9.
ter of Edward the Confessor is drawn witl
great fervor and skill. Tho pious, though fanai
cal spirit, already belonging to another work
the inspiration of bis zeal and tbe forebodin;
of tbe fatal sangue-lac, form a sketch of geou
ine dramatic power. The scene where Edit
and Stigaud watch the battle from a distance
is intense. Mr. TenDyson has employed her
the fino but familiar effect of a chant of monk;
contrasting with the din of the battle and eage
of the
interest
speeches of tw
human
on-lookers, an effect similar to that t f
of the
chorale “Ei i
introduction
the
with
the
counter-them 3
Feste
Burg”
of tbe revellers in “Les Hugenots” ofScrih 3
and Meyerbeer, or the burial chant and brindii i
of the “Lucrezia” of Dumas aud Donizetti,
Looking at the dramatic work of Mr. Tennj
son, so far a9 one may judge of it from thes a
first essays of his in that line—it appears tha t

his successes are those which his coinmandio $
poetic gift and exquisite technical cultivatio a
due to th e

Ft r
imperfect quality of his media'valism.
and especially for idyllic purposes, it s
sufficient to produce beautiful effects, but i n
the severe light and sustained action of dri
matio poetry, its inadequacy is betrayed. The e
is a’popular.form of dilettanteism of tbe preset it

lyric

now

Boston, in the place formerly occupied by Mr.

fiery

«-Wisdom when in power

his failures are

is

recently given some, illustrations of bis
quality in eccasiooal public comments on the
famous Boston
“Monday Lectureship,” in
which be has caught up a few of the eccentricities of argument scintillating from the

And wisest, should not lrown as Power, but smil e
kindness, watching all, till the truo must
Shall make her strike as Power.”
which is neither more nor less than a dilute* 1
paraphrase of “the quality of mercy” &c.

aud that

ably received by his dencminational brethren,
and equally well in other circles, both before
aud after his conversion to Unitarianism. He

has

As

assure;

labor he has undertaken? He is already well
known as a strong and independent thinker.
His “Christianity the Science of Manhood,"
published while as yet he was a minister in
some “Evangelical’' denomination, was favor-

Bepwortb,

“-they should hang
Clifl-jibbeted lor sea marks; our sea-mew
Winging their only wail.”
or the superb primal harmony of the lines:

missed tho

C. W. B.

The Religion of Evolcticn. By M. J. Savage,
author of “Christianity, the Science of Manhood.”
Boston: Lockwood Brooks & Co. For sale by
Dresser, McLellan & Co.
The special topics considered under this title

purposes. The baleful comet, whose red llgh
burns above the action from its beginning, is :
keynote to its tragic motive which the poet ha
struck with emphasis and effect. It is a singu
lar failure of the poet's art that be did not im

with the unpardonable modern discord of sue!
and
‘‘Normanize
words as “Molochize”
which would hardly be admissible in a news
paper report; or with such elaborate and soph
isticated expression as this:

and vigorous way. He will
the country by this note of

arouse

citizen.

nufailiDg, and he seems never more at easi
and happy in his task than when employ
ing it.
The episode of history which is the ground
work of the tragedy is well fitted for dramatii

Make blush the maiden-white of uur.tall
Nor mark the sea-bird rouse himself and
Above the windy ripple and fill the sky
With tree sea-laughter->’

bright

alarm; but the statements here made may
fairly claim consideration from the American

exquis

the Thane at the royal banquet, a scene whicl
suggests Macbeth as does also the followini
scene (Act V., Scene 1.) with its visions of th<
arisen dead. Mr. Tennyson’s lyric power i

“Yea, and I
Shall see the dewy kiss of dawn

a

probably not

itely musical recitative to this latter song, at
subtle in its semi-melodic beauty as a cantileru
of Gounod. In contrast, but admirable in it
way, is the snatch of drunken song trolled b;

A correspondent, signing himself San
cho Pedro, sends to the Press some lines

change.

Charles Custis & Co.,

CENTENNIAL

GENERAL. AGENT FOB MAINE,
to whom all orders should be addressed.
ja3dlm

I. C. Heliucll & Barnard’, superior grade

—

ORDER

AGEHTS SKB SEW BOOK GREAT

AcUvcAkcuIk wanted instantly

Fur Comfort, Elegance and Durability,
BUY

TO

remedy

T>I? MG 14I\T^L ^0 matter how slightly d sF 1-ill 0 Avrlx O abled. Increases now paid.
Advice and circular free. T. McMJCIiAEL, Atty.,

GRANITE HALL, IN AUGUSTA,
o’clock P. M., Jan. iI3,
Tuesday, at
1877.
Let us come together to pray, consult and plan for
the future.
The “Woman’s Christian Temperance Union” will
hold their Convention in connection with this.
The Convention will probably continue until
Thursday night.
The usual reduction of fare may he expected on the
railroads.
I). B. Randall,
j. S Kimball,
W. F. Morrill,
m. W Hall,
J. Rand,
j. b. Lapham,
Joshua Nye,
Henry Tallman,
J. Z Swanton,
O. K Foss,
E. s. Kyes,
Geo E. Brackett,
Jos, T. Grant,
H. R. Taylor,
G. O. Pay son,
Owen B. Ghadboubne,
E. W. Stetson.
State Temperance Committee.
On

Temperance Coffee House. He should know
that men no longer say “John, pass me thai
decanter.” The Coffee House has changed
all that, and the word now is “Jane, pass m(
that coffee mug.” The technical merit o
the verses are overshadowed by their atrocity
in sentiment and their archaism in expressior
and they are reluctantly declined. One word
If Sancho Pedro pines “a maiden’s
more.
heart to cleave,” let him go frequently to the
Coffee House, and never never take any

NIADE

Wells’ Carbolic Tablets,
for
and all diseases of

COUGH*,
BI1ICOAT.
LUNGS, CUES I' and
illl'COIJS 11 1 11 Hit :1 N F.
PC. IP uNi.Y IN BLUE BOXES.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
C. N. CR1TTENTON, 7 Sixth Avexue, New York
jal
dlwt

Therefore, the men, women and children of Maine,
of all temperance oiganizations, and of no temperiatinns. of all religious denominations and
poliiical parties, total abstainers, prohibitionists, and
those who have doubts with reference to prohibition,
aie invited to meet in Mass Convention at
ance asso

the dark ages before the establishment of th<

de-,3d4w1

TRIFLING

(lie

As the time approaches for our Annual
TemperGathering, in reviewing the past we see abundant reason to thunk Goi and take courage.”
The success of the various Temperance
Organizations, boi h male and female, has been truly wonderlul. The priuciple of total abstinence, and we may
add prohibition, was never more strongly intrenched
in the hearts of the people than to-aay. This should
encourage us to work on till victory crowns our el-

er, and

Deposits.819,825 72
Due to other National Banks. .,.39,674 46—891,123

WITH A COLD IS ALWAYS DANGEROUS.
USE
a sure

CONVENTION.

ance

80

Undivided profits. 98,886 96—498.886 96
National Bank Notes outstanding.
45,000 00
Dividend unpaid...§ 1,623 66

It se'ls faster than any other book. One Agent
sold 34 copies in one day. This is the only authentic
and complete history published. Send lor our extra
terms to Agents.
National Publishing Co. Pliilada., Pa.
tle29
c!4vv t

decStf

Bank, Middle street.

STATE TEMPERANCE

§2,235,010

LET.

To Let.
rTlHE well-known boarding-house, No. 31 Free St.
A having been lately repaired and put in firstclass order, will be let reasonably.
For particular!
apply to H. J. Libby & Co., or over First Nationa

not used.

to have one-third more

iis ms it

cts. Post

Mechanic street, Woodfords
of GEORGE RACKLBFF.
cte9dtl

are

00

Capital Stock paid in.§ 800,000 00
Surplus kind.400,000 00

de21d4wt

WELL THAT IS CUTE

Co., N. Y.

SOtTHWOhTH, ION Newbury St.,
or JT. 1 iflct'OlSB, 95 Eichanve St,
novldtt
no2leodtt

nications that

2,250

LIABILITIES.

belief.

1V» itiru b> bis father
A complete account of
this most JlysspriociN Abduct iota and Exciting
Search. With Fac Simile Letters and Illustrations.
OutNelbt all oilier Book* One agent took 50
orders in one day. Terms liberal. Also Agents
wanted on our Vfinguiliccut Family Bible*.
With invaluable Cllufttrated 4 id* aud Superb
Binding*. dOHJf E. POTTER & Co., Publisbers,

Philadelphia.

—FOR—

LET7~

'he'"story1 of

25

00
00
55
6$
00
53
71
00
91
6.618 17
50,000 00

WORTH S20 Address, J. LATHAM & CO.,
419 Washington Street. Boston, Mass.
del9il4w1

r

fflHE

sep2tfd6m

each

F«EE

Corner Middle and India Street,
Cortland.

without

in

women

J O bCJ.
nice pleasant rooms, centrally located,
with or wilhout board. Apply at 45 Myrtle
Street.
ja3eod2w

Hlfgtt

mark.

—

AMERICAN
a richly iilusttated, ably edited
Family Magazine at cniy S3 n year. Specimens,
25 Cts. Ol'rut li’rm. io « lube.
JOHN E. POTTER & CO Pubs., Philadelphia.
dec 19
d4wt

very

on

General Agency
AT
220 Federal St. Portland.
body is

NOW

NICE Rent

EAST

the test and healthiest

—

Tit*i>fc

<

Subscribers for 1877.

To Let.
is your chance to get a good rent all to yourself a small House, within 3 minutes walk of
City Building; rent about $10.00 per month. Apply
to
W. W. CARR,
declSdlf
19* Newbury Street.

Wood folds’ Corner.

THE STATE OF MAINE,

At the close of

BREAD
This yeast is made
from Pure Grain. Factory at
Blissvilie, L. I. For sale by all
retail grocers.

MERRILL A CO., 139 Middle St

New England Bouse, Portland, Hie,
Address
AUG. P. FULLER,
de28dtf
Portland, Me.

THE AMERICAN

eoUly

COMPRESSED

A.

IN

WILLIAM M. WHITTEN.

PORTLAND,

Fleisclimann & Co.’s

Streets.

MERRILL.

A.T

350 FORE STREET, Portland, Maine.
ARTHUR B, MORRISON.
nol6

Stair Builders.

The

£2i5ifitumily

THURSDAY EVENING, JAN. 18, ’77,

Griping ot the Bowels, aud Wind

Real Estate Agents.

HOTEL TO LEASE.

on

only relieves the child from pain, hut in'
vigorates the stomach and bowels, corrects acidity
and gives tone aud
energy to the whole system. It
will almost instantly relieve

on

Block,
Street, over store of Messrs C A.
ST. JOHN SMITH,
Co. Apply to
Vickery
dec?9dtf31fr Exchange Street.

novl 1

Army & Navy Course.

Mills

Retail.

Middle
ROOMS
&

HJALT.

Lecture to commence at 8 o’clock.
TICKETS ii5 CENTS. For sale at the
door.
jal3d2t

Bay

Street, op-

To be Eel.
ill Second Story of Hopkins’

Enquire

syrup

beeu used with

Thousands ot Cases.

Book Binders.
QIlINCt, Boom II, Printers’

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

HALL

house

you-

the

Plumbers.

on second floor, in Mechanic Building,
Cor. Congress an.i Casco streets; suitable for
lectures, entertainments, singing schools, &c., &c.
Will seat 350 people. For further particulars inquire
of J, M PECK, at Photograph Booms, 518 Congress
Street, directly opposite
Per order of Hall Committee.
jan8d2w

a

rest to

It not

Watches, Jewelry and SilYer Ware,

HOTEL TO

ministered.
This valuable preparation has
NEVER FAILING SUCCESS in

dly

sepl6

•

To

In Plymouth Church Monday Evening,
Jau. 15th. at 8 o’clock.

Free Street Block, Portlaud,

3

of

JAMES MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street

J. A.

ot

REV. C. F. BOLE

GENERAL AGENT.

WHITNEY, No. 3« ExUpholstering of all kinds
change
done to order.

J. A.

HALF
Corner

—

be

board

A.
St.

TO LET

IiECTURB
—

A.

Fnrniture—Wholesale and

dtf

nolo

TWO

give

We have put up and sold this article for years and
CAN SAY IN CONFIDENCE AND TRUTH of
it,
what we have never been able to say ot any other
medicine-NEVER HAS IT FAILED. IN A SINGLE INSTANCE, TO EFFECT A CURE, when
timely used. Never did we know an instance of dissatisfaction by any one who used it. On the contrary,
all are
with its operations, and speak in
terms of highest commendation of its
magical ettects
and medical virtues.
We speak in this matter
’■WHAT WE DO KNOW.” after years of experience
AND PLEDGE OUR REPU1ATION FOR THE
FULFILMENT OF WHAT WE HERE DECLARE.
In almost every instance where the intant is suflering from pain and exhaustion, relief will be found
in fifteen or twenty minutes after the
is ad-

OEORGt

In a central acd desirable location,
either for one or two families, with
modern conveniences and in good order.
Will lease if desired. Address HOUSE,
28 Exchange Street.

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES.

dlw

can

BROWN STREET.

Boarders Wanted.
single gentlemen and a number

HOUSE WANTED.

S. S. BALDWIN,
Exposer of Spiritualism.

jan6

with

~THUESTON,

SAMUEL

Carpenters and Builders.

H. C. SMITH Circular,
lOHi Washington street, Boston,
The work is liberally paid for.
del3dlm

PROF.

Notwithstanding the enormous salary paid Prof.
Baldwin for bis services and the high expense incurred in bringing the entertainmeut to this city,
the usual prices of admission have been adopted.
Admission as usual. Reserved seats can be secured
at the Box Office on and after January 11th.

17

WHITNEY & WEARS, Pearl
posite the Park.

1

desire to employ their leisure hours
a beautiful style ot fancy needle
stamp directed envelope or call person-

to witness three times

(signed)

Apply

gentlemen
rooms

will
and

delighted

ii* varieties. Patent secured. Prices
reasonable. Agents Wanted.

Street.

who

FAT

The c
while in iMs condition a coat from the back ot one of
the audituee will be trans erred to n»y back, and
afier being sewed securely together at the neck and
cufts will be instantaneously, and in full view of the
audience, returned by some unseen power to the
Not a knot untied or a seal broken.
owner.

CABINET DESK
iu

Exchange, No. Ill Exchange St.
SMALL & SHACKFOKh, No. .‘*5 Plunk

at home at
LADIES
work. Send

I—II IIIIBIIII..

DAVENPORT BROS.
I will allow
ed from ilie
will be untied

WM.

'...

CLAIRVO YANCY.
I will give clairvoyant tests unequalled by any medium Clara Baldwin, while in a trance state, will
reveal the past, present and future.

two

it, mothers, it

Colic.

W ANTED
for

on

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT A FOGtJ, No. HS Middle Street.

Agents, both Male and Female, to sell our
X V/V/ useful household articles. They will sell
to almost every house.
Any one can sell them We
have agents that never sold anything before, making
from four to five dollars per day and expenses.
Please call and examine the goods, every housekeeper needs them and wants them
We have a large
variety. N. B.—Business chances bought and sold
here. Call, or address with stamp, T. F. BOWE,
ja9dtf
119J Exchange street, Portland.

ally

or

upon

Belves,

BUSINESS DIRECTOR\.

|

||

SYRUP

Relief and Health to Your Infants.

tabl®
boarders can find excellent accommodation a1
291 Congress street, up stairs.
novlldlt

W anted.

Wiiat Prof. E-ildwin will Do !

private family.
de23dlm
a

lYtli,

WAJNTb.

of

6th, either

wife,
GENTLEMAN
aocommonated with pleasant
at

in

Gentlemen’s ticket, admitting ladies, $1 00; Ladies’ ticket 25 cents.
ialldlw

WINSLOW’S

JWBS.

SOOTHING

IS THE WOOTOIS

Pleasant Rooms will. Board.

music BY CHANDLER.

AGENCY

A BEAUTIFUL LIBRARY DESK,

For Children Teething,

BOARD.

HALL,

dy

i Practical Business Desk,

—

Wednesday Evening, Jan.

WILL PERFORM BY

189 Middle St., Portland, Maine.

greatly facilitates the process oi teething, by softening the gums, reducing all inflammation—will allay
all pain and spasmodic action, and is
Sure to Regulate the Bowels,

SATURDAY,

AX

Clothing Co.,

Ail ornamental Parlor Desk

Green, Cumberland, Pearl or Oxford Streets, a ftiuall
blnck leather Satchel, with tin box inside containing Sewing Machine needles and tools. The
finder wdl please leave it at the Police Station,
*
d3t
janll

Ball

at the

51 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

Jan.

cations.
all cases indispensable, not necessarily tor publication
but as a guaranty ol good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or reserve commu-

ANNUM,

day which affects vagueness, lest the rose-leaf
of song should be crumpled and disturb its
rest in downy unrealities.
This dread Mr.

According to the annual statement of

Wells, Fargo & Co., the aggregate yield of
precious metals in the United States, British
Columbia, and the west coast of Mexic®, for
the year just closed, was $90,875,173, an increase of nearly ten millions, or 121 per
cent., over 1875. From their tables, it appears that while the yield of gold has advanced
in six years only about 25 per cent., the yield
of silver has advanced in five years fully 100
per cent. Of the whole product of Nevada
35 per cent, was gold. In the entire product
of the year Nevada furnished $49,280,764,
and California $18,615,807. The Comstock
lode, Nevada, in its marvellous richness,
stands pre-eminent amoDg modern mines.

and scientific

Boston and Portland

Lost,

Portland Montgomery Guards

$5001 lialleugc to Mediums

All, and Polite Attendants,

LOST AND FOUND,

THE

Annual

to

Depend

F». M. Gr.

Fifth

Superior Goods, One Price

England.

Service of Drecepfs of all kinds a specialty. Confidential advfce given, and services rendered in the
detection and arrest of criminals. Business attended
to at all hours.
Residence 3§ Melbnurue St*
jau8dtt

(AMIEK lltLit, on Monday evening,
Jan. 1.5. 1871. at 8 o’clock.
Tickets,—Gents
$4.00; Ladies $2.00 in advance
J. S. GOULD, Agent.
,ianlld4t

INDORSED BY UPWARDS OF
ONE THOUSAND PROMINENT
DIVINES, EDITORS, LITERATI AND NOTABLES.

Lower Prices than any House in New

Constable of Portland,

1877.Jalld4t

Dine

prices that W'ill make the hearts ol Bargain Hunters “beat with
joy.” niiring this great sale we shall sell our regular unbroken lines
of OVERCOATS and AVINTER CLOIHING for Men’s,
Voting Men’s,
Boys’ and Children’s wear at

Ja2

anonymous letters and communiThe name and address of the writer are Id

forts.

A GREAT JOB LOT SALE

dtf

ME.

ADAMS,

”

invited to attend.

10,

Caskets Always on Hand

YARMOUTH,

align

the English

SALE,

,
taking account ot stock we find we have on hand many brok*
4>n lois. consisting ol odd suits and parts ot suns, small lots ot OVERCOA I S, PASTS, VESTS, Ac., which it would be useless lo scud back
to Headquarters. a»d which must be disposed ot before New Goods
beg.u to arrive, and in order to clear our countersol these goods we
have inaugurated to-day, January 1st,

Opposite the Grand Trunk Dopot,

BY

Order of Committee on Lectures.

Portland, Jan

will

and

M A RK-DOWN

is customary with the trade, we decided to devote the entire
profits of the best month in the year to two objects,
One, to reduce our Surplus Stock.
The oilier, to cstablMi our House as Headquarters in MAINE (or
First Class Clothing at the very bottom prices. AYc are satisfied with
the result.

HITCHCOCK,

UNDERTAKER,

GENERAL NEAL DOW.
Subject—“England

Wlldo,

Successor to the late George Marwtoo,

EIGHTH ENTERTAINMENT.

The public

T.

The Natural Magnetic Physician,
lie shall lay hand s on them and they shad be heale
:!0£ Cumberland, Cor. of Elm Kt.
nov8
dtf

MAINE

LECTURE

JOBBER,.

&

_

We do not read

TO THE PEOPLE OF MAINE.

as

66 Market Street, Printers Exchange,
PORTLAND. ME.
jul
dly

Box Office now open. The Theatre will close for a
short period for the purpose of Repairs and oi
organizing au Entire New Company.
janl3dlt

Monday Evening, Jan. 15,

MAKER

regular attache of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate countersigned by Stanley T
Pullen, Editor. Ail railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent oui

our

at

Watch and Chronometer Marker.* Tools,
Mathematical, Optical and Philo>
■opbicnl (natrumeutn, (School
Apparatus, &c„

ROMEO AND JULIET!

COURSEJDF

BABCOCK.

MANUFACTURES OF

MISS FANNY MARSHMARY MOBTIMER
To be followed bv tbe Balcony Scene Irom

FREE

P.

MODEL

AliADDIJf.

Spiritualism
Exposed !

SACRIFICE
would have to be made, and we made it. December is the best aud
busiest mouth ia the year for the Clothing business, and instead of
waiting ior New Year, when Hie majority of people are supplied, to

37 pium Street-

No.

Comeuietta,
NAVAL ENGAGEMENTS t

THE

and (gaid !funbeh,

Job
C.

JULIET.MISS FANNY MARSHTo conclude with the great Burlesouc Extravaganza.

BALDWIN.

BERRY,

STEPHEN

Marsh.

Fanny

A Committee of Gentlemen have tendered Miss
Fanny Marsh a Complimentary Benefit, in testimony of their appreciation of her arduous exertions
in endeavoring to establish the Drama in Portland,
aDd in the acknowledgment of her indomitable and
unwavering courage amidst all adversities, disappointments and difficulties in continuing to try
ami deserve the patronage of her Friends and the
Public.
The Paformances will commence with the admired

January 12th and 13th,

Prof. S. S. and Clara

TO

RORMSfi, JAS. 13. ’71

Journal.
Four weeks ago we felt the necessity of reducing our immense
AVI.sale stock of OVERCOATS AND AVINTER CLOTHING, and to
accomplish this we knew a

upon

AND

The Nrcoiwl Trrm of MR. H. J. IIOI.T1KM
Juvenile Dancing Claw* will begin

Friends!

oir

3XT O W

To-Niglit Last Night of the Present Season.

Gr. A. R. HALL

A fyniet CARD to

make

Attorney au<3 Counsellor at Law,
33 School St., Boston, Mass,

PRESS.

Every

E’A.IiliINGTON'd,

Middle

180

TO-DAY FAMILY MATINEE.
AND

MOTLEY;

ATTORNEY AT LAW,

and Manageress,
HUMS FANNY MARSH.

—

CLASS,

be found, for the present, at

WM. H.

in which the renowned humorist
NAB HR will appear.
Tickets 25 cents, to be obtained at Stockbrtdge’s
Mu«»Ic Store aDd at the door. Doors open at 1 o’clock,
entertainment at 2 o’clock.
ja4dtd

Naval

ENTERTAINMENTS.

13th,

“AH AFTERNOON WITH BABNABEE,”
H. C. BAR.

Note

Law,

■

Story, Jto. 2.
jan»__ d3w

ENTITLED

Fanny

at

■

SATURDAY

Centennial Block, 3d

CITY

Kates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
length of column, constitutes a “square.”
$1.50 per square daily first week; 75 cents per week
after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; oontinuiug
every other day after first week, 50 rents.
Half square' three insertions, or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00 : 50 rents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements’* and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of rlie State) tor $ I CO per square tor first insertion,
ami 50 cents
per square for each subsequent Insertion.
Address all communict tions to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

DANCING

AT

—

published every Thursday Morning at $2.50
ye ir, if paid iu advance at $2.00 a year.

McCOBB,

CHILDREN’S ENTERTAINMENT Counsellor

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

JUVENILE

J. T.

TERMS $8.00 PER

that he has produced a complete discussion of
the subject in hand. He says—“This volmakes no claim to completion. It is
ume
only an essay in answer to the question, ‘If
evolution is true, what have we left in the way

relig on?’

of

view of

the

An important question—in
Dro'oabilitv that evolution mav

eventually be established—a question for

some

sometime to answer. Whether or not this
answer by Mr. Savage will satisfy the reader

one

on— many things.
Probably it will
We should join
not fully satisly anyone.
issue with him on some positions taken, collateral to the principal theses; for example, on bis

depends

treating of conscience as if it were a knowing
faculty, au error which, notwithstanding its
etymological sanction, betrays him into some
inevitable confusion of thought. We decidedly
also to the statement that “knowledge is
the devil-killer and exterminator of evil,” an
Other readers
error kindred to the other.
doubtless will make other exceptions to some
of the teachings of this volume; it may how-

object

ever be cordially recommended to persons interested in this class of topics as an intelligent
and candid essay in defence of religion.
0. W. B.

Thrown on the World; or The Discarded Wife.
By Bertha M. Clay. Published by G. W. Carleton
& Co., N. Y. For sale by Loriug, Short & Har
mon.

Whatever views critic or non-professional
reader may have upon the perusal of this novel
are forestalled by the commendatory slip which
the publishers kindly enclose for the guidance
of the journalist whom the limits of time may

prevent from readieg and judging for himself.
In this enthusiastic notice we are told that it
is “one of the most wonderful romances ever
given to the world,” and that it is “impossible
to give the public an adequate idea of its greatness by mere words.”
Furthermore, that the
novelist combines the good qualities of Dumas
Miss Braddon, Mrs. Henry Wood and George
Sand—a rather arbitrary selection among the
truly great! And finally we are called upon to

“outgush of wild, weird passion,”
“quaint conceit” and “depths of entrancing
mystery.” The quaint conceit of her publishers is really admirable—and so long a space
attest her

would not have beeu devoted to the novel in
except that, for the sake of authors
and public alike, it is well to suggest to publishers that such irresponsible surplus of
praise defeats its own ends. Left to itself, a
newspaper would probably adjudge the book to
have a degree of interest, some pathos and considerable variety of incident and to possess,
perhaps average merit in its manner of relating
a story founded upon the false premise that

question,

“men were deceivers ever.”
Poems of Places. Edited by Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow. Scotland, Denmark, Iceland, Norway, Sweden. Vol. III. Published by J. K. Osgood & Co., Boston. For sale by Loring, Short &
Harmon.

This volume completes the selections descriptive of Scotland, and also includes poems suggested by the scenery and legends of Denmark,
loeland, Norway and Sweden—among which
will be welcomed Mr. Btyard Taylor’s fine
and sincere America to Iceland, and bis superb
Norseman’s Ride, with its cold ringing music,
like the

iceberg’s song to the spring snn. Mr
Longfellow’s own poems upon Northern su >jects, many of which are to he found in tbe volume, are of the highest degree of spirit and
beauty. The contrast between the fine muscular quality of bis Tbangbraod tbe Priest, and
the absurd bathos and preposterous lack of
fl'mees that characterize Ferdinand Freiligrath’s
apostrophe to Icciand-MoBS Tea, which immeit—is something too much.
Each new voinme of this series increases the
debt of gratitude due to Mr. Lmgfellow, and

diately precedes
the poetic

inspired
erring.

with wbich his task is
but rarely otherwise than un-

judgment

seems

Shadows on the Snow. By B. L. Farjeon, author of Blade o’ Grass, Golden Grain, <6c., &c_
NewYork: Harper Brothers. Portland: Loring,
Short & Harmon.
•
A Christmas story, approved by Charles
Dickens when it wag sketched in oatline, and
It is a close
now elaborated for the public.
imitation of the great novelist’s work in design
The mingling of pathos and
and treatment.
is a little hysterical, but the story has
a good degree of interest and some power. It
is Mr. Farjeon's misfortune to have taken for

joviality

his model and followed so closely one who was
so aniqne, and whoge peculiarities which gave
the essence of individuality and worth to his
own work, must necessarily deteriorate and beMr.
come cheapened in the bands of a copyist.
Farjeon has talent enough to let go the leadingstrings aid do well by himself.
Atlantic Monthly Index, 1857—187C. Published by H. 0. Houghton & Co., Boston. For

The

oaiu

ujr uaucj

w

o.

This very carefully and conveuieutly arindex serves not only as a guide to the
wanderer through the thirty-eight volumes
already published, of the Atlantic Monthly,
but gives much interesting information, much
of which is now first made public,as to the names
of authois of many poems and articles which

ranged

have excited interest and comment. The charming humor of the preface,clearly by Mr. Howells
is enough to make an oasis in the waste places
of a Worcester’s Unabridged, and gives the
inquiring reader new zest to pursue his research for article or author among the pages of
the index with their
nected" contents.

“interesting

but discon-

Joshua Hagoaed’s Daughter. By Miss M .E.
Braddon, author of Aurora Floyd; John Marchmont’s legacy, etc., etc. Illustrated. New York:
Harper Brothers. For sale in Portland by Loriog,
Short & Hannon.
This is an exceedingly good novel, original
and entirely unsensational. Miss Braddon has
much power over words and there often occur
in her novels passages of real power and beauty. Her pathos is genuine and her style often
fine in its rheteric and rhythm. Perhaps it is ow-

ing to the amouot of incident to be found in her
early works, Miss Braddon has been classed
among the writers of the sensational school,
but her later style of writing shows her progress in the novelist’s art and should give her a
plaoe among the writers of fiction whose
novels merit attention and praise.
Colony Ballads. By George L. Raymond. Published by Hurd & Houghton, New York. For
sale by Bailey & Noyes.
It canuot be said that this contribution to
the centennial literature of our country has
much poetic merit; iu spite of their warlike
subjects and evident earnestness of purpose,
these ballads are often decidedly comic; aod
when the author indulges in the graces of elaborate rhyme and assonance the result is apt to
be preposterous. Students of the realistic wili
find food for thought in the difficulty which a

poet of small calibre experiences in reconciling
homely details of great deeds with artistic expression.

_

News and Other Items
proprietors of the Fabayan House,
Mountains, have opened a 860,000 hotel

The
White
at Tbomasville, (ia.
The young men of Rockville in this state cel
ebrated New Year’s day by reading the testament

by mooaligbt.

Of the five hundred deaths in New York city
for the week ending Jan. 6tu, eighty-two were
from scarlet fever and forty-three from diphtheria.
Among the buyers of Plymouth church pews
ou Tuesday night was H. B. Clafin, who gave

$600 for ihe seat that be gave $630 for a year
ago; Vl. Y. Beach, who for $375 got * few that
sol'.|last year for $625; and three other persons
who gave more than $500 each. Thomas Shearman gave $200 for his.
There was a wedding in Lexington, Ky., on
New Year’s day, the circumstances of which
are not likely to be repeated for a good many
years to come. The bridegroom was Dr. Joseph G Chinn of Lexington, who was a soldier
of the war of 1812, and who is 80 years oldThe bride was Mrs. Catherine Lawson of Fay*
ette county, Ky., who will be 90 years old next

May. The pair are wonderfully well preserved
and do not appear to be more than sixty years
old.
The New York Express prints thi3, but is so
modest it will not give the name of its princely
employe: It was at Vassar College, and one of
the girls said to a reporter, “Are you single?”
An affirmative answer being given, she then
asked, thoughtfully, “Do editors ever get
rich?” The pencil-heaver again replied in the
affirmative and instanced several leading journalists, and then added, “I leave for New York

tomorrow, and it will take me three days to pay
my taxes and cat the coupons off my bonds!”
“Is it possible?” replied the miss, “and you so
Books Received.
The Wine-B ibber’s Temperance Society.
Cloth, 76 pp. Boston: Leo & Shepard. Portland:
Dresser, tocLellan & Co.

Colony Ballade.
By George L. Raymond.
Cloth, 95 pp., price 75 cents. New York: Hurd &
Houghton. Portland: Bailey & Noyes,
Index to the Atlantic monthly. Volumes 1XXXVIII, 1857-1876. Coth, 106 pp., price $2 50
Boston: H. 0. Houghton & Co. Portland: Bailey
& Noyes.
Through the Eye to the Hearth, or EyeTeaching In the Sunday School. By the
Rev. W. F. Crafts. With an Introduction by J.
H Vincent, D. D. Revised edition, cloth, 200 pp.
New York: Nelson & Phillips, Agents of Methodist
Book Concern.
miNOK TEI.EORAms.
Fire in Rockport, N. Y., yesterday destroyed
worth
of property.
$40,000
A heavy snow storm prevailed at Chicago

yesterday.

The Mechanics’ Savings Bank of Boston his

suspended.

Tbe recent failure of Hnddell & Seitzinger in
is causing a flatter in Boston,
where their liabilities are heavy.
Smith Dann, 45 years old,living in Stamford,
Conn., has been lodged in jail on a charge ot
incest.
The flagship of the Russian squadron arrived
in Hampton Roads yesterday, having on board
the Grand Duke Alexis.
Alexander Barton, cashier of tbe national
bank of Fishkill, is charged with defalcaiioo
to the amount of between $20.0oo aud ©00,000.
Ex-Pension Agent H. C. Bennett of San
Francisco has been convicted of embezzlement
but bis counsel demand a new trial.
Blue JeaDS Williams has declartd bis intention of fully organizing aud putting on a War
looting the Indiana militia.
Of tbe 500 letters examined by Supeiintendent Yeoman in New York Thursday night,from
tbe stolen mail-bag received from Montreal,
only fonr were unopened.
A large part of tbe glass roof of the car-house
at the Grand Central depot in New York was
crushed yesterday by the weight of snow upon
it. No one was injured.

Philadelphia

Poughkeepsie detectives arrested three burglars yes erday morning on a Montreal traiD,
who had beguu operations on the sales of tbu
National Express Company.
Th# Democratic Representatives irom Louisiana have received a dispatch which says that
Packard’s legislature shows sigus of speedy dis-

solution.
The Republicans of the

lature,

secret session

Thursday night, passed

caucus.

to
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The Senate met

Committee at Work—The

The Judiciary

College—Committees of the

State

Senatorial

tive Council—Democratic
Caucus, etc.

LSpeclal Despatch
The

Execu-

the Press. ]
Augusta, Jau. 12.

to

Committee met Thursday
They will report favorably on the
bill to give further criminal jurisdiction to the
Supreme Court in Sagadahoc couuty; and legis-

Judiciary

afternoon.

lation inexpedient on various petitions for lien
on bark and lumber.
The Committee on Agriculture have assigned
Wednesday next as a time for hearing the
friends of the State College.
Prof. Pike of the State College has been invited to lecture before the Legislature on the
Ru-.sian system of farm education.
It appears from the Governor’s message to
the Legislature to-day that five
been pardoned during the past
ward S. Kirby, convicted of
Chas. Saunders, of felonious
Wilkinson, of murder in the

criminals have
year, viz: Ed-

manslaughter;

assault;
second

Chas.

degree;

Ftank Dillon, of arson in the night time; Cbas.
B. Merrill, comm, n seller.
The Democratic caucus last night which
nominated Hon. Win, P. Haines for United
Slates Senator was not altogether a harmonious
body. Of course there was no trouble over
the nomination. Someone said Mr. Haines
would take it, and the caucns gave it to him
with the greatest of unanimity. Mr. John C.
Talbot was another who was willing, but the
caucus spared him, iu consideration doubtless
of bis recent sufferings. But uufortuuately
the caucus fell to discussing the party management during the last decade, and in the debate
the managers were subjected to some sharp
criticism. One gentleman of prominence had
the hardihood to praise Mr. Blaine and deprecate the assaults upon him—and strange to say
be was not put out. Ou the contrary, it was
found that quite a number were of his mind.
Warden Rice will recommend in his reporl
State Prison. He rean enlargement of the
and that t.hfl nriann

nnrtB 17K

is

full

In addition to this number there are elever
under conviction and sentenced to the prison.

following

constitute the standing com
mittees of the Executive Council:
On Warrants— Messrs. Buffum. King, Lacy.
On Accounts—Messrs. Wing, Preble, Jose.
On Prisons and Pardons—Messrs. Lacy
Wing, Buffum.
On Elections—Messrs. Farrington, Buffum,
The

Jose.

On Taxation—Messrs. Wing, Jose, Lacy.
On Lands—Messrs.
Buffum, Farrington
Preble.
On State Beneficiaries—Messrs. Jose, Preble,

Wing.

King,

Reform School—Messrs.

On

Wing.

Jose,

On Hospital—Messrs. Preble, Buffum, King
On Public Instruction—Messrs. Farrington
Lacy, Buffum.
On Military—Messrs. Lacy, Wing, Preble.
On Indian Affairs—Messrs. King, Lacy, Far

ringtoo.
On
ton.
On

Library—Messrs. Preble, King, Farring

King.

Pay Roll—Messrs.

Jose,

Farrington

to Insane HospitalVisiting
Messrs. Buffum, Preble, with Mrs. Quinby.
On State Prison—Mr. Wing.
Senator Blaine’s Reception.
A very large and brilliant reception wa
given this evening by Mr. and Mrs. Blaine t
Committee

the members of the Legislature, state govern
ment and a great number of private citizens
including prominent and leading men of but!
the Republican and Democratic parties fron
all sections of the state. Between 600 and 70
gentlemen and ladies were present, but neithe
the capacity nor the hospitality of the large
Th
old-fashioned mansion was over-taxed.

festivities, .including music and dancing, wer
kept up to a late hour. The occasion was on
of universal pleasure, and will be long remem
bered as
ever

of the most
given in Maine.
one

notable

reception

Prayer
Augusta.

was

aceouling to adjournment.
offered by Rev. Mr. Tilden of

The order authorizing certain committees to
visit the several state institutions which they
represent and to report thereon, came btek
from the House amended by striking out the
words “and the several committees are not authorized to invite members ot the Legislature
or others to accompany them at the expense of
the state.”
On motion by Mr. Kyes the Senate adhered.
The order relating to a reference to appropriate committees of all the business of the last

Legislature

this, came back
branch insisting upon its

referred to

from

the House, that
vote
giving the order a passage and proposing a
conference.
It was therefore
Resolved, That the Senate insists upon its
former vote, and concurs in the proposed conference, and appoin s Messrs. Kyes ot Franklin, Wheelwright of Penobscot and Stevens of
Kennebec conlerees on its part.
Other papers from the House were disposed
of

in

concurrence.

A [communication was received from the
Governor giving the list of reprieves, remissions of penalties, and commutations of pardous granted by him in 187G
Ordered, That the committee on state lands
and state roads enquire into the expediency ot
arrabgiog and preserving the recoras, plans
and 'locumenis, now in the state lend office.
Ordered, That the judiciary commitiee enquire into the expediency 01 so amendtog divorce laws as to grant rights ot appeal trom decision

to

as

alimony.

Mr. Bailey presented a bill, “An act to promote the efficiency of the police force of the
city ot Portland.”
Mr. Bailey presented a resolve of the city
government ot Portland in regard to the taxation ot property; also a resolve of the city govof Portland relating to an amendment of Sec. 1, Article 2 of the Constitution of

ernment

the state.

Petitions, Bills and Acts Presented and Referred—YeUUoa of Joseph H. Hamlin et ais.
for an act to incorporate the Harrington and
Jonesport Telegraph Company; of S. O. Diosmore et

als. for

Walker.
TLf

\\T V,

A.,

1 tct *»

appropriation in
7 nrL

nSAJAnf A J

aid of

W. W.

nrnomKIo

A

d

Tt/1

resolve relating to an amendment of tbe Constitution of tbe United States in regard to tbe
manufacture, importation and sale of intoxi-

cating liquors. Ordered to be printed.
The joint select committee to which was referred the Governor’s message, reported, refer-

ring

the various sections to the appropriate
committees.
The report was read and accepted.
Messrs. Lennox of Lincoln, Brown of Piscataquis and Hobson of York were appointed a
committee on the enlargement of the state
house.
The committee on railroads to which was
referred the bill “An act

granting

further time
to the Penobscot & Lake Megantio Railroad
Co. to locate and complete its railroad,” re-

ported that it ought to pass. The report was
accepted and Monday was assigned for its second reading.
Tbe committee on engrossed bills reported as
engrossed the “act to amend Chap. 649 of tbe
private and special acts of the year 1871.”,
which was passed to be enacted in concurrence.

The vote was reconsidered whereby the Senate passed in concurrence tbe following:
Ordered, That tbe committees on education,
state prison, Insane Hospital, Reform School,
agricultural and military affairs be authorized
to visit the various institutions they represent.
Mr. Ryes proposed to amend by adding the

following:
“The several committees not authorized to
invite members of the Leg'Slature or others to
accompany them at tbe expense of tbe state.”
Tbe amendment was agreed to and the order

passed.
The Senate adjourned until Monday
2 o’clock p. m.

next at

HOUSE.

•

House met according to adjournment.
In the absence of the Speaker tbe House was
called to order bj the clerk.

MAINE.

Mr. Shepherd of Camden presented an order
SENATOR

BLAINE,

•

An Argus Tarn Contradicted.
Boston, Jan. 12.—The Herald denies the
story it had obtained important additional evi
dence about Blaiue, and printed 10,000 copie ,
to be distributed in Maine prior to the electioi ,
of Senator next Tuesday.

[The story appeared
as a despatch

morning

[Special

in the Argus Thursda; ,
from Augusta. ]

the Press.]
Eire in Rockland.
Rockland, Jan. 12 —Last night the dwel
ling house on Grave street occupied by Frank
C. Hnight, took fire from a defective chicane;
and was damaged about $800; insured.
Tbi 1
furniture was much damaged by smoke am
to

water.

A.

[To

the Associated Press.]
Drew »i. Quarter.
Biddeford, Jan 12.—The case of Hon. Irt
T, Drew vs. Quarter, for professional fees, wa
concluded today.
The necessary record evi
dence showing Drew was a qualified aitorne;
was
found in the archives at Allred.
Judg
Tapley made an able argument for Drew, a
did Mr. Lunt for Quarter.
By request of de
lendant’s counsel the Judge instructed the jur;
that so much of Drew’s charges as were fo

consultations on Sundays could not be recover
ed. The jury was out two hours and returnei
a verdict of $76.08 for
plaintiff, being the ful
amount

claimed less

Sunday charges.

Probably Eatal Injariev.
Bangor, Jan. 12—George Norton, about 3i *
years of age, of OldtowD, while standing oi
the platform of the baggage car of the Bango:
&

Piscataquis train when approaching Oldtowi 1
depot fainted and fell, and the train cut of botl
legs. It is feared he is injured fatally.
Executive Nomination.
Jan. 12.—The Governor has nomi
nated R. H. Goding of Alfred, for Treasurer o;
York county, vice Banks resigned, and Samue [
Libby of Orono, Trustee of Normal School.
Court -flatters.
Bangor, Jon. 12.—An interesting case ha i
been pending in the Supreme Court for tht
past few days. The Merchants’ Marine Insur

Augusta,

Company of Bangor, sued B. B. Buller o E
Boston, for $5000 for damages resulting frou
aa

IUCU

UftCUt,

J.UO

JUiJ

1CU1CU

it

5 o’clock yesterday afternoon and after remain
ing out till midnight, agreed to disagree 6 to C
The Eastport Fisheries.
Eastport, Jan. 12.—The fishing for the pas
week has been good on the north shore, bn
there has been none on the Grand Menan, ant
the vessels have all left there.
The steamer New Brunswick left here las t
night with some 1500 barrels of frozen herring
the largest shipment ever made from this por

by steamer.
The Defaulting Messenger Caught.
Springfield, Mass., Jan. 12.—Horace P

Smith, the Eastern Railroad messenger, who u
accused of stealing $6000 from the road, wai
arrested last night at Pittsfield, in this state
and sent back to Boston.
Verdict Against the Eastern
Bailroni 1
Comoany—Attachment of the Compa
ny’s Properly.
Portsmouth, N. H., Jan. 12.- The jury in
the case of Deverson vs. the Eastern Railroad,
came in this ^evening after being out about ai
hour, with a verdict for plaintiff for $6000. The
case has been.ou trial since Thursday. Consid
erable excitement was occasioned here to-nigh
owing to a rumor that the locomotives and roll
log stock of the Eastern R. It, bad been attach
ed by the sheriff. Upon inquiry of Col. Kent
the sheriff, such was found not to be the case
Some of the property of the Eastern Railroad
in Massachusetts bas been attached today, bu1

nothing that interferes with the running of tb<
The attachment, it is understood, is ir
road.
favor of the Eastern in New Hampshire.
Illness of a Portland Mer<
chant.
Lowell, Jan. 12.—Edward Smart, a prominent lumber dealer of Portland, lies dangerDangerous

ously in at this place.

FLORIDA.
Democratic Scheme for Counting in Tilden

Electors.

York, Jan. 12.—Lew Wallace te'egraphs from Tallahassee that there is a bill on
the secoud reading in the lower
House, introduced to-day, requiring a new board of cauvasers appointed D.v Governor Drew to canvass
the returns in order to fiud which of the electoral colleges was elecied, and to make a report
to be forwarded to the President, Vice President
and House of Representrtives.
New

Pennsylvania Legis-

resolution calling on the Governor, in view of
difficulties in tue South, tj place the state
militia on a war footing.
The Democrats of the Pennsylvania Legislature have oecided to introduce into either
house no resolutiou which will provoke political discussion without first submitting it to a

a

tbe

LEGISL1TURE.

SENATE.

ance

young, too.”

in

FIFIY-S1XTH
BY TELEGRAPH. j
[Special

Military

Stores for

Turkey.

New Haven, Jan 12.—The British steamei
Totus is in the lower harbor partly loaded with
arms bum
the Providence Tool Company fot
the Tuikisb government.
She stops here tt
take ou hoard tne largest cargo of cartridges
and shells ever shipped from this port, from the
Winchester Arms Company, and will proceed
direct to Constantinople.

U
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tem,

Mr. Kimball of Rockland objecting to tbe
passage of the order, the question was put to
the House, and Mr. Cleaves was elected almost

by a rising vote.
Prayer was offered by
Augusta.

Rev.

Mr.

Tilden

of

The Committee on State Lands reported favorably on a resolve amendatory to chapter 20,
resolves of 1875 entitled “Resolve in favor of
Crystal Plantation.”
The Railroad Committee repotted a bill to
authorize contracts between the Bucksport and
Bangor Railroad and the trustees of tbe European & North American Railroad.
Orders Passed:—That the Committee on Federal Relations be directed to inquire into the
expediency ot any recommendations or request
by this legislature to our Maine delegation in
Congress in regard to the repeal or amendment
of tbe present bankrupt law, and report by bill
or otberwiso; that the Committee on Agricul
ture be directed to ascertain the amount of
money paid by the state to agricultural societies tor the past three years, the names of societies receiving such pay, and tbe amount paid
to each; that the Committee on Agriculture
inquire into the expediency of amending stctious 6, 7 and 28 of the R. S relating to line
fences; that tbe Committee on Judiciary inquire into the expediency of amending chapter
858 of tbe special laws of 1878 relating to the
throwing of ballast into the Kennebec River, by
striking out all between the word “which” in
the third line and the word “on” in the fourth
line, and insert in place thereof, “lies below the
city of Batn”; directing the Committee on Federal Relations to inquire into tbe expediency of
further legislation in regard to tbe establishment ol a boundary line between this state and
tbe btate of New Hampshire: that the Cornmittee on Judiciary inquire into tbe expediency of
passing an act restricting tbe sale ot opium and
its preparations; that the Committee ou Towus
inquire into the expediency of legislation autbunzing any town in the state to elect its
municipal officers for a term of thiee years.
Petitions, Bills, Etc Presented and Referred:
—Act to ameua Sec. 18 Cuap. 81 R. S.; act to
amend Sec. 56 Cbap. 51 U. S. and to apply its
provisions as amended to Cnap. 122 puoiic laws
of 1876; act to amend Sec. 4 of Chap. 125 R. S.
relating to gambling; bill, an act additional to
Chap. 18 R. S. in relation to notice ol defects in
highways; petition ot Frederick Gilkey et als.
of Gorham for ihe right to sell property of
First Parish cburch of said town; act to amend
Sec. 8 Chap. 86 R. S. relating to trustee process
as heretofore amended; netition of It. H Bistee
of Camden Village corporation for
et ale.
amendment of charter; of F \V. Stinson for
lot of land; of Caleb Blake and others lor the
repeal of Chap. 252 Special Laws of 1876; bill,
au

net lu

ameuu
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laws

01

1876 relatiDg to organization of business corporations; petition to extend the provisions of act
to incorporate Calais aud Easipurt, with bill
accompanying; petition of J. F. Twitched aud
56 others of the town of Medway asking repeal
of certain sections and chapters in the Revised
Statutes of Maine relating to '.lie protection of
game.

NEW YOKE.
The Benuett.IUay Duel.
New York. Jan. 12.—The last statement is
that Bennett aud bis whole party are en route
to Europe, Bennett being at the residence of
Loogtellow in or near Boston till the steamer
sails.
A Dover, Del., letter to the San saye a man
who watched the whole parry slates that after
they went into the glen, where the duel is alleged to have been fonght, no sound of shots
was heard, and he does not believe any duel
was

fougbt.

The Tribune is responsible for the following:
There was a rumor yesterday that Bennett
and Miss May bad been married and sailed lor
Europe trom Philadelphia. It is learned from
that city that a gentleman whose appearance
was like that of dr. Bennett
went hastily on
board the steamer Illinois, just before its de
parture, with a lady closely veiled, and both
went immediately to their staterooms, avoiding
all observation. Mr. Bennett’s name,however,
did nut appear on the passenger list. Several
fneuds of the duelists have left the city for fear
of arrest.
The grand jury made another furtile attempt
to-day to obtain some intormalioo in reference
to the recent Beuneit-May duel. It is now reported that the gentleman supposed to have
been Mr. Bennett, who left Philadelphia in the
Illinois yesterday, was J. H. CuudelJ, a mem
her of the British legation.
Important Suit.
The trial of the suit of owners of American
ship Harvest Queen against White Star steamship Adriatic was commenced to-day in United
States District Court. The ship was run down
aud sunk oil the Irish coast by the steamer on
the night ol Dec. 30, 1875. Ship's cargo, captain, officers aud crew were lose. The amount
claimed is $225,000. The trial will probably
occupy two weeks.
The 96.000,000 Suit.
New York Jau. 12.—The general term of
the Supreme Court hauded in a decision today
on the appeal from the judgment for $6,060,000
against Win. M. Tweed and the granting of an
Both orders are
extra allowance to the people.

Situation Un-

The

chahged.
Nicliolls’ Police Prevent the Arrest

of the Absentees from

Packard’s Legislature.

New Yoke, Jan 12.—The Herald’s New
Orleans special says Democratic State Auditor
.1 utnel has begun legal proceedings to obtain
li'P office. McEuery took possession of tbe office of recorder of mortgages yesterday, Gen
Herron having abandoned it.
The state house is reported in a filthy condition, with the inmates badly demoralized.
New interior barricades have been improvised; among others, oue of all the law books in
tbe House as a breast work at the head of a
stair-case.
A m-gro is reported to have been killed in a
melee iu the state bouse on Wednesday night
aud another pistol fight occurred there jesterday among the police.
A strong effort was made on Thursday to
organize a national guard for a sortie upon tbe
court house. The Grand Armv of the Republic located in this city was called upou to act as
state militia, Gen, Badger being commissioned
as Major General.
This being reported at the
Democratic headquarters additional guards
were placed at all (he stations and the court
house, to protect them curing the night, aud
general signals were arranged, by which tbe
whole force of the Nicliolls state militia could
be concentrated at auy point in a short time.
The preparations prevented the contemplated
a tack.
New Orleans, Jan. 12.—One more member oi the Republican House, Mr. Estopinal of
St. Bernard, has just been sworn in as a mem
ber of the Democratic Hou-e
The Democratic Legislature had another
ballot for United States Senator and there was
no choice
The Republican Legislature also had another
ballot today which was as follows: Pinchback
29, Actoiue 22, Beattie 12, Lewis 11, remainder
scattering.

In tbe House Mr. Delacy of Rapides stated
in a speech he had been offered $10,000 to gc
with the Democrats.
A resolution was introduced and referred,
declaring vacant the seats of Messrs. Barrett
and Kennedy who had gone over to tbe Democrats.

This afternoon Gen Badger, of Gov. Packard’s militia, with his men visited the residence
of Mr. Pinchback aud demauded admission in
iuc

uiuiu ui

lut? ocuiutj iu at^aiuu ui

luur

acua-

believed to be concealed there. Pincliback
said that he did not recognize any such author,
for
ity
invading his premises, and if be attempt
ed to force an entrance he would do so at hii
peril and refused to say whether the senator;
were there or not
Gen. Badger left after tbs
intimation that he would return with a largei
force, and Mr. Piochback, it is said, then in
yoked the aid of Nicholls’ police, who are on
duty in the neighborhood.
Deputy Sheriff Walsh, with a posse of 2(
men, took possession of the Superior Civi
Court this afternoon on an order from the Fiftl
District Court, enjoining the Sheriff from
recognizing that court, which is the one recent
ly abolished by the Republican Legislature.
Everything is quiet at the state honse tonight. The Metropolitans are still on the alert
They are under the command of Capt Lawler
who was the last one to surrender in the riot o
1874.
Subsequently the Sheriff reported to thi
Packard Legislature that armed bodies of mei
prevented his complying with the order ti
arrest the absertees.
Governor Packard, it i
said, has laid the whole matter before Gen
Augur for his action under the instrnction o
the Secretary of War.
The Congressional Investigation.
The Senate sub-committee continued the ex
aminatiou of East Baton Rouge parish.
Gen
A. S. Herron testified as to meetings at whicl
a resolution denouncing
Davis
wa
Judge
adopted and be was asked to leave the parist
and said he thought a large majority of the pec
pie of the parish were opposed to using torce t<
compel him to resign.
Gen. Herron said the late election was thi
most peaceable one held since 1868.
Eliza Piukston was subjected to a length;
cross-examination by Senat >r McDonald, bu :
repeated her story in reference to the killini ;
ot her husband and child, the mutilation of thi
former after bis death and the terrible punish
meut inflicted upoa herself.
They examined a number of witnesses ii
reference to East Feliciana.
Judge Meivgb
Capt Fuqua and one other wituess testified ti
a peaceful and quiet election,
and that acts o E
violence generally had no connection with pol
otics.
A. M. Chapman (colored) testified: Hat
been deputy sheriff of the parish and was driv
en off by the whites.
He believed it was thi
intention of the whites there to get rid o E
every colored official.
John Ray testified as to intimidation and act
of violence in Ouchita and that the black
could uot have voted ths Republican ticke ;
there in saiety.
He was counsel for the re
turning board.
Brewster also said he had teen offered mone;
to vote for Tildeu, but declined to say who of
fered it. The committee decided to report hi:
refusal to the full committee.
Several wit
nesses testified derogatory to the character o
Wells.
Tbe House sub-committee did nothing of im
portance today and will close its labors tomor
tors

■

■

■
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MARINE NEWS.
Rockland Vessel’s Rough Experience
Boston, Jan. 12.—The schooner R, C. Thom
as of Rockland, Capt. B. H.
Thorndike, fron [
Richmond, Va., for Boston, with a cargo o f
coal, left Hampton Roads Bee. 20th and hai [
heavy westerly gales until January 1st, at mid
night, when she was three miles from Highlam
The captain carried heav;
Lights, Cape Cod.
A

press of sail to weather Race Point, and at 4 p
m. the next day the sea breaking clean ovei
the schooner, washed the men from the hal

yards and carried everything moveable

struck the ground heavily several times, a
it ceased sn owing, and it was ascertainei
that she had struck on Billingsgate shoal, caus
m.

noon

ing a slight leak. From this time to Januar;
6th, had heavy westerly gales, the bay bein|
full of lljilting iee, the tide carrying ice ant
vessel together in and out as it ebbed and flow
On the 7th, in a strong southest gale ici
forced the vessel ashore.
On the morning o
the 8th Cutter Gallatin discovered her situatioi 1
and going promptly to her aid supplied thi
crew with provisions, of which they were short
ed.

and finally got her afloat on the !Lb, with los 1
of anchor and chain.
Vessel was towed inb 1
Provincetown harbor on the 10th, after one o
the roughest voyages of the seasen. On arriva [
at Provincetown the men were in a very bai

condition, the flesh of their hauds having burs *
open from the effects of the frost.
They havi 1
been sent to the

hospital for treatment. Thi )
schooner will proceed to Boston as soon as sbi ,
gets a fresh crew, new sails, &c.
Death and Muttering an Board a Rocklani 1
Vessel.
New York, Jan 12.— The steamer Californii 1
from Glasgow, relates that on Sunday she fel
in with schooner Islaud Belle of Rockland
Me., in distress; supplied her with provision
coal and water, and took the wife and child o
Capt. Woodman

board and brought then
here, they being in a feeble condition.
Capt
Woodman stated to the captain of the Califur
nia that he sailed from St. Johns, N. F., fo
Boston, with a cargo of salmon, December 30
and lust most of his sails in a gale.
Eldridgi
Dean, mate, of Rockland, died, and two met
AH had been living on bee
are badly frozen.
on

fifteen days. The cabin had been fall of wate;
The schooner had been throogl
four times.
five different gales.
The California left her it
lat. 45 north, long. 50 weBt, proceeding on bei
voyage to Boston.
by Pirates.
Sclioor er F. W. Hnlse of Thomaston, Capt
Pearse, for New York from Boston, with salt
Robbed

riding out a storm at anchor in Bowery
buy, L. I., when Ehe was entered by river pirates, the captain knocked down and the cablt
robbed of about 8400 worth of property, whicl
the thieves coolly carried off in two boats.
was

Disasters to the Oyster Pleel.
Baltimore, Jaa. 12.—Five oyster schooners
while being luwed out from Eastern bay today
by steam lugs, were cut through by ice and
sunk.
Crews were all rescued and taken to
Annapolis. It is stated that trom sixty to seventy oyster vessels are still ice-bonnd in the
Eastern bay, whose crews are in great destitution and suffering for food.- They will be relieved tomorrow.
Iu General.
The schooner J. W. Paisley, from St. Johns,
N. F bos arrived at Halifax in distress, ana
with her crew exhausted.
The ship Bimla, ashore near Barnegat, will
be a total loss.
The ten Gloucester vessels which have been
reported lost are not given up, and there are
strong chances in their favor.

MASSACHUSETTS.

ITIETEOHOMIOVIAL
FOR

THE NEXT
BOORS,

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal 1
>
Officer, Wasuiugton, D.C.,
Jan. 13, (1 A. M.)J
*or New Eailaiil,
falling followed by risiog barometer, easterly to
sou beriy
winds, shilling to westeily, rising
temperature acd suow, charing away during
atlerooon or uighl.
Uaunonaiy siguais continue on the Texas
coast aud from New Jersey to Massachusetts.

Itbe

Rcyolt in (he Reform School.
Jan. J.2.—A serious riot took
place at the Westboro State lietorm School this
About one hundred bojs were enevening.
gaged iu the uprising, and the Pignal was given
by shutting off the gas in the school rooms.
The tight was a desperate one for a few minutes,
every article of turuiiure iu the rooms Deing
completely demolished. The officers succeeded
iu keeping the rioters iu the rooms t il help was
summoned, and then subdued them by the free
use of water from the hydraut.
None of the
officers were seriously hurt and none of the

Worcester,

boys escaped.

or

Petition of citizens of Lawrence, Mass., for
coant of tbe electoral vote was
referred.
House went into committee of the whole on
the private calendar.
Mr. Knott reported from the Judiciary that
the House had a right to compel the production
of telegrams from telegraph companies.
E. N. Barnes was brought before the bar of
the House and declared be is not njw iu charge
of the New Orleans office, but that should he
again be placed iu charge of that office, aud
should tbe telegram demanded be there he
would willingly produce them.
Mr. Kuott offered a resolution declaring thal
the answer of the witness, C. W. Barnes, was
not sufficient, aud that said Barnes was in contempt of the authority of the House in refusing
to produce certain telegrams demanded of him.
and that he be remanded to the custody of the
Sergeant-at-Arms till he shall purge himself oi
this contempt or until he shall be dischargee
by order of the House.
Tbe resolution was adopted yeas 131, nays 72,
and Mr. Barnes was remanded to the custody
of the Sergeant at-Arms.
Mr. Koott of Ken ucky, from the committee
to ascertain the privileges of the House on the
coanting of the electoral vote, made a repon
from that committee, recommending the adoption of tbe following resolutions:
Resolved, That the Constitution of the United States does not confer upon the President o
the Senate tbe power to examine and ascertair
the votes to be counted as electoral votes foi
President and Vice Rresident of the Umtec
States.
Resolved, That the only power which the
Constitution confers on the President of the
Senate in rpeard tn the electoral mta for Prod.
dent and Vice President is to receive the sealed
lists transmitted to him by the several electora
clerks, to keep the same safe and to open al
certificates or those purporting to be such, ic
the preseoce of the Senate aud House of Representatives.
Resolved, That the Constitution does coufei
on the Senate and House of
Representatives
the power to examine and ascertain the votes
to be couuted as electoral votes.
Resolved, That in the execution of that pow
er in respect to counting of the electoral votes
the Bouse has at least equal power with the
Senate.
Resolved, That in the counting of the electo
ral votes no vote can be couuted against tbe
iudgment and determination of the House ol

a

Resolved, That the committee have leave tc
again and report hereafter further mattei
for the consideration of the House,
Tbe report (together with the
minority reporl
submitted by Mr. Burchard of Illinois,) was or
dered printed, and Mr. Knott gave notice he
would call tbe resolutions for action Wednes
set

next

Mr. Knott also asked that two additional
members be appointed on the committee to ascertain the rights and privileges of tbe House
in counting the electoral vote which was granted, and the Speaker subsequently appointed
Messrs. Field of New York, and Lawrence ol
Ohio, such additional members.
The Speaker laid before the House a message
from the President, stating how the mouey ap
propriated Dy the river and harbor bill has beer

expeuded.

51; No 2 on spot and January at 44*c; Feller May at
50*c; old No 2 at at 45*c; No 2 While 44*c; rejected
43* (g 44c. Oats steady; No 2 at 35c: Michigan at
36|c. Dressed Hogs held at 7 85; 7 75 bid. Clover
Seed nominal.
Receipts—000 bbls flour, 6,000 bush wheat, 36,000
bush Com,4,500 bush Oats, 0,00 Barley.
Shipments—3u0 bbls flour, 5,COO bush Wheat, 17,000 bush Com, 14,000 bosh Oats.
Detroit, January 12.—Flour is firm and unchanged. Wheat is firm; extra White Michigan at 1 49
Corn is
milling at 1 44 bid; No 1 Amber at 1 41.
steady: No 1 Mixed new held at 51$c. Oats firmer;
White Western at 45e; No 1 Mixed 41.
Receipts—695 bbls Hour, 5,919 bush wheat, 10,638
5586 bush

bush

Monday.

WASHHGTOS.
Pacific Railroad Niakiug Fuad*
Jau. 12.—The bill introduced
by Senator Gordon to-day to provide for tbe
creation of a sinking fund to liquidate the
Union Pacific aud Central Pacific Railroad
Companies’ indebtedness to the government
reqoires each of these companies to pay inic
the U. S. Treasury $150,000 per annum for the
period of 34 years, commencing immediately.
Interest at 6 per cent. 19 to be allowed ana compounded at the end of each year, by which
means the siukiug lund at the
end of the 31
years will, it is stated, be sufficient in amouni
to liquidate the outstanding indebtedness of tht
companies with simple interest added. The
subsidy bonds will be due twelve years previous
to that time.
Cabinet Heeling.
Official telegrams received to-day present no
new features in
the New Orleans troubles.
There was a full Caoiuet couuoil to-day and a
brief session. Nothing of importance was done
regarding the affairs in the South.
The River and Harbor Appropriation.
The President to-day sent a message to the
House of Representatives in reply to the resolution respeciiug the expenditures of certain
moneys appropriated last session iD the rivet
ana harbor bill, aud eoclosiog tbe
report from
the Secretary of War on the subject
The Sec
retarysays: Tbe act was signed on the 14th ol
August, aod on the same day the P esideut
sent a special message 10 the House stating he
uia uoi; cousiuer
it oongatory upon him to expeud all tbe money appropriated in the bill;
that during his office no mouey should be expended on works not clearly uatioual, and owlug to a contemplated loss of revenue it might
be inadvisable. The principles enumerated in
this message have governed the Secretary’s actiou on this subject in every case presented to
him. The Secretary suggests that the President had authority for his acttou under the law
and the authority found in the river and harbor
bill itself. .The bill was in no way
mandatory
on the President to
expend the full amount of
the appropriation, nearly $5,000,000. The exercise ot his discretion was influenced by tile
condition of the treasury and tue nature of the
appropriations for other public works of quite
as
much importance as the river and harbor

Washington,

Improvements.

The Electoral Count.
The committee of the two houses of Congress
on the counting 01 tbe electoral vote held their
first joint meeting this afternoon, when the
Senate committee desired time for cousidera
non, and there will bo another meeting tomorrow.
The members ot the committees say
they
are bound to secrecy as yet.
Various Mailers.
Eeceipts from imeroal revenue to-day, $453
711.83; customs, $309,989.01.
Commander Miltuu Huxtuu is ordered to
command the Vandalia on the European station, vice Commander ltobeson, who is ordered
home.
The Senate has confirmed Stewart L. Woodford as U. S. Attorney of the Southern Distrct
of New Foik. and JoUn D. Hopkins collector
of Customs at Frenchman’s Bay, Me.
The Attorney General has come to no conclusion in tne Louisiana matter yet, and official
despatches contain nothing new.
Mrs. Grant s first afternoon reception to
day
was largely attended.
Col. Felton telegraphed Seuator Kernan last
evening asking him if the committee on privileges aud elections desired his preseuce in
Washington, and saying that the statement in
the New Fork journals charging that he was
eudeavormg to avoid investigation did him
gtoss injustice. Senator Kernan replied that
be did not know that ihe committee wanted
him. The colonel, however, will undoubtedly
be summoned.
The House appropriation committee have
nearly finished the executive aud legislative
appropriation bill. Mr. Holrnau again brought
forward Ins propositiou reduc.ug the salary of
tbe President ,o $1?5 000; also for the reduciion
of tbe salaries of Members of Congress to $4600
which was carried.

The Illinois Senntorship.
Springfield, Jau. 12-Ex-Gov. John M.
Paimet was unanimously nomiualed for U. S.
Senator by ihe joint Democratic caucus of the

Legislature today.

New York.

SPECIAL

NOTICES.

u

Buffalo, Wolf, Bear

FOR

ROBE
ice,

_____

Portland Wholesale market.
Friday, January 12.—There is still a very firm
feeling m all the markets with bat little or no change
in prices. Sugars coutiuue active at 12$e lor granulated and life for Extra C. Corn is strong and in
excellent demand at 68 @ G9c for car lots and 69 @ 71
for bag lots. Flour is kept up by the recent advance
in ahe west.
Daily Domestic Receipts.
By Boston & Maine Railroad.—Paris Flouring Co It cars com; W L Alden 1 car flour; SC
Bartlett 1 car corn; Brown & Wsshbum 1 car beansS W Thaxter 11 cars com; Norton & Co 11 cars
flour; G W True & Co 1 car do; A E Stevens & Co 1
car iron; PhinDey & Jackson 1 car shooks; Continental Mills 11 cars cotton; A H Thaxter 1 car corn;
Fuller & Hannaford 11 cars po; Thaxter & Co 1 car
do; A H Thaxter & Co 1 car do: Hopkins & Oo 1 car
do; C Hayward 1 car flour; J B Fiske 1 car do; F S
Clapp 1 car shooks; Kiusell <& Co 1 car com.
By water conveyance—1000 bush cornmeal to G
W. True «& Co.
market.
Brokers’ Board, Jan. 12-.
Boston & Maine Railroad.— @100
Eastern Railroad..5$ @ 5$
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth Railroad.@ 45
Boston & Maine Railroad 7s. 109$ @ no
Eastern Railroad 7’s.
52 @ 52=1
Boston (stock

[Sales

at the

York Slock and iflonev market.
New York, Jan 12.—Evening—Money market
at
closing 6 per cent., the extreme rates having been
5 to 7 per cent. Foreign Exchange steady with business at 483 @ 483$ for 60 days sterling and
484$ to 485
for demand
of
for
Imports
the week were $1,662,145;
drygoods
amount marketed $1,652,290.
Gold opened at 106 and advanced to
106J, closing
at the highest point. The carrying rare* were 5 to 7
per cent The clearances were $22,258,000. The customs receipts to day were $204,000.
Treasury disbursemens $ 46,000 for interest and $248,000 for
bonds. Government bonds active and strong,
prices
to-day having advanced i @ J ot 1 per cent. State
bonds quiet. In tbe stock market the largest dealwere
in
Western
Union Telegraph, which adings
vanced from 73ft to 74g. After this stock the principal activity was in Lake Shore. Michigan Central
New

j

jraui preierrea.
The transactions at the Stock
Exchange aggregated only 76.000 shares, including Western Union
3ft,000
shares, Lake Shore 12,700 shares, Si Paul preferred
7450 shares, Michigan Central 6200
shares, Ohios 1700
shares, Delaware,Lackawanna# Western 1500 shares.
The following were cne closing quotations oi government securities:
auu

United States 6s, 1881, coup.113}
United State* 5-20’s 1865, old,.ilU8?
United States 5-20’s, 1665, new.109}
United States 5-20’s, 1867. 11 •>!
United States 5-20’s, 1868
.115
United States new5’s,.11 111ft
United States 10-40s, coup..!!,!!113
Currency 6’s.
1224
United States new 4}s....!!!!!!" 107}
The following were the closing quotations ol
Stocks:
Western

Union Telegraph Co.
Pacific Mail.
New York Central & Hudson RK.*

744

23}

Erie.

Erie

preferred.!!!!!!!!’.!

ioil
gf
174

Michigan Central.474
Panama. .,,'\22
Union Pacific Stock, ex.. 594
Lake Shore
.
Illinois Central..

..7......

R.*M’.*#!,!
Chicago # N orthwestern.......7. .7 .*.’
#
Pittsburg

Chicago

Northwestern prelerrr

<

ex.

Jersey Central...
Rock Island.
New

54a
90

35}
53}

35I

.inol
Paul....7.7!!. 7 19!
St. Paul preferred.7.71
514
Ohio# Missusippi.7*
St.

Liverpool,January 12.—12.30 P. M.—Cotton—the
market is quiet and unchaned; Middling uplands at
7d; do Orleans at 74d; sales 10,000 bales, including
2,000 bales for speculation and export. Receipts of
14,900 bales, of which 11,500 were American.

In

Dridgton, Jan. 6, John

Derwiu.

foJlowln8 were the closing quotations of Pacific
Hailroad securities:
Pacific bonds.
Union Pacific.

Central
Land

1n,|

Grants.

Siukiue Funds.
041
Boston, Hartford & Erie 1st.. iji

Guaranteed.131
Providence Prim Cloth* market,
UOVIDEKOE, R. i., January 12.—The Printing
cloths market unchanged.

Chicago Cattle market.
Chicago, January 12—Cattle—receipts 2800 head;
shipments 2800 head; the market is dull, everything
snowed up.

Hogs—receipts 16,000 head; shipments 1610 head :
the market is dull and buyers holding
oft; bidding
lower prices; sales light 6 20
6 35; heavy
*
0
6 90 (gi 7 00.

shlppin*

Sheep nominal—receipts 800 head.

Oomeuic market..
New Your.January 12—Evening.—Cotton market
nrm; sales ut 711 hales; ordinary uplands. Alabama,
New Orleans and Texas at
I1i; ordinary stained at
loj; middling uplands 13; do Alabama at 131; do
New Orleans and Texas at 13
3-16; do stained 123:
deliveied on contract 7o0 hales; futures are in lair
business, closing firm at 3-16 @ 7-32 advance. Fleur
—leccipts 9310 bbis; the market is dull without
decided change with a limited export and home
use, sales 95Uu bbis; No 2 at 4 33 a 3 15; Supertine
A extern anu at 5 60 ® 5
80;extra Western and Siate
5,85 a 5 9b; good to choice Western and State at 5 85
18s 6 10; Wrfiite •» ucal Western extra at 6 15 a 7 75;
Fancy Wbite Wheat Western at 7 80 @ 8
Ohiu at 5 85 a 7 75;extra St Louis at 5 90
a 875; Patent Minnesota extra good to prime at 7 75 M 8
50;
good to choice to double extra at 8 73 ® 10 00; Southern flour at 5 85 (<5! 9 00.
ltye flour steady at 4 50 x
5 2 lor superfine. Cornmeal is quiet and
uuchangat 2 85 a 3 60.
Wheal—receipt- 01 817j bush; Hie
market is quiet and nominal
unchanged;
sbippers
and millers inclined to hold ofl; holders exhibit no
pressing desire to re ilize; sales 32,900 nosn ; 1 20 for
rejected Spiing: 1 35 a t 40 lor ungraded Spring; 1 39
a 1 4b for New York No 2 Spring; 155 lor Amber
Michigan; 1 55 a) 1 57 for white; No 2 Milwaukee is
nominal at 1 41; No 2 Chicago at l 40.
Rye quiet and

75;“exira

—

changed.

***"'j

uuu aim

un-

Corn—receipis 39,925 bush; ihe market is
beiter with a very fair export and moderate i ome
trade demand; sales of 78.000 bush ;.j8 g
58*c tor new
no grade Mixed; 58| g 59c for new sicamer
Mixed;
58^c lor new steamer Ye.low; 6oc for o d and new
giaded No 1; 604c for No 2 White Western; 57a g
for
new
Yellow
Southern on dock and afloat.
604
Uatb—receipts 19,300 bush; the market is lc better
and fairly active; sales of 51,000 bush; 41 g53e tor
Mixed Western and 8tate; 41 (g 53c tor White Western and State, inemding New Yoik No 3 at 43.4
(g
43ic; New York No 3 White 444c; New York No 2 at
404c; New York extra at o3c; Mixed Western at 4l (g
49c, latter old; White do at 444 ig 46c; Mixed State
at 50 (g 53c; White 61 g 53c.
Coffee Rio firm and
in fair demand; quoted at 19 ;g 224c
gold for cargoes;
19 g 234c gold foi job lots, sugai Is quiet aud firm
at 9A g 9Jc for tair to good
for prime ;rerefining;
fined is easier with a moderate demand at 11 Ac for
standard A; lltgllgc for granulated; 113c for
crushed and powdered. Molasses dull at 45 g 6uc lor
New Orleans. Rice steady with moderate inquiry.
Petroleum is dull; crude at 15c, refined at 27c,
Tallow is steady at 84 g 84. Naval Stores—Rosin quiet
at 2 45 g 2 55.
Turpentine firmer at 46-} g 47c for
Spirits. Pork dull, heavy and de^idedly lower; Mess
on spot held at 18 00; seller February 18 UU; suies lor
March 18 00. Beef is quiet; Cut Meais quiet; middles
94c tor Western long clear; City long clear 9g Dressed Hogs are firmer at 8 g 84 lor Western.
Lard is
heavy and decidedly lower; prime steam at 11 55 g
1143, closing held 11 30;selier January ll 40 g 11 424,
clo-ihg about 11 2u; seller for February it 474 down
to il 23; seller March at 11 60 down to 11 371.
Whiskey steady at 115.
ureights to Liverpool—the market is quiet; Cotton per sail at 9-32d; do steam at 9-32d; Wheat per
bteam at 7d

4c

Nulty and

245

Middle

Jan8

Naples. Nov. 30, William H. Skillm and Miss
Frances E. Mason, both ot Raymond.
In Naples, dan 6. Sam’l S.
Chaplin of Naples and
Miss Lucy A. Chaplin of Otitfield.

ELASTIC STOCKINGS,

Bandages aud Supporters, Trusses,

on

In this city, Jan. 11, Mrs.
Betsey, widow ot the
late Amasa Waite, aged 75 years 9 months.
[Funeral services Sunday atternoon at 2i o’clock,
at her lire residence in Falmouth.
In this city, Jan. 12th, Win, B.
Winchester, aged
65 years 4 months.
[Funeral services Tuesday atternoon at 2 o’clock
from his late residence. No. 1 Lincoln Place. Boston
and Providenee papers please copy.
In thiB city, dan. 12th, Annie M.,
daughter of P.
F, and the late Mary c.
Whalen, aged 18 years 2
months 22 days.
[Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,
trom her late residence. No 9 Uantorth street.
In Deering, Jan 12th, Clara A.
Wight, aged 37
years, wife of M. Wight, Jr., and daughter of Wm.

Bates, Esq of Yarmouth
In this city, Jan. 12,
Wesley Edwin, infant
Capt. J. W. and the late Eva G. Davis, aged 4
and 2
days.

118

°f

at U

o’clock,

Frances, daughter
L. P. and Lhzaoetu
Graffam, aged 9 years uud 4

months.

^uuuajr micuiwn, at hi* o ciock.
—-‘"'V.
at her
late residence,
In Westport, Dec. 2t, Mrs. Louise
S., wife of Jas.
Heal, aged JO years 11 months.

tfintUurr

Almanac.January

iun rises... ...7 28
Sun sets.........,...4.50

High

| Moon

G. SCHLOTTERBECK,

A.

Dealer in and Manufacturer of
SURGICAL INSTRUMENT*,
501 Congress St. Portland, Maine.,
Sole Agent for Geo. Tlemann &Co.
New York.
no23

sndtf

ED. B ROBINSON, 5 Myrtle Street,
has the celebrated Weber I*iano, and
other makers, at extremely low prices.
Orders for Tuning attended, to as
usual.
pjy

pon ot
weeks

}?• 4bby

water.

13.

10 45 AM
rises.7 10 AM
..

MARINE NEWS.
POST OF PORTLAND.

Friday, Jam. 14.
ARRIVED.
Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, St John, NB. via
Eastport for Boston.
Barque Celina. Hodgdon, Boston, to load lor South
America, (see local columns.)
Barque Isaac Jackson, Welsh, Boston, to load for

band and made to order.

for sale and to let by

H. L. Small, aged 24

Dantorth street

Club Foot Shoes, &c.,

ELECTRIC BATTERIES

o’clock, at the house

[Funeral services Sunday afternoon
at rear of

Braces,

Shoulder

Spinal Supporters,

DIED.

[Prayers Sunday noon at 12
No. 14 Aldar street.
in this ciiy, Jan. 12, William
years ll months 19 days.

Street.

_sndlw

Kate

In

STATE OF MAINE.
House of Reprfsentatives, I
January 3. 1877. I
bills and petitions for legislation,
those
for
redress
ot
except
wrongs and grievances
which may be presented to this legi-lature after
18th
the
instant, be referred to the
WEDNESDAY,
In

Ordered, That all

next

legislature;

that this order be

published

in the

Daily Kennebec Journal, Portland Daily Press,
Daily Eastern Argus. Portland Evening Advertiser,
Bangor Daily Whig and Courier, Bangor Daily
Commercial and Lewiston Journal, until sail date;
and that this order shall not be suspended nor reconpresent.
Head and passed. Sent up tor concurrence.
OBAMANDAL SMITH, Clerk.
In

Bead and concurred.

Senate, January 4, 1877.
S.

A

true copy.

W. LANE, Secretary.

Attest:

SAMUEL W. LANE,

jan8

Secretary.

sndlOt

South America.

Jar,,rue Nineveh.

Wyman, Boston.
York, South Amboy—coal
J

Sch Elva E Pettengill,
to Marne Central RR.

Sch Gold Hunter, (Br) Jones, Hall’s
Harbor, NS—
a market.
Bowaitch» Frencb, Cutler—dry fish to Dana
&Co
Powlowna, Webber, Lubec—dry fish to Dana
wood tor

RIDER’S

&Sch

Sch Reaper. Teel. St George.
Sch Mary F Pike, Good, Calais for New York.
Sch Sammy Ford Allen, Calais ror New
York.
Sch M L Crockett,
Hutchins, Orlaud for Boston.
Sch Boxer, Southard, Wiscasset lor Boston.
CLEARED.

’*

Delaware# Lackawanna.....*..'.7.77* 761
Atlantic & Pacific Telegraph.
154
Missouri
Pacific.
21
Atlantic & Pacific preferred.!*.!!!!!!!!!!!!! 2

T.

E. A. BURNELL’S

Surgical Iustruments,

MARRIED.

p^camship

German

Ar at
Small.

LFBOM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.!
10th inst, baroue Edmund Phinnev.

WILL CUKE

Bombay

have been

discharged.

itIEiTIORAlVDA.
Ship'Chas Dennis, Keazer, trom Lobos de Tierra
for Antwerp, on bringing up ibe Downs
27th, lost an
anchor ana 00 fathoms cnain. She was
supplied with
a new one next day.
Barque Ocean Pearl, Henley, at Havana from
Newport, teports, Dee 12th, A J Fabei, teaman, fell
overboard and was drowned.
Brig Rebecca J Paige. Irom Newport, E, for Paysandu, betore reported ashore at Puma Lara Mole,
was sow at auction Nov 24th for
$315. The carao
8
realized $750.
Sch Islaud Belle was spoken 7th inst, lat 45 40
N,
Ion 50 W, short of provisions and was
supplied by
steamer California.
The captain’s wife and child
were taken on board the steamer and JanDed at
New
York. The schr was from St John.
NF, bound to
Boston, aud had lost sails, boat, &c, and was driven
on in the recent gales
Sch R C Thomas, Thorndike, trom
Richmond, Ya,
for Boston, was lowed into Provincetown 11 th
by the
^ steamer Hallatin, which found her
ashore near
i»
Race Point. The schr had been out in the leceut
gales, ana lo*t nails, had decks swept, and the crew
were badly frostbitieu and unable to work
the vessel.
had emouuiered heavy gales from the 1st to t be
t>th inst, and on the 7ih was carried ashore
by the
tee.
Ine Gallafin went to her assistance on
the 8th
and hauled her ott on the 9ib.

Jhe

OO.UEMTIC 1*0 RTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid lOto, ship Florida, Curtis.
*
Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 6th, ship Jos
Fish, Stackpole, London, barque P C Meriimau, Meriimai'.

Liverpool
PENSACOLA-SId 5th, barque Geneva, Gorham,
Rio Janeiro; sch wm Slater,
Killam, Piovidenoe
Ar 6tb, brig Edilh Hall.
Oliver, Barbadoes.
Old 6th. brigs David Owen,
Cbadbourn, tor Rio Jalieiro; Mani-ou.Gardiner. New York; sch Maud Webster, Wentworth. Corpus < hbri-ti.
FERNAND 1NA—Ar loth, sch Nellie Treat, Whitney Sierra Leone via St 1 Lomas
TYBEE. Ga Bid 121b. skip Eureka,
Woodworth,

for New Yoik

Boston1'8''lCK’
icmi

Costing but 35 cts„

Liverpool.

Brig o B Stillman, (of Portland) Tibbetts, from
Bay of Islands, NF, Dec 1 > tor Liverpool, with lumber, encountered a heavy gale a few days out and put
back, where she dragged ashore. She was hauled ofi
and taken to Harbor Island, where she
remains,
frozen in, and will not come out until
spring. The

crew

Snuff,

Franconia, Bragg, New York,—Henry

Brig Adeline C Richardson, Drisko, Philadelphia—
Isaac Berry, and J W Jones.
D-Barque Seaward; brig Eva N Johnson;
ichs Juliet. F A Bailey, Fred C Holden.

..

After a speech by Mr. Reagan of Texas, ic
which he severely criticised tbe President in re
gard to tbe bill, tbe message was referred.
Consent was giveu to priut the testimony
taken by the committee on the election in Soutt
Carolina, and the House at 4.40 adjourned til

oats.

Sid fm Aspinwall Dec 20, Ech W S Jordan, Stone,
Mobile.
Ar at Polnt-a-Pitre prev to Dec 25, brig Mechanic,
Gould, Poitland.
Ar at St Jago Jan 10, gch Flora Condon, French,
New York.
Ar at St Jago Dec 22(1, gch S 3 Hume, Digging
Cow Bay CB.
At Cientuegoa 1st iDst, barque Alex Campbell,
Bunker, from New York, disg; sebs Etna, Sawyer,
and C B Paine, Hlllyard, from do just ar.
Ar at Havana 4th inst, sebs Ralph Carlton. Fitzgerald, Pensacola; 5th, A Rokes, Rhodes, Portland;
Albert H Waite. Drifiko do.
Ar at do 5th inst, brig J F Merry, Bradley. Irotn

corn,
Sid 6th, brig Ysidora Yionda, Plummer, Card eu as,
Shipments—632 bbls tiour, 3531 bush wheat, 6888
to load tor North of H'.tteras.
bush com, 6034 bush oats.
Cid 5tb, brig Mary C Mariner, Titoomb, Sagua and
St. Louis, January 12.—Flour firm and unchangNorth of Hatleras.
ed. Wheat excited and higher—No 2 Red Fall at
In port 6th, barques Cardenas. Herriman, for New
1 49* fa} 1 49* cash; 1 53 Cg? 1 54 seller February; 1 59
York. Ulg; S K Bear.-e, Sweetser; Ocean Pearl. Hen@ 1 59* March; No 3 Red Fall at 1 43* cash; 1 46* @
ley. and Sagadahoc, Powers, unc; brigs Addle Hale,
1 47* February. Corn firm; No2 Mixed at 40c cash
Sheppard; Gambia Harding; Hattie S Bishop, Bishand January; 46|c seller May. Oats are quiet and
L
op; Jeremiah, Ford; Eliza Morton, Leland; Mary
firm; No 2 at 33*c, Rye at 72 @ 72*c. Barley flnu
Comery, Terry, and Proteus, Farr, unc; scbsO'ara
Whiskey is quiet at 1 07 Pork dull for cash and in Fletcher, Sargent; Clara Leavitt, Lombard: Grace
good demand for future delivery; 17 25 bid cashjsales
Bradley, Vesper; F L Richardson, Watts; James A
17 60 @17 92* seller for March, closing at inside
Brown, Collins; Mary E Staples. Tiott; Miranda,
price. Lard dull at 11* bid cash. Bula Meats nom- Mitchell, and Ralph Carbon. Fitzgerald, unc.
inally; shoulders at6*@6f; clear rib sides 8g(a} 8};
Ar at Matanzas 4tb in*t, barque Leventer. Vesper.
clear sides 8g @ 9.
Newport. K; seb Sarah F Bird, Hall, Portland.
Receipts—23(10 bbls flour, 13,000 bush wheat, 17,Ar at Cardenas 3d inst, brig Emma L Hall, Perry,
000 bush com, 4,000 bush outs, 1,000 hush barley,
GEK71AN V.
Troon; seb Mary A Power, Wiley, New York.
10,000 bush rye, 00 head hogs, 00 head cattle.
Ar at Sagna 3d inst, barque Jose E .More, Carlisle,
The Government Alarmed al llie Success
New York.
January 12. Flour quiet and unMil.wa.ckee,
of ihe Socialists.
Ar at Nassau, NP, Dec 29, sob Etta&Josic, Bunkchanged. Wheat is Arm; No 1 Milwaukee at 34*;
No 2 Milwaukee at 1 29*, seller February at 1 35§;
er, Rotterdam, with loss ot sails.
Berlin, Jan. 12.—The socialist democrats seller
1
at
l
No
3
19.
Com
March
Milwaukee
at
32*;
seemed a victory at tho polls that is a source of
firmer; No 2 at 4lc Oats opened easier and closed
[Latest by European steamers.1
astonislimen’ to all, aod of considerable aux efirmer; No 2 at 34c. Rye is quiet but steady; No 1
Ar at Liverpool Dec 27th, Hannah McLoon, Keene,
docThe
to
tbe
atheistical
ty
government.
Barley steady; No 2 Spring at 84c; for ; New York.
ai74@74*c
trines of Ih-se socialists are considered exceedMarch 83c;No 3 do dull at 40c.
Provisions nominally
SI I fm Troon 24th, F II Jennings, Mahoney, lor
wean; Mess Pork at 17 75.
ingly dangerous, and it is felt by the goveining
Lard—prime nominally
Cardenas.
classes that they threaten the stability of tbe
11*. Dressed Hogs dull; heavy at 7 60 bid.
Ar at Cherbourg Dec 16ib, Riverside, Woodward,
Receipts—4,5 u obis flout. 25,000 oust wheat.
Pabellon (le Pica.
empire.
Shi pinouts—9000 flout, 5,500 »ush wheat.
Sid fm Havre Dec 26, Parepa, Packard, from BreCleveland. January 12.—The Petroleum uarket
Eoreigu Notes.
men for New York.
steady and unchanged.
at at East London, CGH, Nov
A Brownsville special says Revenites lias sur15, brig Adele McLoon. Monroe. Boston.
new
York, January 12.—Cotton is Arm; Midrendered Malamoras to Uortiua, who represents
Cld at Genoa Dec 23, barque Jas E Ward, Payne,
at 13c.
dling
uplands
Diaz.
Messina.
Charleston, January 12.—Cotton is steady;
A Ton'd for $1700.
Middling uplands at 12$c
SPOKEN.
Savannah, January 12—Cotton is quiet; Middling
St, Johnsbury, Vt., Jau. 12—It appears
Dec 9, lat 6 N, Ion 29 W, brig Aquidneck, Johnson,
uplauds at 12*.,
that ab .ut 25 years ago a morigage deed was
from Brunswick. Oa, for Rio Janeiro.
executed on the laud ou which most of tbe vilDec 28, lat 32, Ion 75, ship Caledonia, Putter, trom
Mobile, January 12—Cotton is quiet and steady;
Middling uplands 12*c.
New Orleans for Liverpool.
lage of South Troy, Vt., has since been erected
New Orleans, January 12.—Cotton is
which has passed through different bauds aod
steady:
finally into the possession ot Ruius Stuart of Middling uplands 12|c
Beech Plains, P. Q, who forrclosed oo the
12.—Cotton
is
Memphis,January
steady; Middling
same about one
The years of re- I uplands I2|c.
year ago.
<) rvi nfiri r» la u tr n ovni rorl anfl fho rianrua Had
Ku.
Wilmington, January 12.—Cotton nominal; MidCorned absolute aud Mr. Stuart for about 81700
dling uplands at I2|c.
IF YOU WANT TO BUY A
has become possessed of property estimated at
uALvtsiu.’i, t»uuuary iz.—cotton is uuii ana lower to sell; Mid lling uplands
Many who supposed tbeir property
850,000
122c.
was secure from au invalid title are homeless if
Augusta .January 12.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands at 12 @ 124c.
the decision is final.
Louisville, January 12.—Cotton is steady: Midor any kind «f a
Gov. Co*qnit of Georgia delivered his mes- dling uplands 12Jc
sage yesterday. He thinks his state will stick
Norfolk, January 12.—Cotton quiet and steady;
by Tilden.
Middling uplands at 124c.
The Pennsylvania Senate has passed a resoEuropean Market*.
lution denouncing threats of violence as imper
filing the constitutional election of the Presi- forLondon,January 12—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 934
and
Less than Auction Pi
Call at
account.
money
dent.
London, January 12—12.30 P. M.—American securities—Jni ted States bonds, 65’s. 105i; nevf 5s at
FINANCIAL. AAU» COtt IfifiCIAL
1074; Erie Railway preferred 17.

non-partisan

Representatives.

destroyed.

A special from Betlin say3 Bismarck is
confined to his room and uuable to attend the
Prussian diet, which was opened by the Emperor in person today.
Tbe Pleaipotentiuries’ Ultimatum.
Constantinople. Jan 12—The European
Plenipotentiaries, at a meeting held at the
Russian Embassy, decided to make the last
communication to tbe Ottoman delegates on
Monday and demand a categorical reply. Tbe
conference will meet again on Thursday to reIf the Turks persist in their
ceive the reply
refusal, all tbe members of tho conference will
quit Constantinople on Friday It is said that
tbe Sultau has resolved that if no agreemeot is
reached by February 28tb, to recommence Inutilities against Servia and Mumeuegro March 1.

HOUSE.

over

board. At 8 a, m., the wind blowing with ter
rifle violence from N. N. E., lost jib and shortl;
afterwards the mainsail went to pieces; at 10a

THE EASTERN QUESTION.
Bismarck Waal* Russia lo I'ighi.
London, Jan. 12.—The Pall Mall Gazette
expresses the beltef that Germany's action is
a fresh indication of Bismarck’s desire
to see
Russia at war, and tbe Russian empire shaken

deemed essential to the final determination of
either to take cognizance ef all the facts of
which Congress has official knowledge. It may
be suggested that the Justices of the Supreme
Court would not exercise the power conferred.
Sir. if in this exigency the Congress of the
United States believes it to be necessary, they
can not refuse
Honor, patriotism and gratitude alike forbid.
Mr. Booth continued his argument at great
length. After Mr. Booth concluded his remarks, the Senate resumed the consideration
of tbe bill to perfect the revision of the statutes
of the United States.
The bill was passed, and after the executive
sessioa the Seuate adjourned till Monday.

day

affirmed._
INDICATIONS

Washington. Jan 12.
Petition of tbe citizens of Newark for a nonpartisan connt of tbe electoral vote was referred
Mr. Gordon introduced a bill to create a
sinking fund for the liquidation of government
bond*, advanced Western Pacific Railroad (Jo
and Central Pacific Railroad of California, and
to tbe Union Pacfic Railroad Co., under the
act of July 1st, 1802, aud the acts amendatory
thereof, and for tbe settlement of claims of the
government in regard to said bonds and railroads.
At ono o’clook Mr. Booth called up the resolution submitted by himself, in regard to
counting the electoral votes, aud spoke at
length in favor thereof.
Mr. Booth argned that the members of Congress would hold their own views upon the
questions involved in the electoral count, and
that there could be no harmony of action by
the two Houses, as at present composed. The
pi-ODle look to CoDgress for a solution of the
difficulties, and with ims certainty of disagreement, the eyes of the people have instinctively
turned to that angnst tribunal eatab ished to
decide the highest questions of law which can
arise in this government. Through that tribunal I believe a settlement can be devised
wb ch will commend itself to tbe sense and
justice aud propriety of all, and reconcile the
losing party, whichever that may be
In the resolution L have nreseuted ior the
consideration of the Senate, I have endeavored
to so order the proceedings ibat a record shall
be made which will bring the legal questions
involved before the Justices of the Supreme
Ceurt for their arbitrament. There are three
theories in respect to tbe power and jurisdiction
in this matter: first, that ihe President of the
Senate has the absolute right, conferred by the
constitution, to determine the validity ol votes
of each state: second, that the vot-a of no
state can be counted without ihe consent o
both Houses ot Congress; third, that tbe votes
of uo state can be rejeo ed without the affirmaThere is still
tive action of boih Houses.
another, viz: that the House of Representatives
has sole power to determine the Presidential
count, which would be a most original di-covery, if it were not the most uuique inven ion
in American politics. Tbe second and third
theories would still leave undetermined the
votes of states wbieh have seat double returns,
and bow many votes a state is entitled to that
bas selected ineligible electors. The resolution
contemplates that all ihese questions shall
appear on record as folly as possiole, and

FOREIGN.

GA—Ar atb' bri2 Sbasta,
Bray,

COLDS.

well as dangerous

as

complaints can readily be
cured by the

DIZZINESS,

great medicine

SORE

R.EDER’S

of the

use

CiEKJIAN

THROAT.
DIPHTHERIA
DEAFNESS.
PAINS

SNUFF.
Without

IN

THE

sold at

BLADE

a

price within the

all, while
to

it is

cure

the

difficult and obsti-

nate

of

cases,

the

as

thousands who by

its

have been snatched

use

AND

doubt it is the

always sure
most

SHOULDER

a

people’s remedy, being
reach of

from the grave

can

truly

testify.

LUNGS.
DROPPINGS

Many people, Laving
tried all the expensive

remedies, and spent the

IN THE

last dollar upon articles
of

THROAT.
Less

KUKAli, S^—Ar lOtb, seh Mabel, Maloney.
J

Savannah tot Baltimore.

ble

HEADACHE.

no

use

merit, find, by the

of

OF

one

small box of

German Snuff, costing
but 35

Navatsa 12 ua>s.

CHARLESTON— Sid 7th, sch Oliver
Jameson,
Campbell, Orient, LI.
SlJ 10th, sch Amos Walker, for Portsmouth.
NORFOLK—Ar 8th. sens Ernest T Lee. Rideout,
Fernauuma for Philadelphia; Walter Palmer, Call

All of these disagreea-

CATARRH.

cure

cents,

that

be without tbe

MEMORY.

so

great

they would
same

hundreds of dollars.

a

*.ot

for
It

BALTIMOKb—Cld 10lb, brig Cbas Demiis, Dodge
does not sneeze your
*
LOSS
Bosion.
rHILADELPHIA—Cld lltb, brig Ceo E Dale
head off, but gently pen9]c
Pierce, Havana.
NCW YOlta—Ar lOtb, sebs
OF
etrates the organs of the
Waterline, Kel ey.
Jacksonville; Tarry Not. CorsoD. Savannaii; Anita.
Jei.ready, Ciudad Bolivar via Newport, ttl; Lizzie
head and loosens the foul
Major, liacey, Bueksport; Aimeda. Smith, Calais;
Alary E Ameden, Baker, and Helen
SLEEP.
Thompson. Wotmatter, which Is simply
teu. Portland; American Cbiet,
Snow, Rockland;
Nellie Lamptier, tliegius, Lynn; Viola
May, Smith,
poison, lu the head. Be
WANT
Calais; Charlie & Willie, Cousins, and Maria Adelaide, Kent. Providence; Addie Fuller. Hendersou,
and procure a box;
wise,
Boston; Bertha J Fellows, Smith. Calais.
Ar 121b, barques W H Geun, colli ns, Cadiz:
OF
it you don’t need it
Sarah,
Tilley, Dublin; sch M a Witham, Austin,St Marc.
Cld llth, ship aauil Watts. Lennon, lor San Franyourself, remember that
cisco; sch O Al Richardson, Richardson. Havana.
VITAL
At Hart’s Island iOtli sebs
Starlight,Grant, Calais;
wife or child, who
your
Only Son, Aleadey, and T entou. Wall, Providence;
Kolon, Brookiugs, Newbury port; Vasbti R Gates,
for years past has comHolmes, Calais; Sea Bird, Bagley, Providence; B D
ENERGY.
Prince, Hail, from Camden lor Philadelphia; Lark
plained of that Catarrh,
from Belfast do.
1
Sid 10th, brig Ned White, for Adelaide, NZ; sch
GENERAL
uUicaQo, January 12.—Flour is in fair demand
" hi h has rendered lifo
Nettie Walker, for Boston.
firm; Minnesota extra 6 00 g 7 50; Minnesota Patent
a curse, and made death
NEWPORT—Ar loth, sebs Seventy-Six, Teel, from
piocees 7 25 g 9 50: Winter extra 6 00 a 8 00 W eat
almost welcome as a reIhomaston tor James River; Forest City, Hodgkins
active, firm and higher; No 2 Chicago Spring at 1 274
lief from the livingagony
*
and Leonora, Bonsey, Providence tor New York.
cash; sales at 1 284 ® 1 *-9| seller February; closed
ot day and night
KeAr
I 2»4 teller February; l 304 seller March: No 3 Chillth, sell Star, Caiman, Hoboken for Proviinember that 35 cents
dence.
Corn is
cago Spring at l 14; rejected at 98 g 99c.
will buy the box, anti a
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar lOtb, sebs Hattie Turunsettled and generally lower at *3$c cash; 44c seller
CAUSED BY
few pinches will effect
ner, llupper, Portland lor Wilmington; U lota King
for February; 4^0 seller March; rejected 38c. Rye
ihe cure; and when at
Rowe, Calais for Providence.
is steady aud unchanged. Barley is dull and lower
last health and not disPassed by, sch Grace Van Dusen, Reeves, Belfast
at 644c. Pork unsettled and lower, market panicky
ease surround the family
CHRONIC
lor Brasnaer City.
and uittieult to give accurate quotations at 17 23 for
table, you will bless the
BOSTON-Ar llth, sebs Agnes, Hodgdon, Hobocash; 17 15 g 17 50seller February; 17 77A g 17 80 for
day that you were wise
ken; Elizabeth, Soule, Wiseasset.
seller Maich; sales 17 674 g 18 30 seller March. Lard
enough to purchase a
Cld llth, barques
heavy and closed with coutinuod downward tendenNineveh, Wyman, and Annie
CATARRH.
box of
Lewis, Lewis, Portland.
cy at 10 90 g 10 95 cash; ll 05 g 11 074 seller FebruAr
Bulk
sebs
Lois
11
Marcn.
V
Meals
in
11
lair
12th,
25 g
deJackson274
ary ;
Chaples,
Cbaples,
ville.
mand and lower; shoulders 64; short rib sides at 84;
Cld 12th, barquo R A Allen, Tarr, Matanzas;
Dressed Hogs dull and shade
short clear sides at 9.
brig
Mariposa. Fletcher, Cardenas.
lower; light at / 25 g 7 30; heavy 7 55 g 7 6. WhisPROVINCETOWN-Ar
aud
unchanged.
llth, gch R C Thomas,
key bteauy
Thorndike, Kiciunoud for Virginia, (see Mem )
•ieceiptH—6,50j oouj -out, 32,000 bush wheat, 99,
GLOUCESTER-Ar 10th, sch Geo P Rust, Pink000 jash corn, 13,00- busb oats 10,000 hush barley,
ham, La have.
2,209 bush of rve.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 12th, sch Nicola, Raudall, lor
Shipments—7,500 bbls hour,18,000 bush wheat,41,Machias.
00' ousb -om, 16,000 bash oats, 5,500 tmsh barmy,
0000 bush rye.
FOREIUN 1*0 RTS.
At the afternoon call of the board Wheat firmer at
1 294 -oiler February; 1 304 seller for March.
Coru
Ar at Shanghae Jan 10, ship Golden State, Delano,
firmer at 4i| g 444c seller February. Oats 4 higher.
New York.
Pork is lower at 17 40 seller February; 17 7u seller
Ar at Barcelona prev to llth inst, brig C C RobinDou’t take any other preparation until you have
March. Laid eabicr at 11 03 seller February; 1125
sou, Adams, Charleston.
tried this, tiemember, it costs but 35 cents, if
March.
Sid im Bordeaux Oth inst, barque Allred Gibbs, lor
your
drugaist cannot procure it, send 50 cents to the
New Yoik.
icLEDo, January 12.—Flour is stea ly. Wheat is
Agents, aod receives box by return mail
Aral Gibraltar Dec 19tb, sebs Therese A Keene,
firm; No 3 Whit-. Wabash 1 35; No 1 White Michigan
DUO LI ITLE & SMITH, Agents 26 TreSMITH,
Keene, Smyrna (and cld for New York); Uobt Palmat 1 41; extra White Michigan at 1 47; Amber Michimoni Street, Museum
Building, Boston,
er. Oeuuisou. Taganrog, (and cld for New York),
gan at l 45; seder May at l 5i»4; No 2 Amoer MulliWS<SMsn6m
Ciytie, Dow Leghorn, (and cld ter Cardenas); 20th,
gan 1 28; No 1 Red Wiutei l 47 offered. No 2 do at
Welaka
Perkins,
Ga.
1
st
tied
at
3
1 39; seller February 1 41; No
Marys,
27; rejected
Slu fm Shields llth inst, barque Loriuda Borstal!,
Red at 114; do Kansas 1 20; No 2 Amber Illinois at
neatly executed at
Borstal!, New York.
Ibis Office.
145. Goru is firm; high Mixed at 45c; seller May at

WEAKNESS,

R/EDER’S

German

oetl*_

Snuff.

—————^—■

TELES

Brief Jottings.
Two fellows soaked with poor whiskey upsel
on Plum street
yesterday and it was with much
difficulty that their team was righted.

PRESS.
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pleasing entertainments ever given in this city.
They advertise to expose spiritualism or the
frauds which are perpetrated under that guiEe

Inspector General Shaw inspected Bosworth
Post last evening and found it in excellent con-

THU PRESS
May be obtained at the Periodical DapolB of Fessenilcn Bros.,
Marquis, Brunei <£ Co., Andrews
went worth.
Moses, N. B. Kendrick, and Chisholm
Bros., °n all trains that run out of the city,
At Biddeford, of Phillsbury.
At Saco, of L.
Hodgdon anil H. B. Kendrick.
At
Waterville, of J. S. Caner.
At Bath, of J, O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros., and Stevens & Co

"cm

Prof. Baldwin’* Entertainment.
Prof. S. S. Baldwin and his wile appeared
at Music Hall last evening in one of the most

dition.
The annual collection for the Widows’ Wood
Society will be taken at the First Parish

and no one present could doubt hut what the
He performed
promises made were fulfilled.
all the tricks done by the principal mediums,
many of them iu sight of the audience, ex-

church Sunday.
A littlelgirl named Brewer, whose parents
reside on Brackett street, fell on the ice Thursday and broke her arm and collar bone.

plaining them as well. It was the best public
exposure ever seen iu this city, but still a Spiritual medium” who happens along can do the

Mr. Sawyer found a poor old horse at the
Market yesterday which had been driven in
from Freeport. The animal was destroyed.
There was a large attendance at Allen Miss on last evening.
Earnest and eloquent
speeches were made by S. F. Pearson, Charles

AN.r VICINITY
AdmiiNemeuM To-Day.

entertainment column.
Fanny Marsh’s Theatre.
Army & Navy Course.
Coffee House Fund—Lecture.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Forest Tar.
P. W. Frost—2.
Dow, Leechtenstene & Co.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Report—Canal National Bank
Report—Merchants’s National Bank.
Notice of Foreclosure.
Wanted Immediately—F. W. Bernard.
Noil e—A. F. Cox & Son
The Little Giant Pill.
Wanted—General Agent.
I;loO. O. F.—Annual Meeting.
Let—M. Adams
Notice—A. D Brown.
AUCTION COLUMN.
Saloou Furniture—F. O. Bailey & Co.

selecting

more

days when the mercury has been below zero,
than in any previous winter of which there is

put upon his

Marine Disasters.
for those

Office Hours.
From 8.00

Sundays

from 9 to 10

to 8.30 p m, Sundays excepted.
open for Carriers and General Delivery
a m

a m.

Portland, Me., Jan. 9,1877.
Arriral and Departure of mails.
Boston and intermediate offices. Arrive at 12.20
p. in. and 12 30 a.m. Close at 8.30 a m, and 2.30
and 9.00 p. in.
Boston and the West. Arrive at 5.10 p m.
Intermediate or Way Mails via Boston and Maine
Railway. Arrive at 12.20 and 8.20 pm. Close at
8.30 a in and 2.30 p m.
Great Soutnern and Western. Arrive at 12.20 p m
and 12.30 a m. Close at 8.30 a m, 2.30 and 9.00 p m.
Bangoi, Mattawamkeag, and connecting routes.
Arrive at 3.00 p. m. Close at 11.30 a. m.
Augusta and connecting routes. Arrive at 9.00 a
m. and 3 00 p. m.
Close at 11.30 a m and 5.00 p m.
Morning Northwestern by G. T. R. Arrive at 8.40
am
Close at 6.30 a m.
Lewiston and Auburn. Arrive at 9.00 a. m., and
3.00 p m. Close at 6.30 a m, 11.30 a m and 5.00 p. m.
Rochester, N. H., and intermediate offices. Arrive
at 1.30 p. m. Close at 7.00 a m and 2.00 p m.
North Conway and other offices on the P. & O. R
R. Arrive at 12.05 a m and 5.10 p m. Close at 9.G0
a m and 2.20 d m.
6.50

am.

Eastport, via each steamer. Arrive at 6.00 a m.
Close at 5.00 p m.
Nova Scotia and Prince Edward’s Island. Arrive
Thursday at 6 a m. Close Saturday at 3.30 p m.
Foreign Mails per Allan Line close every Satur-

day at

12

m.

Loreign Mails, via New York, day previous to sailing ol steamers. Close at 2.30 p m.
Express, Augusta, Bangor and the East. Arrive
at 2.00 am. Close at 9.00 p m.
Skowbegan intermediate offices and the north.
Arrive at 3.00 p m. Close at 11.30 a m.
Skowbegan closed pouch closes at 9.00 p m
Canada and intermediate offices, via G. T- ft. Arrive at 12.30 p. m. Close at 1.00 p m.

Prayer

First Lutheran Congregation, Scandinavian
corner of Middle and Plum Streets*
St. Paul’s Church, corner ot Congress and Looust street.—Frederick S. Sill, Rector. Services on
Sunday 104 a. m. and 3 p. m.
Y. M. C. Association^ Mechanics’ Building, Con

Hall,

Meeting,

St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa Dalton, Rector. Sunday Services at 104 a. m.; and 3 p. m. Sittings free to all and all are welcomed.

West Cong. Church.—Rev. J. F. Morgan acting
pastor Sabbath School at 11 a.m. Preaching at
3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m. Seats fiee. All
are

welcome.

First Free Baptist Society, Cor. Casco and
Cumberland Streets —Rev. C. S. Perkins pastor.
Preaching at 104 a. m., and 3 p. m. Sunday School
at 11| a. m. Prayer meeing at 7 o’clock evening.
(B^p-Tlie Disciples of Christ will meet at 8 Winter St corner of Gray, every Lord’s Day at 3 p m.
to attend to the Apostles* teaching, to the Fellowship. to Breaking of Bread and to Prayers. All are
invited to attend,
Harmon’s Hall, West End, Portland.—PreachPrayer
ing by Rev J. A. Strout, at 104 a*
meeting at 74 p. m. Seats free.
M.
E.
Church.—Rev
J.
Corner
Woodford’s
A. Strout, Pastor. Preaching at 24 p. in. Prayer
m.
Seats
free.
meeting at 74 p.
St. Lawrence St, Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright
pastor. Services at 104 a, m* and 3 p. m. Sunday
school at 14 Pm.
Congress Street M. E. Church.—Rev. W. M.
Sterling, pastor. Preaching by tbe Pastor at 104
a. m. and 3 p. m.
Sunday school at 14 p.m. Prayer

meeting at 7.

Williston Church, corner Danforth and May
Streets.- Kev. Frank E. Clark, Pastor. Bible Exerin.au

n.

Prajer meeting

m_

at

7

Prtf>!!M>hiTKr at
in the evening.

3

nVlnrk

i».

m.

Pine St. M. E. Church.—Rev. C. J. Clark,
pasior. Cummmnion servise at 10$ a. m. Preaching
and 3 p. m Sabbath School at 1$ p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 p. m. beats free.
Church.—Prof. .J B. Sewall of
Plymouth
Brunswick will preach tomorrow at 10$ a. m. and
7 p. m.
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at 7$

o’clock.
OT"The annual contribution for the Widow’s
Wood Society will be taken up at the First Parish
Cnurch, next Sunday morning, Jan. 14, 1877.
SubArcana Hall.—Conference at 2.30 p. m.
ject: a practical investigation of Spiritual Science
paramount to all opinions and heresays of the past,
based on faith and eminent as authority. All are invited.
Second Advent Church, Union Hall, 87 Free
Street.
Preaching Sunday at 10$ a. m. and 3 p. m.,
by Elder C, Goodrich. Prayer meeting at 9 a m.
and 7 p. m. Sabbath School at 12 m. Seats free.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church.—Rev. J. R. Day,
pastor. Services at 10$ a. m. at 3 p. m. Sunday
School at 1$ p. m. Prayer meetings at 6 and 7 p. in.
Mountfort St. A. M. E. Church.—Rev. C.
Wright, pastor. Services at 10$ a. in. and 3 p. m.
Sabbath School at 4 p. m.
Free Street Baptist Church.—Rev. James
McWbinnie pastor. Preaching at 1U£ a. m. Sunday School at close of serviee. Sunday School
Concert at 7 p. m. Exposition of the International
Lesson. Monday evening at 7.30, to which all are
cordially iuvited.
First Baptist Church, Congress st., corner of
Sabbath
Wilmot.—Rev. W. H. Shailer Pastor.
School at 1.45 p. m. Preaching at 3p. m. Sabbath
School Concert at 7 p. m Seats free.
India St. UniversalistChurch.—Rev. Geo. W
Sunday School at 1.30 p. m.
Bicknell, pastor.
Atteruoon service at 3 o’clock. In the evening will
be given fir?t lecture in new
from last Sunday evening.)

(postponed
Subject,—“Costless

in marine business, and there
is hardly a day but wbat some disaster to
Maine vessels is reported. During the snow
storm of Thursday night the bark Selina, Capt.
Hodgdon, while entering this harbor, struck on
the rocks running out just south of the wharf
on Cushing's Island and remained there until

Preble Chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School at 2 p. m.
PreachiDg at
The
3 p.m. A Temperance meeting at 7 o’clock.
public are cordially invited.

CnuRCH.—Rev. W. E. Gibbs will preach

First Untv ersalist Church, Congress Street.—
Rev. Wm. E Gibbs, pastor.
Preaching at 10$ a.
m
and 7 o’clock p. m. Sunday School at 3 p. m.
Subject of evening sermon,—“Repenteuce and

Forgiveness.”

Second Pa rish Church.—Rev. Dr. Carrutliers
pastor. Services at 10$ a. mM and 3 p. m. Sundav
School at 12 p. m. Devotional exercises at C and
7 p.

m.

B3f"Tlie annual collection for the Widows* Wood
Society will oe taken up to-morrow at the Second
Parish Church. Don’t forget.
Reform Club Meetings.—The Club will hold a
in tbe Club Moom 111
a public meeting at 10$ a. m
Exchange Street, and at 7 p. m., in tbe Y. Al. O. A.
Ball Sunday. Ail are cordially invited to attend.
Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Sunday
at 1.30 p. m.
Prayer Meeting at 3 p. in.
Gospel Temperance meeting evening at 7$;
Meeting
Monday
evening.
Temperance

School

Superior Court.
ANUARY

CRIMINAL TERM, 1877, SVMONDS, J.,
PRESIDING.

James Devine and Joseph McGuire, Indicted for
obbery. The County Attorney nolprossed the alleation as to the taking of the goods, and Devine was
sentenced to one year and McGuire ten months in
ail.
Robert Waterhouse and Thomas .Page were brought
into Court under arrest to answer for contempt of
rvuirt in nnf

nhp.vin®

a an

hands,

towed her to Dry Dock, where her copper will
be repaired. The Selina is one of J. S. Winslow’s line of Buenos Ayres packets. While the
togs were pulling her off, Capt. Bogan of the
Scott missed his footing and went overboard.
The tng was go'mg ahead at the time and he
had a very narrow escape from going under the
screw. The engineer reached out and saved
him from the water, and was taking him over
the rail when the tug struck the bark, and the

escaped

an

injury

position, with the committeeman in his
chair, a tambourine balanced on his head,
looking for all the world like the Mikado of
Japan or some other public functionary. In

to one

connection with this trick the Professor put on
a coat belonging to a gentleman present, while
tied in the cabinet, and then, allowing his wife
to securely sew it in front, and also to sew the

which gave an account
of the passage of that vessel from Liverpool.
He writes that he had a two months’ passage
from the last named port to the Bay of Islands,

sleeves together, the doors closed, off the garment flew, without breaking a stitch, to tbe
astonishment of all present.
Mrs. Baldwin allowed herself to be put in
the pillory, which was locked, and the padlock
sealed, and yet. without breaking the sea),
came out in a few minutes. She also performed the “Katie King mystery” of being
tied to the inside of the cabinet, and yet pro-

the vessel suffering considerably on the voyage
from severe gales. He arrived at his destination about the first of December, and on the
his

return voyage to Liverpool
with a cargo of lumber. Only a few days after
their departure, the Stillman encountered a terrific gale, blowing her back among the islands.
The waves washed completely over the craft,
and the spray dashed high into the rigging, so
that the brig was a shapeless mass of ice. The

ducing

wonderful “manifestations” of faces
and hands at all parts of the cabinet.

passed among the audience, who were asked to
write questions and retail! the papers. Mrs.
Baldwin then went into a trance and proceeded to answer them. The first one was
about the safety of a vessel, and when tbe
writer was called for, a Mr. Jones handed in
his question, which was about tbe safety of a
Thus she continued every answer,
vessel.
finding a question had been asked {corresponding to the answer given. She told oce gentle-

anchors,

which bad been cast with the hope
that they might hold. For three days the brig
pounded on the rocks, exposed to the fury of
the waves continually washing over her. The
crew, consisting of some eight men, were all

badly frozen. When the gale abated the crew
managed to get the vessel off and into Harbor
Island, Newfoundland, where she now lies frozen in, and will probably remain until spring.
The keel is partly gonp, the bottom badly injured and the vessel leaking. The cargo is safe
tain.

The O.

G.

Stillman

it.

A

there would be no election of President,
but that the President of the Senate would act
as President for oue year, when there would be
man

another election. She also said that May had
been shot, and that Bennett would go to
Europe in his private yacht, and later would be
married to Miss May.

aa

v"l'

is

about 326 tons
harden. Captain Tibbetts resides in this city
on Congress street.
She will be taken to Sydney for repairs as soon as the ice will permit.

The whole tendency of the entertainment
was to show that all the tricks performed by
Spiritual mediums are done by clever trickery.
The entertainment will be repeated this even-

The Merchants’ Exchange received informa'
tion yesterday that the schooner Island Belle of

ing, and a large audience will be in attendance.

Bockland had been spoken January 7th in latitude 45 40 north and longtilude 50 west, by the
steamer California.
Sbe was provided with
provisions, &c ,and the captain’s wife and child

m. viavuai.

Anna Starbird has left
ra

Mr. Daniel Dennett, formerly of Maine, but
who has lived in Louisiana over thirty years,

Theatre.—Tonight will be
given a grand complimentary and testimonial
benefit to Miss Fanny Marsh, at her beautiful
little theatre.
Benefits as a general thing are
preconcerted affairs, a long array of names being printed of influential citizens who often
grant the use Of their names through courtesy,
without ever intending to visit the entertain-

is now visiting friends in Bangor. He lias recently lectured in that city'and several places
in its vicinity on the agricultural capabilities of
Louisiana. Mr. Dennett was editor and pro-

prietor of The Planter’s Banner from 1848 to
1872, and has since been connected with the
Picayune. He has lately written
book entitled, “Louisiana as it is,” treating
of the development of the natural resources of
the state, a subject on which from long connection with the agricultural interests of Louisiana he is peculiarly qualified to write. The
New Orleans

ment.

This benefit is the result of the spontaaction of a few gentlemen who fully appreciated Miss Marsh’s great exertions, and

a

neous

they waited upon her

her hotel and tendered
her the benefit.
Without wishing to parade
their names before the public, they are doing
all in their power to make the benefit a success, and we heartily concur with the aid of the
columns of

onr

at

journal, and with

our

book, which is designed to invite immigration
from the

good

short time while Mr. Fluent places it in more
thorough repair than could have been done be-

fore, as she was anxious to get open as soon as
possible. During the interval sbe will organize
an entire new company, and when once again

give perform-

greatly attached to
believed they were intending

she was

worthy of the patronage of the Portland
public. It will be a gracious act for the theatre-going people of Portland to attend this evening, and show by their presence that they are
disposed to encourage all worthy efforts to

mmons

to

annear

before

lined $23 each.
the grand jury. They
William F. Maher, for an assault and battery
committed in Saccarappa, was fined $100 and costs.
James McGlinctiy, on an indictment against him
for keeping and maintaining a liquor nuisance, paid
a flue of $700 and costs.
John D Anderson was indicted at the September
term tor being a common seller. Upon his promise
that he would abandon the business and not resume
it the case was placed on the special docket and sentence suspended. He is now indicted at this term
for keeping a liquor nuisance. He was brought in
and sentenced on the September indictment to three
months in the county jail.
Joseph Jaundrez, indicted at September term for
being a common seller, in the same condition as Anderson, and got three months in jail.
Andrew McGlinchy was fined $300 and costs on a

Portland

__

Coffee House —Miss Eastman of Massaas will be seen by reference to our
advertisement column, is to speak on Monday
evening in behalf of the Coffee House Fund.
Miss Eastman is an eloquent lecturer, of large

following is the summary
statement of the registered, enrolled and
licensed tonnage of this district, as returned to
the register of the treasury, for the quarter
ended December 31, 1876:
Vessels. Tonnage.
Permanent registered, sail.148
90,277.68
sail
44
Temporary registered,
17,577.29
3.791.46
Temporary registered, steam. 3
Permanent enrolled, sail .138
10,166 07
Permanent enrolled, steam. 21
7.271.83
Temporary enrolled, sail. 7
1,569.37
70.83
Temporary enrolled, steam. 1
Licensed tuuder 20 tons) sail, coast223.23
ing. 17
Licensed (under 20 tons) sail, fisheries. 55
738.93
Lie.nsed (under 20 tons) steam .coast4

chusetts,

culture, vigor and experience, and an interestlecture is anticipated. The Ci ffee House
will enter, on Monday, ou the third week of its
existence. Hundreds of our citizens will, we
think, testify that it has in its brief career
proved itself a success, but they must also remember that the enterprise has been attended

ing

with

expense, and that money to meet
the primary cost is much needed.

59 00

Total.167
Licensed (under 20 tons) coasting... 21
Licensed (under 20 tons) fisheries... 47

are

Freeport—Lot of land containing two acre?,
buildings thereon from Mary and John A

Elizabeth A. Johnson.
Lot ot land containing two acres, with buildings tbereoD, from Elizabeth A, and Joseph M.
Johnson to Ezeaiel Merrill.
Harrison—Lot of laud and buildings from
Richard Baoga to Isabella M, Folsom.

210.29

1,646.86

Over.—Brown and Cass were
brought before United States Commissioner
tering the Gardiner postoffice.

of paint brushes, and is now serving out his senOn motion of the County Attorney he was
brought in and sentenced on the old indictment to
eleven months in jail.
William Parr, on a complaint for search and seizthree months in jail.
ure, was sentenced to
Members of the bar will take notice that all unfinished business must ho disposed of to-day (Saturday), and that after neat Monday the Court will try
or court list by consent
any civil case upon the Jury
tence.

Kepokted Eobbeby.—La9t evening
hailing from St. John went into the statior
and reported that he had been robbed and beatHe wai
en in a saloon on Commercial street.
badly beaten and hie face was covered witl
blood. Officers Bell, Jackson and Newoomi
went to the saloon kept by O’Donnell & Shee
ban and arrested them. They said that tbi
man entered the salooD and got into alight am
—took the consequences. They said he had m
money when lie went into the saloon.
a

^

mat

for trial.

and

a

was

esq., appeared for Brown

posponed

until

State Pomological

Wednesday.

Society.—The State

annual
church
in Monmouth, January 23d and 24th.
Free
return tickets over the Maine Central and
Knox & Lincoln railroads will be furnished at
ths meeting to those who have paid full fare
to attend. The following is the order of exer-

and hollow

superior class, as must comlarge trade, not only in Maine, but in

cises

who is

making

a

of our citizens, is now to be tally and amply
supplied by men competent in ability and
means, who will be cordially welcomed to out

WEDNESDAY.
9 a. m.—Business meeting: annual report of officers, election of officers to fill existing vacancies, and
otber business.
10a. m., Up. m., and 6j p. m.—Public sessions,
during which tbe usual exhibition of winter fruits
will be held, to wbicb all are invited to contribute,
especially of new and are varieties; and the following
subjects will be presented for consideration and discussiun.

business circles.
The Barnabee Matinee.—This (Saturday,
afternoon there will be a “festival of fun’’ at
the City Hall—for Barnabee is to give one ol
his delightful and rolicking matinees. A jolly

Fruit growing in connection with general farming.
Natural adaptation of Beils to fruit culture.

laugh is better than medicine,' and everyone
needs “to tip the wings of care with the gillec
sunshine." Go, old and young meD, wotner
and children. Go early and enjoy yourselves,

Report on fruit and flowers at tbe Centennial, by
tbe delegates of this Society.
Report of the Committee on list of fruits for amaI
teur

cultivation.

Report of tbe
Secretary, Dr. J. C.
Weston ot Bangor.
County and local reports on fruit growing, by the
several trustees and Olliers.
Revision of Society’s fruit lists.
Voluntary Kssays and Reports, by members and

Corresponding

Temperance

■

others.
An address willl bo delivered by Dr. N. T. True of
Bethel.
Tbe exercises will close with a social reunion of tbe
members and guests, with ladies, to be beld iu tbe
vestry, at 8 o’clock p. m.

THE STATE

RESOURCES.

INSURANCE.

U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
deposits.
ot

Other Stocks, bonds and mortgages.
Due from Approved Reserve Ag’ts.
Due from other National Banks.
Real Estate, furniture and fixtures.
Current expenses and taxes paid.
Checks and other Cash Items.....

AUCTION SALE

Total.$1,134,516

Portland, Jan.

AUG. P FULLER.
jalMlm

1877

1

Total

have this

Dividends. 19,224,524.15

23.7

Returned to members..$12,791,410.45
Taxes and Expenses... 8,167,913.05
Reserve and Surplus... 30.100,184.26

52.8

Exchanges for clearing house....
Bills ol other banks.
Silver coin.
Legal tender notes.
Uive per cent, redemption fund.

§1,893,631

Commercial Wharf,
for tbe pur

formerly occupied by Perlay & Russell,

pose of

carrying on tbe Ship Stores and Chandlery
business, and solicit the patronage of the public.
d2w

CHINESE

Laundry SoapTHE BEST INTHE WORLD.

cake of this soap will be given to any one
to test it upon application at the Factory,

For Sale by Grocers generally.

unpaid.
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks...
Individual deposits.
Due to other National Banks....

§1,893,631

83

STATE OF MAINE, {
Cumberland, ss. J
I, B. C.Somerby, Cashier of “'the Canal National
Bank of Portland,” do
solemnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of
my knowledge
and belief.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this twelfth
day of January, 1877.
GEO C, PETERS,
Justice of the Peace.
W. W. THOMAS,
)
\VM. HAMMOND, ( Directors.
JOHNN. LORD, )
d3t

KNOX COUNTY.

Charles H. Hussey was found dead in his
the Rockport House Thursday mornDeath resulted irom morphine, which
ing.
was probably taken with the intention of suicide. He belonged in Skowbegau.
A young man giving his name as Robinson,
stole a gold watch aud chain from the house of
Mrs. I. Ii. Thomas in Rockland, last Monday.
room at

Jal3__

NOl’ICE OF FORECLOSURE.

SPARROW &
DISTRICT

*** Sawyer in her own right and Phillip
lawyer, both of Vinalhaven in the county
r_
*>y their deed dated the 19th of June, A.
S“ox»
D. 1876, and recorded in the Cumberland
County
Registry of Deeds, book 421, page 433, conveyed to
me, the undersigned, in mortgage, a certain
parcel
of real estate siiuated in
Freepor., in the county of

LeRoy Blackwell of Pishon’s Ferry, fell 12
feet, stiiking his head on the railroad track anu
received very severe injuries, Wednesday.
Dr. Twitchell of Fairfield, has sold the pair
of Plymouth Rock chicks which won the first
premium and six specials at the late exhibition,
to a gentleman in Massachusetts, ior
twenty

Cumberland,

and bounded
corner ot land

as tollows:
now occupied

Beginning

COUNTY

iuo

*»

uuuciaigucu,

closure.

vy

leason tnereoi

paied the eigth day of January,

claim

fore-

a

A D 1877.
A. MITCHELL.

ja!3d3w_WILLIAM
NOTICE.

Cause nnkoowu.

AH interests of C. F. Washburn in the
Aru> of Brown & Washburn ceased
July
1, 187(1. The business is continued as
heretofore under the Arm name of Brown

YORK COUNTY.

A dramatic entertainment will he given hy
the Limington Dramatic Club, at Town Hall,
Limington Village, Friday evemug, Jan. 18th,
consisting of tableaux, drama, &c ,&c., the proceeds to aid in the completion of the Baptist
church at North Limington.

«

Washburn by

„

Portland,
Jdiiia

janl3d3t

ja!3

splendid
2£ o’clock

Wanted

also

—

One Hundred Dozen

TIIE
By

Owen, Moore & Bailey.

Jafdtf_

BAMBOMS!
2000

ON

Inquire

the directors, but any and all ladies interested
in their coffee house work are invited to meet
with them.
janl2d2t

Also

a

73 cts., or $7.30 per Doz.
Either book mailed, post tree, for Retail Price.

OLIVER OITSON it

H. 1. NELSON &

Lowest Market Rates,
BY

—

Randall
60

&

ja!3__d3t
Wanted.

ex-

perience, Ac.,

_

Biliousness, Mick« Headache,
THAT
and Dyspepsia is for sale at all the drugat
cures

Portland. It is entirely a vegetable comgists
pound, Trade mark on square boxes.
Jal3
d6w&wiw

ROOM

M. G. PALMER.
dcc21dtf

BEST PRINTS,
subject to slight imperfections,
only FIVE CENTS PER YARD at

UNDER FALMOUTH HOTEL.
Ja3

Throat, Hoarseness, Tickling Cough and
Purifying the Breath.

Healing Indolent Sores, Ulcers, Cuts, Bums,
and for Piles.

Chapped Hands, Salt Rheum, Skin Diseases,
the Toilet and Bath.

SMITH AMERICAN ORGANS,

j

endorsed by the highest Musicians, and making
75,000 homes pleasant and attractive, are sold lor
I
L'ash or InNialIntents by

W. H. FCJRBUSH & SON,
General Agents for Maine.

439 CONGRESS ST., PORTLAND, ME.
FABBINGTON BLOCK.
nov28

I

and citizens in general who contemplate a change
in their supply of milk, that 1 am nrepared to furnish a superior quality of pure milk at reasonable
rates; all orders leit at S. WINSLOW & CO.’S, 18
Market Square, will receive prompt attention by me,
where the flattering testimonials of some now
taking will be shown to those who wish to investigate. I shall employ no boys but deliver the milk in
CYRUS LOWELL, Agent.
person.

SORE
A

Having added to our establishment Batteries for
the purpose ct Silver and Nickel Plating, wo are prepared

to

Replate Spoons, Knives, Forks,
Castors and Hollow Ware
OF
EVIBV
DESCRIPTION.
We guarantee to do work equal to the best at mod-

prices.

RUFUS DUNHAM & SONS,

J.

Chapped

Hands

and

Face,

Ilurd Skin, Sunburn,
Kougli
Sait Klieum, Ac*, Ac.
or

A. S. HINDS,
de23

Proprietor,

BRITANNIA AND PLATED WAKE,
dels

PORTLAND, ME.

dim

rations.
Your patronage is

l

ROCHESTER

BONDHOLDERS.
of
per cent bonds of the
land & Rochester Railroad Company,
HOLDERS
to
seven

meet at

City Building,

the Common

200

ic-

Council Room,

on

Monday afternoon, Jan. 15,
AT HALF PAST !I O'CLOCK.

jaul2

Bbls. Choice Popping Corn
lor sale by

(13

Kendall &
jal2

Whitney.
dlw

For Rent.
new, elegant and convenient Cottage, with
ah the modern improvements. Apply at
NO. 70 BRACKETT STREET.
aug2isdtt

THE

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
auglt

Agents. Portland, Me.

dlf

board vessels at sea.
For sale by Grocers generally.

Port-

are

quested

POPPING^

P !

a
on

!

CORN

WOOD

Sharp’s Preserved Smokod Halibut and Haddies,
very nice article for family use, picnic parties, and

UNDER FAU.VIOl Tll.HOTEL.
dlw
jau9

PORTLMD

no2od3m

A SPECIALTY MNED GOODS

STLDLEY’S,

dlmis

Surgical and Dental
INSTRUMENTS,

SHADES ELECTRIC

WINDOW

Elastic
at rtrf

Low

The aboye

PALMER’S PRICES

ju22

dll

AUBURN FOUNDRY COMPANY,
Iron Founders and

NICKEL

PLATERS.

S3T" VACCINE

fhittemore’s

1877.

tbe best Manufacturers and
in the Country.

VI KIN

constantly

on

Patent

Elastic

Crotch

FOR 8ALB HI

Rubbers.
MEN’S HEAW BOOTS

3.00

a

230

Over

€.

FRYE,

Congress & Franklin Sts.,
PORTLAND,

janl

eodtf

ME.

QUILTS !

fine lot of Men and Women’s

Embroidered Canandian
,
de27

Cor.

.03
.43
.43
a‘43
.33

MISSES’ IMT. SANDAI.S
Also (to arrive)

GEO.

$3.00

MEN’S I.IGHT BOOTS
MEN’S OV. R SHOES
I. AIMT. SANDALS
I.ADIES’ CBO. SANDALS
DO . S’ BOOTS
....

Shoes.

MIDDLE ST.
_dtf

Having just secured an extra
bargain in a job lot of fine Marseilles Quilts, slightly soiled. I am
prepared to offer as good a Quilt
tor $2.75, as can be bought in
perfect goods tor $1.50.

„,

An Extra Baraain
in DAMASK TOWELS
only 20
cents, would be cheap at 33 cents.

sTudley.

W. F.

W. F. STUDLEY,

dlw

ja9

UNDER
FALMOUTH
HOTEL.
jan9dlw

DON’T BUY

RUBBER BOOTS

Hamburg Edges until yon have
examined the stuck just received at

warranted not to crack at

Hall’s Rubber Store,
dtf

BIG BONANZA.
instructions for Painting
Convex
Glass from Photographs in Oil Colors by
COMPLETE
sent to
address
on

a

method,

any

ja3d4w

new

receipt ol $1.00.
F. la, WATERMAN,
Ave., Boston, Mass.
on

226 Harrison

B. H.

BARNES, ACCOMlM

opened, examined, balanced, and closed;
Trial Balances and Cash Accounts investigated; Com plicated accounts adjusted. Special attention to bankruptcy matters, the settlement of estates,
examination of agencies, and other matters requiring

new

j

ja9

the services of a thorough accountant.
Orders left
at 28 Exchange St., Portland, Me., or forwarded ,by
mail, promtly atended to.

aug26dfW&Ssep30ti

Ladies’ Fine

store under Falmontb Hotel.
dlw

RJEflOVAJL,
AERATED OXYGEN
TREATMENT, for the cure of Catairb, Asthma,
The

Bronchetis, Consumption, Dyspepsia, Diptheria,
General Debility, <Sc., has removed to
101 CONGRESS STREET,
whoie also

DODD'S
ADVERTISING AGENCY,
121

WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

Advertisements recelned for every Paper in the
United State* and British Provinces at the lowest
contract prices. Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly fUurnished.
HORACE DODD.

Boots!

A full line of Ladies’ Hand-sewed Boots in French
Kid of the finest quality, especially adapted to tenieet, at

be found all of the Remedies ot
lute J. Clawson Kelly.
eodtm

can

the

decl6

BOOKS

BATES

A

LOCKE,

Newspaper Advertising Agents,
34

PAi.X BOW, NEW YORK.

der

PKEBLKUAVIS^' ! LEAVITT & DAVIS

In one ot the most desirable first
floor offices in tbe city. Apply at
No. 2§ Exchange Street.
no22

iedtf

For Sale.
LATIN and Creek Lexicon for oalo
at thU office, cheap.
neS
dtf

A

D. R. Locke, o Locke A
J. H. Bates, late ot
Jones, Toledo Blade.
sd>- M. Pettengill & Oo.
Send for list of 100 choice newspapers.

dtf

Desk Boom to Let,

(Licensed by the United Nickel Co., of New York,)
ALBURN, MAINE.
E3F-AU Orders will have Prompt Attention,
jane
eodiStwly STu&Th

from

are

_

-V7_

JO‘J Commercial Street, Portland, Me.

Supporters,

—

1877.

Congress St., Farrington Rlock.

Wm. SRarp,

Stockings,

Importers

FOB

BATTERIES,

TRUSSES^TRUSSES

CORNER FREE AND COTTON STS.
mb21
dtf

—

Fractures,

Shonider Braces,

CEO. Iff. 1108 WORTH,

jal

dec29dtf

respectfully solicited.

CUMBER

SAMUEL THURSTON,
General Agent.

Apparatus for Deformities, Dislo-

216 Middle St., under Falmouth Hotel,

GROWS,

The best and cheapest out door pump in the
market. Liberal discount to the trade. Send for a
circular.

looking lor DRESS GOODS will
And extra bargains at

Apothecary,

R.

THE PREMIUM

Cor.of Union and Fore Sts., Portland, Me.

CREAM !

THROAT.

North American Flower Co.,
STORE 444 CONGRESS STREET,
would respectfully invite public attention to their
line display ot F 1.0 VVlilts and PLANTS,
which will he kept constantly on hand and niado up
by the well-known Florist, JOHN HELL, of
Portland, who will give his special attention to all
orders for Funeral Flowers, iioquets or Floral Deco-

manufacturers of

HONEY & ALMOND

WARKROOM8,

cations and

SURE CURE

5144 Oxford Street.
For sale by all Druggists.

INSTRUMENTS
State.

Prices Marked Down lor the Holidays.

dec25dlw*tf

Grows’ Ijlnlment

dtf

HR H MIKi:i, PLATING.

erate

HIND’S

_dlw

Pare milk for Family Use.
WOULD respectfully inform my former patrons

Put up and prepared by

Inhaling for Catarrh, Consumption, Asthma.
For Sale by all Druggists,

or

CLASS

PIANO STOOLS, PIANO COVERS.

—

Price..

w. n. ivbus’

Solution,

Sore

For

!

W.F.STUDLEY’S,

for Catarrh, Consumption,
Bronchitis, aud Asthma.

CO.,

—AND—

PIANOS & ORGANS.

which, for purity of tone, perfection of action
beauty, are not surpassed. The

FIRST

PAPERS
AT

Drapery Work of all kind,

has

SQUARE AND UPRIGHT PIUS,

The largest assortment of

in tho

■

THE LITTLE CHANT PILL,

reported a single failure, but every
letter speaks of its astonishing success in curing
severe Coughs, Colds settled on the Breast, Consumption, or any disease of the Throat and Lungs
We advise any person that has any predisposition to
weak Lungs, to go to their Druggists-and get
this Medicine, or inquire about it. Regular size,
Two doses will
75cents; Sample Bottle, 10cents.
relieve any case. Don’t negleet your cough.
oct20
deomly

or

HOLLAND,
Springfield, Mass.

W. J.

ja!3IAwlw

Wonderful Success.
It is reported that Boschee’s German Syrup
has, since its introduction in the United States,
reached the immense sale of 40,000 dozen per year
Over 6,000 Druggist have ordered this medicine
direct from the Factory, at Woodbury, N. J., and

or

at Odd Fellows’
EVENING, .Jan.,1K, at 71 o’clock.
JOSHUA DAVIS, Sec’y.

3

Organs;

w

ielS

ST.

SLIPPERS FOR MEN.
SLIPPERS FOR WOMEN.
SLIPPEBS FOR BOVS.
SLIPPERS FOR GIRLS.
SLIPPERS FOR CHILDREN.
BRIDAL SLIPPERS.
FELT SOLE SLIPPERS.
HAIR SLIPPERS in all Colors.

Annual
THERelief
Association will ho held

|

|

Special inducements in prices and styles.

distf

Slippers

§2

!S^
t*5?8

OTHER

AND

!?*
*wPianos
”
MASON & HAMLIN, 2§
g
g
CHENEY,
RICHARDSON,

McAllister,

COMMERCIAL

Wheelock,« w

BOURNE

S2
m2
fe-tf

NEW STORE ON FREE STREET.

—

seo6

ADAMS,

Agent to manage the sale of my publiA General
cations in Maine. Address, stating age,

135

Billings &

3 Free Street Block, Portland.

—

Cumber-

g

McPHAlL,

H

and Inserting*, selected from one
of the largest Importers in New
York, especially for City Trade,
and pronounced by all to be tbe
best value ever offered in Portland.

FOR SALE AT

I. O. O. F.
meeting or the Odd Fellows’ Mutual

Attest:

Boston

CO.,

■€, H. Ditoon & C«. I J. E. Ditnon A Co.
711 Broadway,
Successors to Lee& Walker
New York.
Philadelphia.
|
Jal2de27W«&S&w2w

SUMMER AND WINTER USE,

51 1-3 Exchange Si.

Hall, TUESDAY

Singing School

The largest stock and the best variety of Coals in
the city, tor

a

Si,

same

that in the Salutation, but witu a much
of Glees, rendering it a Glee Book.
lair number of Sacred Tunes.

443 Congress Street, Farrington
Block, opp. II. S. Hotel.
dlw
Jan9

€OjiL.

Thurston,

as

HAMBURG EDGES

of

jalSdlw

What other remedies may have failed to do,
DR. BULLOCK’S
KIDNEY
REMEDY,
NEPHREl’lCUM, surely accomplishes. The
restoration
to
health
of
those affected
perfect
with Bright’s Disease, Dropsy, and all affections of the Kidneys and Bladder, Female
complaints, &c. It positively expels these
maladies.
jul3eod&wlw—9,24,39

or

Melbourne street,

Samuel

larger number

PRICES 4 CENTS PER YARD
AND UPWARDS.

Congress St.,

HOLIDAYS !

3 FREE STREET BLOCK.

1,000 Yards

Successor to Nelson & Co.,

New
—

Fine Sorrento Wood Carving, in rare designs, by the leading artists of the
country, Fleetwood, Velocipede and Centennial Machines, all prices.
Fancy Woods, Designs, Hand Frames,
Swiss, French and Americau Blades, and
all material for Fine Carving.

Doz.

Yards Hamburg Edgings and Insertions
just received by CARLTON KIMBALL.
These goods were selected with great
care from one of the largest stocks ever
shown in New York, and are the greatest bargains ever offered in Portland.

CARLTON KIMBALL

THE

dtt

ENCORE,

O. EMERSON, has the

L.

per

FOB

—

Musical Conventions,

Pure Linen Shirt Fronts, extra long and wide, at 25
cent9 each, $2.50 per dozen, equal to goods usually
sold for 50 cents,

Cottage house nearly new,
containing 10 rooms, good cellar, hard and soft
water, gas Ac. Large yard, 80 foot front; first class,
stable, shed Ac. Rent reasonable to right parties

Congress and Casco streets. The parishes have
not as yet all been canvassed for members hy

or

Something

is«

In this fine book will be found the newest and best
sacred music by L. O EMERSON.
Good Singing
School Cousre, with abundant excellent material for
practice, including a Dumber of Glees, also Tunes in
all the Metres, ana a large number of fine Anthems.
Should be in the bands ot every Choir member.

bo

or

de9

SINGING CLASSES, AND

914.00

CO.,

510 CONGRESS STREET,
Nrarly Oppestte Case* 81.

A CAPITAL BOOK FOR CHOIRS

or

&

General Auctioneers & Commission Merchants

THE SALUTATION

91.39,

JUST ABOVE PREBLE HOUSE.
jal2
d3t

address to work in the
liberal commission or salary, paid to the
City.
right men. Apply to
F. W. BERNARD,
Chadwick Mansion,
Jalj'Jtt_ Congress St., Portland.

Woman’s Temperance Society.—There will
a meeting of
the officers and members of
this society Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock in
the library of the Y. M. C. Association, corner

—

495

men of good
Efi?rgetio
A

million, cheap; call
janl3d3t

O Large tied Scarfs in all colors. Plain and
handsome Fancy styles at 50c each.
O *‘Lora Stanley” Full Bosom Scarfs in all
T
JJUI; O colors with Polka spots at 35 cents each.
T
A Black Folded Ties, 1$ inch wide, at 65
A-*” t
cents each.

Immediately.

of every working agent in
THElandAddress
County.

There is no dressing for burns that will compare with “Forest Tar Salve.”

Forest
Forest Tar Troches,
Tar Salve,
Forest
Forest Tar Soap,
Forest Tar Inhalers,

DOW, LICHTENSTEIN

Teacher of Standard Phonography,

MUSIC BOORS FOR

AjUL fJ very

dtt

_d3t«

a

this afternoon.

Tar

ON

eod6m

T

A. D. BROWN.
T
Jao. 12, 1877.

Notice is bereby given that we
shall apply to the Board ot Mayor
aud Aluernten at their next
mcetng
for permission to erect and maintain a Stationary Steam
Engine in
our building, No. 37 & 39 Union St.
A. F. COX & SON.,

Two-Button Kid Gloves in operas and the
new dark shades, from 75j, to $1, at P. M.

Inhalation

TUESDAY, Jan. loth, at 10 a. m., we shall
sell at Rooms 35 and 37 Exchange Street, the
Furniture of a Saloon, consisting or M. T Tables,
Chairs, Scales, Show Case, Cutlery and S. P. Ware
Castors, Crockery and Glass Ware, Kitchen f urniture, &c.
if. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
Janl3
d3t

NO. 696 CONGRESS STREET,
PORTLAND, ME.
References—Andrew J. Graham, 563 Broadway,
New York, Author ot Standard JPhonopraphlc Work,

T of "I Windsor Scarfs. 3x5, all colors, PlaiD,
Fancy and Plaids at 50 cents each.

me.

NOTICE.

F. O. Bailey & Co. will sell at salesroom,
Exchange street, at 10 o’clock this morning
new and second hand furniture, carpets, crockery ware, stoves, &c. See auction column.

Tar,

AGENTS,

MISS EDITH J CUMMINGS,
Reporter

Furniture

BY AUCTION.

dtf

and

d3t

Saloon

PECK,

EDUCATIONAL.

AJvb A

on

uie easterly
by George
Randall, thence Northeasterly by the road leading
to Porter’s Landing, so called, to the
large
pine tree
on stump standing on the side line oi
said road,
thence Northwesterly six rods to a stake and
stoDes,
thence Southwesterly eighteen rods to land
occupied
by sa-d Randall, thence Southeasterly by said Raudall s land six rods to the place of
beginning. And
the condition of said mortgage having been broken.

Wednesday night two large bams in Topsfield owned oy Eidridge Lovering, were burned. The bui.'diugs contained 20 tons of hay,
three horses, two cows, four sheep and six head
of young stock owued by Mr. Lovering.
Loss
$2000, three horses, four mules, &c., owued by
IV. P. Plaisted & Son, Princeton. Loss $1000;
one horse, owned by Mi. Sprague.
Loss $150.

For Throat, Lungs, Asthma, and Kidneys.

ON

ION.

U_CT

SATURDAY, Jan. 13lh, at 10 A. M., at
Rooms, 35 and 37 Exchange Street, we shall

sell Parlor Suit, Chamber Set, Carpet, Stove, Parlor,
Chamber and Dining Room Furniiurc, Crockery and
Glass Ware, &c., Ac.
K. O. BA1LKV A CO., Anctiaacera.

194 middle Street.

Course

STATE OF MAINE.

SOMEBSET COUNTY.

Forest

Carpets, &c.,

janll

1877
We have just closed out a stock of Neck Ties and
Scarfs suitable for Gents* and Boys’ wear, and otter
prices which we confidently believe have never
been equalled in New England,

<13t

BY A

LEWIS C. GROVER. President.
JAMES B. PEARSON, Vice-President.
EDW. A. STRONG, Secretary.
BENJ. C. MILLER, Treasurer.

00

at

—

FURNITURE.

consequently its insurance cheaper than that
furnished by any other Company.

oc2i

00
00
767 00
3,507 72
8,809 86
338,787 43
62,804 82

BY

BAILEY & CO-.

O.

janll

DIVIDENDS ARE LARGER,

wish-

195 COMMERCIAL STREET.

F.

and

195 COMMERCIAL STREET,
A

MAROHB,

S« CONGRESS STREET.
—

Williams, Watson & Co.,
ing

BON

LIABILITIES.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

one

37.2

looio

Life and Endowment Policies, of the usual form s
issued on the most favorable terms.
The past experience of the Company shows that
its

MICAH SAMPSON,
A. T. SMALL.

1st, 1877.

83

Capital stock.$ 600,000
Surplus fund.120,000 00
Other undivided
profits.284,195 00 404,195
National bank notes outstanding.
474,760
Dividends

James E. Fuller of Augusta, has sold his
black thoroughbred mare Queen Victoria to YV.
C. Munroe of Peaoody, Mass., for $1500.

not

10 0

$8M4sT,507.76

■

awls,

Also the balance of their stock of damaged Goods,
in Millinery, Fancy Goods and Shawls
This sale is
for the
purpose of closing out as much of tbeir
stock as possible before makipg alterations in their
store, whioh will oblige them to close their store
during the month of Fdbruary. Ladies will find
this a grand opportunity to obtain great bargains.
HALE AT

Policy Claims.S19.282 541.48, being 23.8 p. C.
Surrendered Policies... 4,2-4,344,82
5.3 "

by

20,’it00

Cloaks and

a

name

Jan.

at
lO A. 91., Jan.
14 th and 13th.

Follows:

as

STREET,

commencing Friday,

$81449^507.76

■

Appropriated

Total

copartnership under
of MICAH SAMPSON & Co.,
WEthe firm day tormed
and have taken the store bean of

645 CONGRESS

Premiums.$64 N.T4.0I4.07
16 »I6,30!«.79

COPARTNERSHIP,

ja2

BOH MARCHE,

Interest.

This Soap is manufactured by a new Patent process

18
00
00
12
89
00
7 659 35
25,474 83
15,047 46
30,0U0 00
2,153 50
20,000 00
23,977 50

Banking house.

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Hamburg Edges for the
at P. M. Frost’s,

Receipts from May 1845 to January 1878

de23

Current expenses.
Checks ana other cash items.

Our Mt. Desert correspondent writes that on
Wednesday Winthrop E. Hamor, a young man
about 21 years of age, while chopping wood in
Eden was struck by a falling stub, which fractured his skull causing instant death.

at

Lubricating and Wcoi Oils.

—

RESOURCES.

NEWS.

Hats,

AUG. P. FULLER & CO.

-

Loans anti discounts. 1,136.569
U, S. Bonds to secure circulation.
533,000
Other stocks, bonds and mortgages.
13,100
Due from reserve agents.
42,155
Due from other banks.
2i 494

beginning to receive orders for spring goods,
hopeful for a good trade.

Trimmed

A

—

PORTLAND, ME.,
At Close of Business Dec 22, 1876<.

and aae

Ladies’

THE

OF

—

week were 637 cases and the receipts of leather
During the previous wetk the
shipments were 553 cases and the receipts of
leather 73.5S6 ponnds. The manufacturers are

line of

HOSEA I. LIBBY.
The business will be continued under the firm
name of Bacon & Libby at the old stand, No 10 and
12 Oak street, where wo hope to receive the patronage of our old customexs and lots of uew ones.
RUFUS F. BACON,
HOSEA I. LI B BY.
ja6d2w*

CANAL NATIONAL BANK,

65,038 pounds.

Dow, Lechtenstese & Co. sell

91

CVilJflllU!!

1HE.

OF

AT AUCTION.

GATLEY,
RUFUS F. BACON,

<13t

vmj

CLOSING OUT SALE

JOHN

45,043 35

Jal3

employed.

Frost’s.

750 00
15,473 76
15,475 46
12,923 53
8,457 60

KoDt^arJe8i
fosotemnJy

A company has been formed to work the
silver mine at Milton Plantation, called the
Oxford Mining Company. John T. Tibbetts of
Lisbon is President. The capital is $200,000.
The shipments of shoes from Auburn last

All insured.

1,169 52
240,414 21
30,700 00

check....

State of Maine,
Countv of Cumberland ss. }
Fa*80n> Cashier of the above named
swear that the above
statement
is true to the best of
my knowledge and belief.
CHAS. PAYsON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before
me, this 11th dav
* of
January, 1877.
CHAS. O. BANCROFT,
J“8tiC0 °f the Peace'
Correct—Attest.
Jacob McLellan,
)
W. S Jordan,
! Directors.
Geo. S. Hunt,
1

Business is brisk at Morse & Emery’s clothing manufactory in Harrison Village. Some

Ho will also settle all ihe bills of the late

The new firm will continue the business of manufacturers of Varnishes and Japans, and dealers in

There is tala of building a steam mill at the
head of China Lake in the spring.

WASHINGTON

the firm.
firm

c. W, ALLEN.

NEWARK, NEW JERSEY.

Copartnership Notice.

Total.$1,134,516

Maine Business Nates.
The North Berwick National Bank has declared a semi-annual dividend of i per cent.
About 25,000 baskets have been manufactured in York since last April.

STATE

THE

Individual Deposits
subject to
Demand certificates of

—

are

copartnership existing under the firm name
of Bacon, Libby & Gatley is this day dissolved
by mutual consent, Mr. John Gatley retiring from

BAILEY.

Life Insurance Go.

1877.ja8dlw

G. FULLER is admitted to an interest in
my business on and alter Jan. 1st,
1877,
under the firm name of

deposit.
Certified checks.
Cashier’s checks outstanding.’
United States Deposits.
Deposits of U. S. Disbursing Officers..
Due to other National Banks.
Notes and bills rediscounted.

church in Saco during the year past, and twelve
others await admission.-Farmington Q M.
held its December session with the Farmington
church.
The churches were poorly represented
Those who were able to attend the
meeting enjoyed an interesting session and
returned leeling encouraged and strengthened.

Jan. C.

Capital Stock paid in. S300,000 00
Surplus Fund.
60,000 00
Undivided Profits.
141,009 48
National Bank notes
outstanding.
263,too 00
Dividends

Unpaid.7..,.

The Morning Star says of Maine Eree Baptist churches: Thirty have been added to the

hands

91

«nIe.room. 33 and i» Enhance
F. O.

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday,
commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.
oc3dtf

Dissolution.

LIABILITIES.

Smith and McKenney of Postland were presat the Norridgewock meeting on
Sunday.

thirty

Portland,

Banks.
21,619 00
501 33
Currency (including nickels)..
Specie (including gold Treasury certificates) 1,900 00
Legal Tender Notes.
20,000 00
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer
(5 per cent of Circulation).
13,500 00

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant',

Benefit

Mutual

MR. GEO. W. RARNES retired from our
Arm January 1. 1877, and his interest and liability
that date.
CHASE, KNIGHT A CO.

300,000 00
50,000 00
14,212 CO
31,847 06

Bills
other
Fractional

ent

THE

Notice.
ceased trom

5,406 50
25,930 22
4,567 11
3.917 54
28,403 85

Exchanges for Clearing House.
of

centennial collection of the

COPARTNERSHIP NOTICE.
have this day formed a Copartnership under
the Arm name of MAKE OWEN & CO., and
shall continue the business at the old stand, No. 65
Commercial Street, the Cheap Grocery Store.
MARK OWEN,
|
ANDREW FISHER.
janl2d3t*

70

Discount*. $612,612
Overdrafts.
Loans and

begun at Norridgewock on Sunday under very
encouraging circumstances. Mr. Ba ley and
daughter of Winthrop, Messrs. J. B. Jordan
and J, R. Learned of Auburn, and Messrs.

:

3 p. m.—Preliminary business meeting.
6J p. m.—Public mcctiug and annual address
Gilbert.
President
by
At
At

J?OR,XLA.lSrr),
OF MAINE,
Close of Easiness, Dec. «», I87G.

the

At

of the Baptist ministers of Maine,
desires that a Uriel biographical sketch should
accompany each picture. Those who have not
yet sent photographs she hopes will soon do so.
At the last anuual meeting of the church and
sooiety of the East Wiutbrop Baptist church,
they passed a vote unanimously to give Rev.
A. R. Crane a call to become their pistor, and
it is hoped he will accept
He has of late been
supplying the vacancy made by the resignation
of Rev. W. T. Wbitmarsb.
The State Y. M. C. A. canvass at Lisbon lias
been very successful, with about thirty conversions. A series of Y. M. C. A. meetings was

TUESDAY.

neighboring states. The need of just such an
enterprise, which has long been felt by many

A.T

IN

photographs

Pomological Society will hold its fourth
winter meeting in the Congregational

a

Meeting.—Dr. Foster wil
give the opening address at the temperance
meeting at Preble Chapel Suuday evening
Subject, “Alcohol—its composition, mode o
manufacture and per cent usually contained it
the more commonly used alcoholio drinks.
reformed men will also speak.
^ Several

Snow,

This action is understood to be at the request of
the 7 per cent, bondholders, who are to hold a
meeting Monday afternoon to see wbat action
to take in the matter.

locate their works in a portion of the buildings
formerly occupied by the Portland Shovel
Company. They have made such arrange

mand

T. T.

COPARTNERSHIP.

WE

THE—

MERCHANTS’ NATIONAL BANK,

Belfast, Sunday eve. Rev. J. A. Ross was
elected President; Rev. J. T Bixby, Rev. S.
Goodenougb, Rev. Geo. Pratt, Rev. D. T.
Estes, Vice Presidents.
Miss Eleanor B. Bailev of Lincoln Centre,

ac-

Cass._

yesterday,

are

stoves

en-

Postponement.—The hearing before Judge
Peters for an injunction against the Portland &
Rochester Railroad, assigned for trial at Saco

in tbe business of stove

manufacturing

was

Cass bound over in $1000.
Brown
was then rearrested on a charge of conspiracy
to rob the postoffice, and held in $1000 bonds

tc- inaugurate
here under most favorable auspices, and with
the cordial endorsement of many of our business men. Messrs. Clark and Lawrence will at
once remove to this city from Bangor, and will

iron ware, of

and

Brown

quitted and

city, and which will be known as the Portland
Stove Foundry Company. This matter is in
the hands of Messrs. Edward H. Clark and
Franklin M. Lawrence, gentlemen of ample

rneuts for

yesterday morning for breaking

Rand

A New and Substantial Enterprise.—It
is very certain that our citizens will hail with
satisfaction the advent of a new enterprise
which is to be immediately established in our

experience

to

Bound

largest of aDy quarter on record in this office
by 8 175 68 tons, and this was the quarter endtd
December 31, 1875, when it amounted to 121,278.01 tons, tbe number of vessels then being
151, against 139, Showing tbe increased tonnage
this quarter.

and

the real

Montgomery

Total.239
20,965.25
The amount of registered, ^enrolled and
licensed tonnage this quarter exceeds the

manufacturing, which they

transfers.—The following
estate transfers recorded in this

with

19,078 10

were

nuisance indictment.
George \V. Dwiual was indicted at the September
term tor larceny of some hose couplings, pleaded
guilty, and upon his representations and his friends
bis case was placed on the special docket and scu
tence suspended. Within two months thereafter he
was convicted in the Municipal Court of the larceny

much

Keal Estate

Total.438
129,753.69
Coasting Trade and Fisheries.
Enrolled in coasting trade. 98
16.090.67
Euroneu m me nsnenes. eu
2,987.43

means

and

offer of money to send her back. She did not
appear like a servant. She is now about 27
years old.

District.—The

ing

family,

that she belonged in Portland, and had been
deserted by her husband here, but declined an

Falmouth

and

the

to send her to an
insane asylum. She came to Port Jefferson in
August, 1875, and has lived there ever since.
She was then about to become a mother; said

maintain a good theatre in this city.
The bill
is a very attractive one, and no visitor need fear
that he will undergo penance for his courtesy
of

and

recently by putting prussic acid in the water
on the table.
As a reason for the act, she said

ances

Tonnage

politics

A Portland Woman (?).—The New York
papers tell of a woman calling herself Margaret Sinnott, employed as a domestic in the
family of Dr. Forback at Port JeffersoD, New
York. She endeavored to poison the family

a

that sbe will

Louisiana

presents an attractive picture of the great natural advantages of this unhappy state drawn
by the hand of an enthusiastic admirer.

wishes for the success of this energetic and accomplished lady, who designs making our city
her home, and we trust she will have a bumpMiss Marsh intends closing her theatre for
er.

promises

North, ignores

-OF

At the Methodist church in Hallowell, on
Sabbath last, the sacrament of baptism was
administered to six candidates by the pastor,
Rev. D. W. LeLacheur, and eleveu persons
were admitted to full membership.
The Waldo County Bible Society held their
auoual meeting in the Uuiversalist church,

ope-

troupe.

terday.

Fanny Marsh’s

REPORT OP THE CONDITION

dollars.

State Treasurer Banks was at the Preble yes-

taken off.

open, she

thejltudoiphsen

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

The venerable Eli Jones and other workers
holding meetings in various school houses
in China.
Services in memory of Mrs. William MarstoD,
killed in the Ashtabula disaster, will be held in
the Baptist church at Waterville to-morrow
afternoon.
The Bridgtou News says that on Saturday
last Rev. Henry Carpenter received a unanimous call to the pastorate of Plymouth church
in this city.
are

One of the best parts of the entertainment
was the mind-reading.
61ips of paper were

ropes were so frozen and the decks so slippery
that it was almost impossible to do anything,
and spite of the exertions of officers and crew,
the vessel was driven ashore, dragging her

..

seenrely

same

Islands, Newfoundland,

1.

also

the committee man, but upon opening
the doors there sat the Professor, tied in the

Iiussel1, Lewis & Co. of this city received a
letter yesterday morning from Capt. Tibbetts
of ibe brig O. B. Stillman, dated at the Bay of

nnd 1 V, A AtiAert L na L Art A d rtrtt. rt«A» A
----------—o'—

were

destroy

knee.

on

elbows

begun. Tambourines, fish-horns, dinner bells,
rattle boxes and all the appliances of a Pandemonium seemed joined in a colossal effort to

captain narrowly escaped being badly jammed.
with

feet and

fastened in the same way, each man struggling
to make the knots thoroughly secure. The
knots were also sealed with wax, so no movement could be made.
One of tbe committee
was then placed in a chair in the cabinet with
the Professor, but holding him securely by the
knees. The door was closed and tbe uproar

the high tide yesterday, when the tugs Scott
and Warren took her off but little injured and

As it was he

tightly and the key held by
He weut into the cabinet aud

wrists

the committee.
soon returned with the handcuffs attached to
one hoop of a tamborine and
the handle of a
pitcher. This was one of his best.
The Professor was tied securely iu his chair
with strong ropes by the committee, aud his

season

course

Offerings.”

Park St.
to-morrow.

unusually hard

engaged

15th sailed

Religious Notices.
Bay Side Parish and Knightville Church.
—Kev. B. F. Pritchard Pastor. Sabbath School at 1
Preaching at
p.m.: Preaching at 2 and G p. in.
Knightville at 104 a. m. Sabbath School at 11J a.
m.
Social meeting 74 p. m.
St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Rev. H
A. Neely, bishop ot the Diocese ot Maine.—Sunday
services 10.30 a. m., 3 and 7. p. m. Daily services at
9 a. m. and 5 p. m. Seats free to all.
Bethel Church—Services 104 a. m., 3 and 7 p.m.
meetings on Thursday evenings at 74 p. m.
All trom sea and land are invited. Seats free.

an

a committee to

the cause was iu the presence iu the glasses
which he used, of certain chemicals, which he
dropped into the glasses without being uoticed.
He then gave a series of performances in a
small cabiueton the platform. Handcuffs were

wrecked there In the fall of 1875.

This appears to be

opened his entertainment by

He next performed the feat of turning water
into wine, and wine into water, explaining that

any record.
ltuFsell C. Seavey, while gathering sea weed
at Prout’s Neck the othft day, picked up a boot
with a human foot in it
Tbo relic is supposed
to have belonged to tbg captain of a schooner

PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

believers will call it the
People like to be humbugged

examine the apparatus he uses.
The committee consisted of John
E. Dow, ft, B. Kiug, George Thomas and S.
H. McAlpioe, all of whom are well kuowu.
The first trick was to burn a piece of paper ou
the stage, explaining that wheu be picked the
paper up, he dropped upon it, out of a very
small vial which he held iu his hand, somo
acid, which produced spontaneous combustion.

Mr. Ward and others.
1.nolle Western—just deceased—and her sister Helen, wore well known to Portland, when
her step-father, Mr. English, was manager of
there have been

and the

work of spirits.
as well as ever.
Prof. Ballwin

Choate,

the Portland theatre.
Thus far this winter

things

same
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[From ‘‘A Woman Hater” in Harper's Magazine.!

A Woman’s Battle.
“When I reached Great Britain, the right
of women to Medicine was in this condition
learned lawyer explained it carefully to
me; I will give you his words. The unwritten law of every nation admits all mankind,
and not the male half only, to the study and
practice of medicine and the Bale ot drugs.
In Great Britaiu this law is called tlie com—a

law, and is deeply respected. Whatever
it allows to men or women is held
sacred in our courts, until directly aud explicitly withdrawn by some act of the Legislature. Under this aucient liberty women
have occasionally practiced general medicine
and surgery up to the year 1858. But, for
centuries, they monopolized, bv custom, ore
branch 01 practice, the obstetric, aud that,
together with the occasional treatment of
children, and the nursing of both sexfs,
which is sami-medical, and is their monopoly,
seems, on the whole, to have contented them,
till late years, when their views were enlarged
by wider education and other causes. But
their abstinence from general practice, like
their monopoly of obstetrics, lay wit h women
mon

liberty

and not with the law ot England.
Tnat law is the same in this respect as the
commou law ot Italy aud France; and the
constitution of Bologna, where so many doc
tresses have filled the chairs of medicine aud
other sciences, makes no more direct provision for lemale students than does the constitution of auy Scotch or English university.
The whole thing lay with the women themselves, aud with local civilization. Years ago
Italy was far more civilized than England; so
Italian women took a large sphere. Of late
the Anglo-Saxon has gone in for civilization
with his usual eneigy, and is eclipsing Italy;
therefore his women aspire to larger spheres
of intellect and action, beginuing in the
States, because American women are better
educated than English.
The advance ol
women in useful attainments is the most infallible sign in auy couutry of advancing civil
ization. All this about civilization is my
observation, Sir, and not the lawyer’s. Now
for the lawyer again. Such being the law ol
England, the British Legislature passed an
Act in 1858, the real object of which was to
protect the public agaiust incapable doctors,
not agaiust capable Uoctresses or doctors.

themselves,

rAtiuucs

nuiu

iucuictu

inactive

an

male or temale, unless reg
istered in a certain register; and to get upon
that register, the person, male or female,
must produce a license or diploma, granted
by one of tbe British examining boards specified in a schedule attached to the Act.
“Now these examining boards were all
members of the leading medical schools. If
the Legislature had taken the usual precaution, and had added a clause compelling those
boards to examine worthy applicants, the
Act would have been a sound public measure; but for want of that foresight—and
without foresight a lawgiver is au impostor
and a public pest—the state robbed women of
their old common law rights with one hand,
and with the other enabled a respectable
trades-union to thrust them out of their new
statutory rights. Unfortunately, the respectable union, to whom the Legislature delegated an unconstitutional power they did net
claim themselves, of excluding qualified per-

persons whatever,

sons

from examination, and

so

robbing them

of their license and their bread, had an overpowering interest to exclude qualified women
from medicine; they had the same interest as
the watch-makers’ union, the printers’, the

painters on china, the calico engravers’, and
others, have to exclude qualified women from
those branches, though peculiarly fitted for
them, but not more so than they are for the
practice of medicine, God having made them,
and not men, the medical, and unmusical,
sex.

“Wherever there’s a trades-union, the
weakest go to the wall. Those vulgar unions
I have mentioned exclude women from skilled
labor they excel in, by violence and conspiracy, though the law threatens them with imprisonment for it; was it in nature, then,
that tbe medical union would be infinitely

forbearing when the Legislature went and
patted it on tbe back, and said, you can conspire with safety against your female rivals ?
Of course the clique were tempted, more
than any clique could bear, by the uu wariness
of the Legislature, and closed the doors of the
medical schools to female applicants. Against
unqualified female practitioners they never
acted with such zeal and consent; and why?
the female quack is a public pest, and a
good foil to the union; tbe qualified doctress
is a public good, and a blow to the union.
“The British medical union was now in a
fine attitude by Act of Parliament. It could
talk its contempt of medical women, and act
its terror of them, and keep both its feigned
—
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test of public examination—that crucible in
which cant, surmise, and meudacity are soon
evaporated or precipated, and only the truth
stands firm.
“For all that, two female practitioners got
upou the register, and stand out, living laud
marks of experience aud the truth, in the
dead wi'deruess of surmise aud prejudice.
“I will tell you how they got in. The Act
of Parliament makes two exceptions: first, it
lets in, without examination—aud that is
very unwise—any foreign doctor who shall be
practicing in England at the date of the Act,
although, with equal incapacity, it omits to
provide that any future foreign doctor shall
be able to demand examination (in with the
old foreign fogies, blind!ild, right or wrong;
out with the rising foreign luminaries ot an
ever-advancing science, right or wrong); and
secondly, it lets in without examination, to
experiment on the vile body of the public,
any person, qualified or unqualified, who may
have been made a doctor by a very venerable

and equally irrevelant functionary. Guess,
now, who it is that a British Parliament sets
above the law, as a Doctor-maker for that
public it professes to love and protect!”
“The Regius Professor ot Medicine?”
“No.”

“Tyndall?”
“No.”

‘•No.”
“Then I give it up.”

“The

Archbishop of Canterbury.”
“Oh, come! a joke is a joke.”
“This is no joke. Bright monument of
British flunkyism and imbecility, there stands
the clause setting that Reverend and irrelevant Doctor-maker above the law, which sets

his Grace’s female relations below the. law,
and in practice outlaws the whole female
population, starving those who desire to
practice medicine learnedly, and oppressing
those who. out of modesty, not yet quite
smothered by custom and monopoly, desire
to consult a learned female physician, instead of bejng driven like sheep, by iron tyr
anny—in a country that babbles Liberty—
to

a male physician or a female
quack.
Well, Sir, in 1849 Miss Elizabeth Blackwell fought the good fight in the United
States, and had her troubles; because the

States were not so civilized then as now.
She graduated Doctor at Geneva, in the
State of New York,
She was practicing in England in 1858, and
demauded her place on the Register. She is
an Englishwoman by
birth; but she is an
English M. D. only through America having

brains than Britain.

This one islander
sings‘Hail Columbia!’as often as‘God save
the Queen!’ I reckon.
Miss Garrett, an enthusiastic student, traveled north, south, east and west and knocked
in vain at the doors of every great school and
university in Britain; but at last found a
chink in the iron shutters of the London
Apothecaries. It seems Parliament was
wiser in 1815 than in 1858, for it inserted a
clause in the
rtplli n ct

fltom

Apothecaries

wiong.
“But while I was studying in France, one
lion-hearted Englishwoman was moving our
uative isle. First 6he tried the University of
Loudon, and that sets up for a liberal foundation. Auswer: *’Our charter is expressly
framed to exclude women from medical in-

struction.’
Then she sat down to beseige Edinburgh.
Now Edinburgh is a very remarkable place.
It has only ball the bouses but len times the
intellect of Liverpool or Manchester. And
the University has two advantages as a home
ot science over the English Universities; it is
far behind them iu Greek, which is the language of Error and Nescience, and before
them in English, aud that is a tongue a good
deal of knowledge is printed in. Edinburgh
i3 the only centre ot British literature except
London.
One medical professor received the pioneer
with concise severity, and declined to hear
her plead her cause, aud one received her almost brutally. He saiJ, ‘no respectable woman would apply to him to study Medicine.’
Now respectable women were studying it all
over

Europe.”

Well,

but

perhaps bis

soul lived m an

island.”
“That is so. However applicants must expect a rub or two; and most ot the professors
in and out of medicine treated her with kindness and courtesy.
“Still she found even the friendly profess-

alarmed at the idea of a woman matriculating, and becoming Civis Edinensis; so sbe
made a moderate application to the Senate,
viz', for leave to attend medical lectures.
This request was endorsed by a majority of
the medical professors and granted. But on
tbe appeal ol a lew medical prolessors against
it, the Senate suspended its resolution on
the ground that there was only one applicant.

ors

This got wind and other ladies came into
the field directly, your humble servant
atnoug them. Then the Senate felt bound

recommend the University Court to admit such lemale students to matriculate as
coulu pass the preliminary examination; this
is in history, logic, languages
and other
branches; and we prepared for it in good
to

faith.

It

was a

happy time; after

a

good

day’s work I used to go up the Calton Hill
Arthur’s Seat, and view the sea and the

or

Pirieus and the violet hills and the romantic
undulations of the city itself, and my heart
glowed with love of knowledge and with honorable ambition. I ran over the names of
worthy women who had studied medicine at
sundry times and in divers places, and resolved to deserve as great a name as any in
history. Refreshed by my walk—I generally
walked eight miles, and practiced gymnastics
to keep my muscles hard—I used to return to
my little lodgings; and they were too sweet to
me, for I was learning a new Science-

Logic!”

“That was a nut to crack.”
“I have met few easier or sweeter. One
non-observer had told me it was a sham
science and mere pedantry; another, that it

pretended to show men a way to truth without observing.
I found, on the contrary,
that it was a very pretty little science, which
does not affect to discover phenomena, but
simply to guard men against rash generalization and false deductions from true data. It
taught me the untrained world is brimful of
fallacies and verbal equivoques that ought
not to puzzle a child, but whenever they
creep into an argument, do actually confound
the learned and the simple alike and all for
want of a month’s logic.
Yes, I was happy on the hill and happy by
thft

h©arf.h
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trottt

on

till th©

preliminary examination came. It was not
severe; we ladies all passed with credit,though
many of the male aspirants failed.”
“How do you account for that?” asked
Vizard.
“Wi'h my eyes.

I observe that the

aver-

age male is very superior in intellect to the
average female; and l observe that the picked
female is immeasurably more superior to the
average male than the average male is to the
average female.”
“Is it so simple as that?”
“Ah; why not? AVbat! are you one of
those who believe that Truth is obscure,
hides herself and lies in a well? I tell yon,
Sir, Truth lies in no well. The place Truth
I'esinis—the middle of the turnpike-road.
But one old fogy puts on his green spectacles to look for her, aud another his red, and
auother his blue; and so they all miss her,
because she is a colorless diamond.
Those
are preconceived notions, a priori
reasoning, cant, prejudice, the depth of Mr.
Shallow’s inner conciousness, etc., etc. Then
comes the observer, opens the eyes that God
has given him, tramples on all colored spectacles, aud finds Truth as surely as the spectacled theorists miss her. Say that the intel-

spectacles

lect of the average male is to the average
female as fen to six, it is to the intellect ol
tho picked female as ten to a hundred and
fifty, or even less. Now the intellect of the
male Edinburgh student was much above
that of the average male, but still it fell far
below that of the picked female. All the examinations at Edinburgh showed this to all
God’s unspectacled creatures that used theil

eyes.”

“Huxley?”

more

and made it known at the same time that
their female students would not be allowed
to study the leading subjects publicly. Aud
so they baffled the legislature and outlawed
half the nation by a juggle which the press
and the public would have risen against if a
single grown-up man bad been its victim,
instead of four million adult women. Now
you are a straightforward man; what do you
think of that?”
‘•Humph!” said Vizard. “I do not altogether approve it. The strong should not
use the arts of the weak in fighting the weak.
But iu spite ot your eloquence I mean to forgive them anything. Shakespeare has pro
vided them with an excuse that fits all time:
‘Our poverty, but not our will, consents.”’
“Poverty! the poverty of a company iu the
Well, Sir,
city of London! Allons done.
for years alter this all Europe, even Kussia,
advanced in civilization aud opened their
medical schools to women: so did the United
States; only the pig-headed Briton stood
stock-still, and gloried in his minority of one;
as it one small island is likely to be right in
iis monomania, and all civilized natious

Act of 1815

com-

..II

should apply to them Cor examination after
proper courses of study. Their charter contained no loop-hole to evade the Act and substitute ‘him’ for ‘person,’ so they let Miss
Garrett in as a student. Like all the students
she had to attend lectures on Chemistry,

Botany, Materia Medica, Zoology, Natural
Philosophy and Clinical Surgery. In the
collateral subjects they let her sit with the
male students; but iu Anatomy and Surgery
she had to attend the same lectures privately,

These remarks hit Vizard hard. They accorded with his own good sense and method
ot arguing; but perhaps my more C3rfiil readers may have already observed this.
He nodded hearty approval for once, aud she went
on:

“AAT'badnowa right to matriculate and
medical course.
But, to our
The
dismay, the right was suspended.
proofs of our general proficiency, which we
hoped would reconcile the professors to us as
enter ou our

students of Medicine, alarmed the people,
and raised us unscrupulous enemies in some
who were justly respected, and others who
had influence, though they hardly deserved

it.

general council of the university was
called to reconsider the pledge the Senate had
given us. aud overawe the University Court
by the weight of Academic opinion. The
Court itself was fluctuating and ready to turn
A

either way. A large number of male students co-operated against us, with a petition.
They, too, were a little vexed at our respectable figure in the preliminary examination.
The assembly met, and the union orator
got up; he was a pr, acher of the Gospel, and
carried the weight ol that office. Christianity,
as well as science, seemed to rise
against us in
his person. He made a long and eloquent
based
on
the
surmises
and
speech,
intelligent
popular prejudices that were diffused in a
hundred leading articles, aud in letters to the
editor by men and women to whom history
was a ueau letter in modem
controversies; lor
tbe Press battled this matter for two years,
aud furnished each party with an artillery of

reasons

pro and com.

He said:‘Woman’s sphere is the hearth
and ihe home: to impair her delicacy is to
I take the bloom
from tbe peach; she could not
qualify for Medicine without mastering anatomy and surgery—branches that must unsex
her. Providence, intending her to be man’s
helpmate, not his rival, had given her a body
unfit for war or hard labor, and a brain four
ounces lighter thau a man’s, and unable to
cope with long study and practical science.
In short, she was too good and too stupid for

Medicine.’
It was eloquent, but it

was a priori reasoning, and conjecture versus evidence; yet the
and pay lor lectures all to herself. This cost
it
met
with
showed one how happy
applause
her enormous fees. However, it is only fair is the orator, qui liurle avec les loups.’ Takto say that, if she had been one of a dozen
the
scienlilic
ing
preacher’s whole theory in
female students the fees would have been
theology and science, Woman was high
diffused; as it was, she had to gild the pill enough in creation to be the mother of God,
out of her private purse.
but not high enough to be a sawbones.
In the hospital teaching she met difficulWell, a professor of belles lettres rose on
ties and discouragement, though she asked
our side, not with a rival theory, but with
for no more opportunities than are granted
facts, lie was a pupil of Loid Bacon and a
readily to professional nurses and female ama- man of the nineteenth century; so he obteurs. But the whole
thing is a mere money jected to a priori reasoning on a matter of
question; that is the key to every lock iu it.
experience. To settle the question of ca
She was freely admitted at last to one great
pacity, he gave a long list of women who had
and
all
went
hospital,
smoothly till some sur- been famous in science; such as Bettesia
examined
the
students
geon
viva voce; then
Gozzadiui, Novella Audiea, Novella CaldeMiss Garrett was off her guard, aud
displayed riui, Madalena Buousignori, and many more,
too marked a superiority; thereupon the
who were doctors of law and university promale students played the woman aud
begged fessors; Dorotea Bocchi, who was professor
she might be excluded; and, I am sorry to both of phdosophy and medicine; Laura
say, for the credit of your sex, this unmanly Bassi. who was elected professor ot philosophy
request was complied with by the womanish iu 1732 by acclamation, aud afterward promales in power.
fessor of expeiimental physics; Anna ManzoHowever, at her next hospital Miss Gar- lini, professor of anatomy iu 1700; Gaetana
rett was more discreet and took pains to conAguesi, professor of mathematics; Christina
ceal her galling superiority.
Koccati, doctor of philosophy in 1750; CloAll her trouble ended—where her competi- lilde Tambroni, professor of Greek in 1793;
tors’ began—at the public examination. She
Maria Dalle Donne, doctor of medicine iu
passed brilliantly, and is an English apothe- 1799; Ztffira Ferretti, doctor of medicine in
cary. In civilized France she is a learned *800; Maria Sega, doctor of medicine in
Physician.
1789; Madalena Noe, graduate of civil law in
She had not been an apothecary a week 1807. Ladies innumerable who graduated in
before the Apothecaries Society received six law and medicine at Pavia, Ferrara, and
hundred letters from the medical small-fry in
Badua, including Elena Lucrezia Corua’ro, of
town and country; they threatened to send
Padua, a very famous woman. Also iu Salano more boy9 to the Apothecaries, but to the
manca, Alcaia, Cordova, he named more
College of Surgeons, if ever another woman thau one famous doctress. Also in Heidelreceived an Apothecary’s license. Now you
berg, Gottingen, Giessen, Wurzburg, etc.,
aud even t.t Utrecht, with numberless graduknow all men tremble in England at tbe
ates in the arts aud faculties at Montpellier
threats of a trades-union; so the apothecaries
instantly cudgeled tbeir brains to Cud a way amid Paris iu all ages. Also outside reputato disobey tbe law and obey tbe union. Tbe
tions, as of Doctor Bouvin and her mother,
medical press gave them a hint, and they acknowedged celebrities iu their branch of
passed a by-law forbidding tbeir students to medicine. This chain, he said, has never
receive any part of their education privately, I been really broken. There was scarcely a

berries with them in umbrageous woods from
morn till dewy eve, and
not a professor
shocked in the whole Faculty; but we must
not sit down with them to an intellectual
dinner of herbs and listen, in their company
to the pedantic terms and childish classifications of botany in which kindred properties
are ignored.
Only the male student must be
told in public that a fox-glove is Digitalis
purpurea in the improved nomenclature of
science, aud the crow-foot is Ranunculus
sceleratui, and the buckbean is Menyanthes

great foreign university without some female
student of high repul ation. There were such
women at Vienua and Petersburg; many
such at Zurich. At Montpellier Mademoiselle Doumergue was carrying all before her,
and Miss Garrett aud Miss Mary Putman at
Paris, though they were weighted in the race
by a foreign language. Let the male English physician pass a stiff examination in sci-

entific French before he brayed so loud. He
had never done it yet. This, he said, is not
an age of chimeras; it is a wise aud wary
age, which has established m all branches of
learning a sure test of ability in man or
woman—public report. These public examinations are all conducted by males, and
women are passing them triumphantly all

trifoliata, and the mugwort is Artemesia judacia; and having lost the properties of hyssop, know to Solomon, we regain our superiority over that learned Hebrew by christening it Gratiola officinalis. The sexes must
uot be taught in one room to discard such
ugly and inexpressive terms as snow-drop,
meadow-sweet, feverfew, heart’s ease,cowslip,
etc., aud learn to know the cowslip as Veris
—by class, pentandria monogynia; and the
buuttercup as .-ten's, polyandria monogynia;
snowdrop as Galanthus nivalis, Bexandria
monogynia; and the meadow-sweet as Ulnaria; the heart’s ease as Viola tricolor; and
flio daisy as Beilis perennis, Syngeneiia
superfl.ua
"Well,” said Vizard, “I think the individual names can only hurt the jaws and other
organs of speech. But the classifications!

over Europe and America, aud
graduate as
doctors in every civilized country, aud even
in half-civilized Russia.
“He then went into our own little preliminary examination, aud gave the statistics: In
Latin were examined fifty five men and three
women; ten men were rejected, but uo
woman; seven men were respectable, seven
optimi, or first-rate, one wornau bona, and
one optima.
In mathematics were examiued
sixty seven men and four women, of whom
one woman was optima and one
bona; ten
men were optimi, and
twenty-five boni; the
rest failed. In German two men were examined, aud one woman; one man was good
and one woman. In logic twenty-eight men
were examined and one woman; the woman
came out fifth in rauk, and she had only been
at it a mouth. In moral philosophy sixteen
men were examined aud one woman; the
woman came out third.
In arithmetic fiftyone men aud three
women; two men were
optimi aud one wornau optima; several men
failed, and not one woman. In mechanics
eighty-one men and one woman ; the woman
passed with fair credit, as did thirteen men,
the rest failing. In French were examiued
fifty-eight un n aud four women; three men

aud

one woman were r
aud one wornau

spectable; eight

Is the mild lustre of science to be cast over
the nai oral disposition of young women toward polyandria monogynia? Is trigamy to
be identified in their sweet souls with floral
innocence, aud their victims sitting by?”
“Such classifications are puerile aud fanciful,” said Miss Gale; “but for that very rea-

they don’t iufect animals with trigamy.
are much more likely to do that.”
‘Especially ladies’ novels,” suggested Viz-

son

Novels

“Some,” suggested the accurate Rhoda.
“But the sexes will uever lose either morals
or delicacy through courses of
botany endured
together. It will uot hurt young ladies a bit
to tell them iu the presence of youDg
geutlemen that a cabbage is a thalamifloral
exogen,
and its 6tamens are tetradvnamous, nor that
the mushroom, Psalliata
campestris, and the
toad-stool, Myceaa Campestris, are confounded by this science iu one class,
Cryptogamia.
It will not even hurt them to be told that the
ot
the
Arum maculatum are little
properties
kDown, but that the males are crowded
round the center of the spadix, and the
females seated at the base.”

men

passed; two women attained
highest excellence, optima, and not one
man.
In English, sixty-three men and three
women; three men were good aud one woman ; but two women were optima
aud only
the

one

man.”

“Fancy you remembering figures like
that,” said Vizard.
“It is all traiuiug and habit,” said she,
biuiuiy.

“As to the study and practice of medicine

Said Vizard, pompously, “The pulpit and

degrading women, he asked if it degraded
men.
No; it elevated them. They could
not contradict him on that point.
He declined to believe, without a particle of evidence, that any science could elevate the
higher sex and degrade the lower. What
evidence we had ran against it. Nurses are
not, as a class, unfeminine, jet all that is
most appalling, disgusting, horrible, and unsexing in the art ol healiug is monopolized by
them. Women see worse things than doctors. Women nurse all the patients of both
sexes, olten under horrible and sickening
conditions, and lay out all the corpses
No
doctor objects to tnis on sentimental grounds:
and why? because the nurses get only a
guinea a week, and not a guinea a flying
visit; to women the loathsome part of medicine; to man the lucrative! The noble nurses
ol the Crimea went to attend males only, yet
were not charged with
indelicacy. They
worked gratis. The would-be doctresses look
to
mainly
attending women; but then they
want to be paid for it; there was the rub. It
was a mere money question, and all the attempts of the union to hide this and play the
sentimental
shop-man were transparent
hypocrisy and humbug.
‘A doctor justly revered in Edinburgh
answeted him, but said nothing new not
effective, and, to our great joy, the majority

the tea table are centers of similar phenomena.
Now I think of it, the pulpit is a very
fair calyx, but the tea taole is sadly squat.”
“Yes, Sir. But more than that: uot one
of these pedants who growled at promiscuous
botany has once objected to promiscuous
dancing, not even with the gentleman’s arm
round the ladies’ waists—which the custom
of centuries caunot render decent. Yet the
professors of delicacy connive, and the Mother Geese sit smirking at the wall.
Ob, world
o( hypocrites and humbugs 1”

“I

afraid you are an upsetter general”
said Vizard.
“But you are abominably sincere, and all this is a curious chapter of hunature. Pray proceed.”
Miss Gale nodded gravely, and resumed;
“So much public ridicule fell on the union
for this and the blind flunkyism which could
believe the Queen bad meddled in the detail
that the professors melted under it, and
threw open botany and natural history to
us,
with other collateral sciences.
Then came the great fight which is Dot
man

[to

National
THOSE
may: tor

ti at can be mentioned is sc
and so destructive to health
as Catarrh.
Bronchttis, Astbma, Coughs and
serious and frequently fatal affections of the luDgg
in
follow,
many cases ot simple but neglected
Other sympathetic affections, such as
Catarrh
deafness,impaired eye-bight and loss of sense of smell,
may be referred to as minor but nevertheless serious
results of neglected Catarrh, bad enough in themselves but as nothing compared with the dangerous
affections of the throat and lungs likely to follow.
no

disease

IT CAN BE CUBED.
be cured. There is no doubt about it. The
immediate relief afforded by Sanford's Radical Cure for Catarrh is but a slight evidence
of what may follow a persistent use ot this remedy.
The hard, incrupted matter that has lodged in the
nasal passages is remove 1 with a few applications,
the ulcer* tiou and inflammation subdued and healed;
the entire membranous linings of the head are
cleansed and pur.fied. Constitutionally its action is
that of a powerful purifying agent, destroying in its
course through the system the acid poison, the destructive agent in catarrh diseases.

IT

deserved respect, and

we met with it.
The
teachers were kind and respectful; the students wore courteous, and we were affable to
the m. but discreet. Whatever seven young
women could do to earn esteem and reconcile
even our opponents to the experiment, we
did. There was net an anti student or down
right flirt among us; and indeed, I have observed that an earnest love of study and sci
euce controls the amorous frivolity of women
even more than men’s.
Perhaps our heads
are really smaller than men’s, and we haven’t
room in them to be like Solomon—extremely
wise and arrant loots,
This went on until the first professional
examination; but after the examination, the
war to our consternation,
recommenced.
Am I then, bad-hearted for thiukiug there
must have been something in that examination which roused the sleeping spirit of trades-

can

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

IS

a

local and constitutional remedy, and is supto the nasal passages by iDsufliation with

plied

companies each bottle free ot charge; aud internally,
or con>titutionally.
where, by its action on the
mucous coatings of the throat and stomach, it trees
the system from the poison generated by Catarrh.

Until this good result is effected no permanent cure
Thus the united action of this remedy
can be made
is superior to all others or combinations of others.

unionism?”

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

probable.”

revolution in the treatment ot
Catarih.
It has demonstrated bevond ail
doubt that this disease, even in its severest forms, is
curable,and that com tort and happiness may be made
to follow years of misery, years of suffering, by a
persistent use of it. The method of treatment
originated by Itr. Sanford, viz the local aud constitutional by a remedy prepared by distillation, is
the only one ever offered to the public that will bear
the test of time,

“Then view that probability by the light o,
fact.
lu physiology the male students were 127.

worked

HAS

In

chemistry, 226.
Twenty-five obtained honors in physology.
Thirty-one in chemistry.
In physiology and chemistry there were
five womenr one obtained honors in physiology alone; tovr obtained honors in physiology
and chemistry.
So, you see,the female students beat the
male students in physiology at the rate ol
five to one,and in chemistry seven and three-

is

a

Prepared by

THE SCIENCE OF

More Tfcan One Million Copies Sold.
Ciol-l iTIedal Awarded to the Author by
the “National Medical Association*” March .‘list. I§7d
“The untold miseries that result from indiscretion
in early life, may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase the new
Medical Work published by the Peabody Medical
Institute, Boston, entitled ‘The Science of Life, or
Seif Preservation.* Price Si
Vitality Impaired by
the errors of youth nr too close application to business, may be restored ami manhood
regained.
Also another valuable medical work treating
exclusively on Mental and Nervous Diseases;
more than two hundred royal octavo
pages, 20
elegant engravings. bound in substantial muslin
Price oniv $2. Barely enough to pay for printing.”—
London Lancet.
The “SCIENCE OF LIFE’' also coutainsMORETH A \ F1FTI VAU ABI.E
MEDICAL
PRESCRIPTIONS) each
one of which in worth the price of the
book.
“The Bonk for young and middle aged men to read
just now. is the Science of Life, or Self Preservation.
The author has returned from Europe in excellent
health, and is again the Chief Consulting Physician
of tb
Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Bulfincb
Street, Boston, Mass.”—Republican Journal.
“The Science of Life is beyond all comparison the
most extraordinary work on Physiology ever published”— Boston Herald.
“Hope nestled in the bottom of Pandora’s box. and
hope plumes her wings anew, since the issuing o
these valuable works, published by the Peabody Medical Institute, which are teaching thousands bow to
avoid the maladies that sap the citadel of life.”—
Philadelphia Enquirer.
“It should be read by the voung, the middle-aged
and even the old ”—New York Tribune.
The first and only Medal ever conferred upon any
Medical Man in this country, as a recognition of skill
and professional services, was presented to the author
of these works, March 31st. 1876. The presentation
was noticed at the time of its occurrence by the Boston Press, and the leading journals throughout the
country. This magnificent medal is of solid gold, set
with more than one hundred India diamonds of rare
brilliancy.
“Altogether, in its execution and the richness of its
materials, and size, this is decidedly the most noticeable medal ever struck in this country for any purpose whatever, It is well worth the inspection of
Numismatists. It was fairly won and worthily bestowed.”—Massachusetts Ploughman, June 3d, 1876.
Jgp^Catalogue sent on receipt ol 6c for postage.
Either of the above works sent by mail on receipt
of price. Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, (or W. H PARK ER, M. D., Consulting Physician.) No. 4 Bulfinch St., Boston, Mass., opp. ReHouse.
N. B. The author can be consulted on the above
named diseases, as well as all diseases requiring skill,
Office hours, 9 a. m. to 6
secrecy and experience.
P. M.
augllTh&Sly&w31

vere

REAL

Each package contains Dr. Sanford’s Improved
baliug Tube, and full directions tor its use in

Inall

by all wholesale and
retail druggists throughout the United States.
WEEKS & POTTER, General Agents and Wholesale Druggists, Boston.
cases.

dents, and therefore was not a member of
the chemistry class.’’
“Thcu why admit her to the competition ?’

Price

$1.00.

For

ale

[□□(COLLINS’

said Vizaid.
Why ? because the a priori reasoners took
for granted she would be defeated. Then the
cry would have been, ’you bad your chance;
we let you try for the Hope Scholarship, bul
you could not win if.’ Having won it she was
to be cheated out of it somehow or anyhow.
An Plot tro-Galranic Unitary combined
The separate class system was not that lady’s
with ike Celebrated Medicated 1*01*0 it*
f*tauter,
forming l*»e beat
fault; she would have preferred to pay the Ktrengtheuiug
■Master for
aud ache* in the World
University lecturer lighter tees, and attend a of Medicine.pains
better lecture with the male students. The
separate class was au unfavorable condition ol
study, which the University imposed upon us As
a grand curative aud restorative agent is not
as the condition ol admitting us to the proequalled by any element or medicine in the history of
fessional study of medicine. Surely, then, to
the healing art. Unless the vital spark has fled the
cheat that lady out ot her Hope Scholarship,
body, restoration by meaus of electricity is possible.
It is the last resort of all physicians and surgeons,
when she had earned it uuder conditions ol
and has rescued thousands, apparently dead, from
eufurced
and
unfavoi
was
able,
study
perfidi- an untimely grave, when no other human agency
ous and dishonest.
It was even a little un- could have succeeded. This is the leading curative
gratelul to the injured sex; for the money | element in this Plaster.
which founded these scholarships was women’s money, every peuny of it. The good
Professor Hope had lectured to ladies fifty
The healing properties of our own fragrant balsam
years ago; had taken their fees, and louuded
I and pine and the gums of the East are too well
his scholarships with their money; audit
known to require description
Their gratetul, healwould have done his heart good to see a lady
ing, soothing, and strengthening properties are
win and wear that prize, which, but for his
known to thousands. When combined in accordance
female pupils, would never have existed. But with late and important discoveries in pharmacy
their healing aud strengthening properties are in
it is easy to trample on a dead man; as easy
! creased tentold. In this respect our Plaster is the
as on a living woman.
! best in use without the aid ot electricity.
The petfidy was lollowed by ruthless tyranny. Thep refused to admit the fair ciirninat to the laboratory, ‘else,’ said they, ‘she’ll
defeat more men.’
Thus combined we have two grand medical agents
That killed her, as a chemist. It gave in- J in one, each of which performs i's function and
ferior male students too great an advantage 1 unitedly produce more cures than any liniment, loover her.
And so tbe public and Professor tion, wash, or plaster ever before compounded in the
history of medicine. Try one. Price, 25 Cents.
Hope were sacrificed to a trades-union, and
lost a great analytical chemist, and something
Sold by all druggists, and sent on receipt of 25
more: she bad, to my knowledge, a subtle di- | cents for one, $1.25 for six, or $2.25 for twelve, carefully wrapped, and warranted, byWEEIvS & POTat
no
we
Now
have,
p'resnt
agnosis.
great TER, Proprietors, Boston, Mass
ia5S&WT2w
analyst and the few competent analysts we
have do not possess diagnosis in proCLAIRVOYANT.
portion. They can find a lew poisons in
N. 8, MADDOX,the celebrated
thn Hoorl hut llioir arft clmv In r1i«f»nuor tlmm
Clairvoyant, Fortune Teller and Doctress. can
in the living;so they are not to be counted j now located
at Market Square, rear of the Dollar
to save a lile where crime is administering
Store, owposite ohe Horse Car Depot, where she can
consulted by all who wish to make her a call
poison. That woman could, and would, I be Madame
>l. has had large experience in tellthink.
ing fortunes, searching out Tost, hidden or stolen
They drove her out of chemistry, wherein treasures, &c., and was never known to be at fault.
Do not miss tiiis opportunity of consulting tbe greatshe was a genius, iuto surgery, in which she
She is now house surgeon ! est fortune teller of the age. Per ns entering intoany
was only a talent.
; new business or profession, the con ucting of which
and
has
lost
a
the public
in a great hospital,
; they do not understand, will find it to their advangreat chemist and diagnostic pbysiciau com- ; tage to pay her a visit. She can foretell the destiny
any part of the world and describe them
bined.
j of friends inShe
also describes all manner ot disease
perfectly.
Up to the date of this enormity the press ;j that
flesh Is heir to, and gives medicine for the same.
had been pretty evenly divided tor and against | She lias giveu universal satisfaction to all who have
But now, to their credit, they were consulted her in her constant travels siuce she wae
us.
vears old.
unanimous, and reprobated the juggle as a seven
Good testimonials given it desired.
breach ot public faith and plain morality.
Terms, Gents $1.00; Ladies50Jcents. Office hours
Backed by public opinion, one friendly pro- ron» 9 A. M. to 9 P. M.
noQdtt
lessor took this occasion to move the University to relax the regulations of separate
classes, since it had been abused. lie proposed that the female students should be adE Overseers of the Poor of the town of Yarmitted to the ordinary classes.
mouth will receive proposals for superintendThis proposal was negatived by fifty-eight
ing ot the Alms House and Faim, in saia town, for
one year, until 12 o’clock on THi RSDAY, tbe 15th
to forty-seven.
Those who apply will please to
of
This small
was
by a char- day February.

Voltaic Plasters
ELECTRICITY.

BALSAM and PINE.

I VVU IN UNt.

Kaler & Son, for sale.
J. K TUOBNTOIf.
JaOiitfOak Bill, Me.

MADAME

TU

in as

gravely dragged
proposal, when, in fact, it could never have
been submitted to her, or her comment, it
any, must have been in writing; and as to
the general question, she has never said a
public word against medical women, She
has too much sense not to ask heiself
any woman be fit to be a queen
powers of lile and death, if no woman
to be-so small a thing, by comparison,

can

physician

surgeon.
victims of

or a

how
with
is fit
as

a

small majority, ob-

We were
tained by imagination playing upon flunkyism, and the first result was we were not
allowed to sit down to botany with males.
Mind you, we might have gathered blacka

ExprrNM Trains t*n«*h way make
Central
with
Maine
connection
Grand Trunk ItailroudM.

clow
and

For Berths in Pullman Cars, or Staterooms on
N orwich Line Steamers, apply at 28 Exchange St.,
or at Depot, toot ot Myrtle St.
J. M. LUST, Suit.
dec22dtf
J. W. PETERS. Gen’l Ticket Agent.

annul Trunk R. R- of Canada.
ALTHKATIUN OF TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT

WINTER

On and after MONDAY, Oct. 16, 1876,
will run as follows:
train for Gorham at 7 10 a. ra.
toi Auburn ana Lewiswn at 7.00 a. m.
'rain at 12,25 p. m for Auburn and Lew-

^jiffi"iqK/i£traing
Express
Express

Express

iston.
Mail
Island

New

Story First-Class Dwelling
House, containing fourteen pleasant rooms;
brick furnace and all modern improvements; situated
on Congress Street, between state and Low Streets,
next door t<> residence of
Payson Tucker, Esq.
Apply at office of
ROLLINS, LOR TNG & ADAMS,
No. 22 Exchange Street.
Also to Let—Two New and Desirable Houses on
Park Street, and one on Green Street. Apply of the
above.
dec23dtf

THE

Snnt.h Paris -ti 5.15 D. m.
Trains will arrive as follow?:
Express train from Gorham at 8.45 a. m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 8.45 a. m
Mail from Quebec, Montreal and West at 12.25 p.m.
From Lewiston and Auburn at 2.25 p m.
Express from Lewiston and Auburn at 5.45 p. m.

Offices

Passenger

74 EXCHANGE ST.,
xlti*

For Salem

aug!7dtf

FOR SALE-A BARGAIN.
fI>H£ New two story French roofed nouse, on Cum"
berland near High street, containidg 14 rooms,
furnished and fitted ,for two families, gas, Sebago,
bath room, furnace, and all modern conveniences of
a first class house.
Will be sold low as the owners
are about leaving the state.
Apply to
N. S, GARDINER, Real Estate Agent,
nov3dtf
42$ Exchauge St.

Tickets sold at Reduced

TtM"
T? V to loan on first class Real Estate
IYXvAIt f_J X Security, in Portland, or viRents collected, taxes paid, &c on Commission. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379^ Congress Street.
uol8 itf

CITY

family.

state the number in the
serve the right to reject

any

or

The
all

Overseers

re-

proposals not

deemed satisfactory.
P. N. BLANCHARD,) Overseers
C T.
E. J.

GRANT,
STUBBS,

Yarmouth, Jan. 9, 1877.

[

is called to the following City Ordinances, which will be strictly enforce 1:

Ktuioving

jal2d3w

Horses Wintered.
Grain

and
$8 per month,on Hay $1,50
ON Hay
week. Good buildings, suuny yard, running
horses well
of first
a

cared for.
bay
quality,
Carriages stored without extra charge. The best of
references giveu when required.
€. D. SiM A 1,1,,
o 13d3mlm*
Cornish. Me.

Muon from

Sidewalks.

C2.—The tenant or occupant, and in case there
should be no tenant,the owner.or any person having
care of any building or lot of land bordering not
more than one bnndred and fifty feet on any street,
lane, court, square or pub'ic place within the city,
where there is any foot-way or sidewalk, shall, after
the ceasing to fall of any snow, it in the day time
within ihree hours, and if in the night time, before
ten of the clock of the lorenoon succeeding, cause
such snow to be removed irum such foot-way or sidewalk, and, in default thereof, shall forfeit and pay a
sura not less than two dollars, nor more than ten
dollars; and for each and every hour thereafter that
the <amc shall remain on such footway or sidewalk,
such tenant, occupant, owner or other person, shall
forfeit and pay a sum not le-s than one dollar, nor
And if such building or lot
more than fen dollars.
should extend more than one hundred and fifty leet,
on any street or land, it shall be the duty 01
such
tenant or occupant, owne* or other person, to remove
such snow from the footway or sidewalk for the space
of one hundred and fifty feet, according to the provisions and subject to the penalties aforesaid.

the

Sidewalks

to

be Sanded.

64.—Whenever the sidewalk, or any part thereof
anv bunding or lot of land on any street,
shall be encumbered with ice, it shall be the duty of
the occupant, and in case there is no occupant, the
owner, or any person having the care of such building or lot, to cause such sidewalk to be made safe
and convenient, by removing the ice therefrom, or
by covering the same with sand or some other suitable substance; and 'n case such owner or occupant,
or other person, shall neglect so to do, for the space
of six hours during the day time, he shall forfeit and
pay not less than two nor mote than five dollars, and
a like sum lor every day that the same shall contiuue

encumbered.

C. K.

dec27dtf

BRIDGES,
City Marshal.

COASTING IN THE 8TRKETS.
City Marshal’s Office, 1
j
Portland, Deo 21, 1876.
following streets have been designated on
which boys can coast with sleds during the
If detected in coasting
winter, and on none others
on oilier public streets, the penalty of the law will
be enforced
On Mayo street.
On Fox, from Washington to Back Bay.
On New High, below Cumberland street.

THE

On Mellen street.
On Pleasant to Centre street.
On Atlantic to Fore street.
On Fore from Atlaniic street.
On Grove, from Congress to Portland street.
On Clark, from Salem to Summer street
C K. BRIDGES, City Marshal.
dec23dtf

ANNUAL MELTINGS.
PORTLAND RAILROAD CO.
Annual

of tbe

Stockholders of the

Meeting
Portland Rai'road Co., will be held in Reception
THE
Room,

City Hal', Portland, on MONDAY, January
15, 1877, at 3 o’clock P. M., lor tbe choice ot Directors
ami the transaction of any other business that may
lagally come before them.
E. A. NEWMAN, Sec’y.
Portland, Jan. 8,1S77.
ja8dlw

tbe Stockholders of the
Ogdensbuig Railroad Company
will be held at tbe office of the com pan v. 39 Exchange
street Portland, on TUESDAY, the iGth day of January inst.. at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, to choose
Directors for the ensuing ysar and transact any other
business that may legally come before them.
CHAS. II. FOYE, Clerk.
td
Portland, January 2d, 1877.

Notice.
Packet

Stockholders of tbe Portland Steam
THECompany
hereby notified that tbe Annual
of tbe
will be
office
Company

held at their

the lbth day ot
January current, at 3 o’clock p. m for tbe choice of
officers for tlie eusuing year, aud to act on any other
business that may legally come before them.
J F LISCOMB, Secretary.
Portland, January 3, 1877.
jan3dtd

EDITORS’

on

TUESDAY,

AND

PUBLISHERS’

ASSOCIATION.
Thirteenth Annual Meeting of this Association will be held at Augusta, on the Anniversary of Franklin’s Birthday, Wednesday evening,
dan. 17th, aud continue through the day of the 18th.
These winter meetings are devoied to the working
and business interests of the Association, aud should
be attended by every member.
Pei Order,
BROWN THURSTON, President.

TIIE

water,

JOB PRINTING
Uiis Office.

neatly

executed

at

H>rses Wintered.
on hay and grain al 810 per month.
Horses
yards and running water
returned,and carriages stored without ex- i
C. P. MATTOCKS,
tra charge. Apply at once.
nov23dtf
313 Exchange Street. I
njv

farm,

AT Sunny
taken and

Montreal Ocean

Northwest. West and
J. 0. FCRNIVAL, Agt.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY is in splendid
condition, is well equipped with first-class rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quickTHF.

est time of any

route

from Portland to the West.

B^PULLMAN PA ACE DRAWING ROOM
AND SLEEPING CARS are attached to the trains
leaving Portland at 1.50 p. m.
Baggage checked from Portland to Detroit and
Chicago, and not subject to Custom House examination.
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid tor at the rate ol
one passenger for every $500 additional value.
JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent,
Portland. Oct 16, 1876.
ap29dtf

New

—

TO TIIE

Mouth

PERUVIAN

Monte

.7A.*• ES L FARMER, No. 3 India St.
i*7G.
sov22dtf

Portland,Not. 24,

—

~

HARPS WELL.

FOR

NTEAMER MAGNET,

»

will leave end ol
Portland Pier Mondav. Friday
•<nw«yiiimW and Saturday at 3 p m. Keturning, leave Harpswell Monday, Tuesday and Salurday at 8 a. m.—will touch at Long, Little and
For freight,
Great Cfiebeague Islands eachway
CAPTAIN, on board.
apply to
d&wtl
ociU

_1*Capt Curtis,

Portland k Worcester
i

and Hoosae Tunnel Lines.
25 Mile* Mliortcr and ff Hour* Quicker
than any oilier ttoutc.

I

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

& R. Depot at 7 30 a. m.anl 2.30 p.
connection at Ayer Junction with

Eautport,

m-w.

Through Tickets and further information can he
obtained at all principal Ticket Offices and at the

Depot.

ONE

&

CO.,

75S Broadway, New York.

d3m

uohn.

Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for

NASSAU, BAHAMA ISLANDS,

dc8

anu oi.

WEEK.

Returning will leave St.John and Eastport every
Thursday
Connections made at Eastport for Kobbinston, St.

ROM VICTORIA HOTEL,
For full information apply to
JAMES
LIDAS Ell WOOD

PEK

On and after Monday, Jan. 1st,
the Steamer New
Brunswick,
Capt D. S. Hall, will leave Hailroad Wharf, foot of State Street,
every Monday at G.00 P. M., lor

WINTER RESORT.
j^asipori

John, Di^bf,

Mt

AKKAN GEMEN T

TRIP

HOTELS.

—

and

('nlaiN

Wiudrtor anil Halifax.

WINTER

janlldSt

TELE

ou

Nafurrfny, Jauunry l.T«h,
immediately after the arrival ol the train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passages to Londonderry and Liverpool, cabin
(according t accommodations,) £70 and *NO.
Intermediate passage 810.
Payable in gold or its equivalent.
For Height or cabin passage apply to
II. & A. ALLAN. No. 1 India St.
For steerage passage Inward ami outward, and tor
in sums to suit, apply to
England
on
drafts
ight

VIA

ixiuus inr uie

Cu|»f. Smitli,

will sail from this port for Liverpool

WEST

Trains leave P.
m.; making close

(Jo.

Passengers l>ooked to Londonderry and Liverpool.
It*-■ urn Ticket* granted at
reduced rates. The Steamship

-*

rate*

Short

Digby. Annapo-

lis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S., Sbediac. Amherst, Pictou, Fredericktowu, and all stations on
the Intercolonial Railway.
Freight received on day of sailing until 4

o’clock p. m.
de21KltfA. R. STUBBS. Agent.

BOSTON

DE TOT HOUSE,

STEAMERS.

WI.MEK ARBAIGE.nEIVT.

Lewiston, Me.
Proprietors, formerly of the FrankHouse, Bangor, having leased this com-

The

Ilin

modious

MERCHANTS’ OMK DIM.

Point*

Steamship

Under contract for the conveyance of

m.

—

ft omit west.

now

Hotel for a term of
years, are
to entertain their old friends,

prepared

the' travelling public generally.
The Hotel Is plsasautly situated on the
and

COR. OF 11NE AND PARK STS.^
Nearly opposite City Building

On and after

and Post

FOREST CITY

overlooking
Park, and forming one ot the most
beautiful locations in the State.
It is also convenient to the principal places of business in the
City. It has all the mooem conveniences of Steam,
Bath Rooms, Sample Rooms and Billiard Hall; also
a first-class Livery Stable.
Carriages always in wailing to take guests to and
from the trains.
the

We would respectfully call the attention of
merchantM and others to the superior facilities
offered by the

Portland & Worcester Line
—

for

ROYAL QIJIMBY,
eben mtucH,

nov25

I

arrive* in

3.00 p. 111.,
m. NEXT

Freight tearing Portland at
30 p m.,
arrive* in Yew York 0.00 a. m. K EXT
iUUttIUNV.

We take pleasure in referring you to all the Fish
and Lobster Dealers, Produce Dealers,
Wholesale Dry Goods Merchants Whole
sale Milliners and any others of Portland, who
are now shipping by this route.
Our landing in New Yora is Pier 40, North River,
(Norwich Line, foot of Canal Street)
For rates and further iinformation, apply to
J. M. LUNT, Supt. Portland, or
H. N. TURNER,
Freight and Passenger Agent, Worcester, Mass.
Portland. Me., May 4, 1876.
mv4dtf

Eastern
OCT.

Railroad,

ME,

LOCATED

Maine Steamship Company

HOUSE

Semi-Weekly

FOIi BUSINESS MEN.
Best ot attention giveu to guests.
the very best the market

Will until further notice, leave Franklin Wharf,
Portland, every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at ti
P. M. and leave Pier 38 Fast River New York,
every MONDAY aud THURSDAY, at 4 P M.
These steamers are fitted up w ith fine xccomodatioLs tor passengers, making this a very convenient aDd comfortable route ior travellers between
New York aDd Maine. Passage, including State
Room. $5.
Meals extra.
Good destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
For further information apply to
once.
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES. Ag’t, Pier 38 E. K.. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22

Table set with
aftords.

:

Terms hereafter will be but $2.00 per day.
Suits of rooms, including parlor and bed-rcom

$3 00.
WOLCOTT dc CO., Proprietors.
deodtf

aaglO_

HOTELS.

9, 1876.

Line to >ew York.

Steamers Eleauora & Franconia

HEATED BY STEAM.

TKR MS

$1.00.

this line are reminded that they se
comfortable night’s rest and avoid the ex.
pense and inconvenience ot arriving in Boston late
at night
Through Tickets to New York via the variouf
Sound Lines, for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
dc30-7Gdtf
J B. ( OV I.E, ,.r Gen’l Agt,

Situated in the very Center of the City.

BEST

l’.

____4.

Norfolk,

HOTEL DIRECTORY,

4"

Haltimorb & Washington
NTGAnxniP
Four lime*

Embracing the leading Hotel? In the State, at which
mav always be found.

PASSENGER TRAINS lenie Portland
for Scarboro’. Saco, Biddeford, K nine bunk, Wells
North Berwick, South
Berwick, Conway Junction, Elio t,
Kittery, Portsmouth. Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn, Chelsea aud Boston at
9.00 a. in., arriving in Boston at 1 40 p. m.
Saco, Biddeford, Hennebunk, Kittery,

Portsmouth, Hamptons, Newburyport,
Salem, Lyno. Chelsea and Boston nt

3.00 p. m., arriving in Bostou at 7 30 p. in., in
season for New York and Western connection.
Pullman Parlor Car attached.
5.20 p m. Biddeford accomodatiug train.
Returning, leave Biddeford at 8 00 a. m.
Night Express with Sleeping Car, for
Boston at 2.15 a, m
every day (except

Mondays.)

RETURN IMG,

Leave Boston at 7.30, tl2.30 and at 8 00
p. m., connecting with Maine Central
and E. & N. A. Railway lor St. John
and Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached

Through Tickets

Points *outh and West at
Pullman Car Tickets for Seats and
to all

owe-^ rales.
Rerths at Ticket Office
Passengers by this line avoid all change.
oc9dtf
GEO. BATCHELDER.

Supt.

PORTLMD WESTERLY

Proprietors.

—

Bath

Hotel, C.

BATH.
dl.

Plummer, Proprietor

BOSTON.
Parker House. School Si. H. I>. Parker A
Co., Proprietors.
St. James Hotel—J. R, Crocker, Propri,
etor.

Tremont House, Tremout
Gurney Ac Co. Proprietors.

St.-Chapin,

Boston.

BRUNSWICK, ME.
Diniug Rooms, W. R. Field,
Proprietor.'

CAPE ELIZABETH.
Ocean House—J. P.Chamberlain, Proprietor.

CALAIS.
Hotel. W.

D.

Proprietor.

Excursion Tickets

Simpson,

—TO—

CORNISH.
Cornish

House,dl.

B.

PHILADELPHIA MU RETI RE!

Davis, Proprietor3

DANVILLE JUNCTION.

Portland & Rochester R. K.
Tr*i" wHI

run

“»

R<eave Portland at 7.30 a m.,
5.30 and 0.20 p m.
7.3o A. M. Accommodation for Worcester. Arrives at Rochester at 9.55 a. m., (coonacting with
Eastern and Boston <& Maine Railroads.) At
Na»liua 11.47 a. m.. Lowell 12.15 p. in.,
Kosron 1.15 p. m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p.
m., Fitchburg 1.2) p. m., and Worcester
at 2.10 p. m., connecting with trains South and
West.
9*30 P. M. Steamboat Express thiough to
New London without change. Connects at Rochester for Dover and Great
Falls, at Epping for Manchester and
Concord at Nashua tor
Lowell ami
unction for FitchBoston, at Aver
burg and the West via floosac Tunnel

““-““2.30,

■iiui-,

ai

»T«irr»irr wuu

dorhiu ct

Clark’s Dining Hall. Grand Trunk Railway Depot, dl. W. Clark, Proprietor,

!

by all the popular routes. via RIM'lIEtTEK amt WOKCEW'IEK NEW LONWON. NTONIN«Tt»N and FALL RIVER

| LINES*;

a.n>uuy

New York at Putnam with
Philadelphia Express Line” for
Philadelphia, Baltimore and \l »»!■■
at
Ne« Londou with Norwich
iogton,
Line Steamers, due at Pier No, 40, North
River New Vorb, at 6.00 a.m.
5.£iO P. M. Mixed Traiu for RocbeMlrr.
Railroad tor
“Boston &

tt.-JO P. M. liocal for Gorhnui
TraiDS leave Rochester at 7.00, *il. 5 and $11.45 a.
m., arriving in Portland at 9 33 a. in., *1.20 and
$5 10 p m.
Leave Gorham 6.00 a. m., arriving at Portland 6.40

j W.

City

II.

Higgins A Sons, Prop*

HIRAdl.
dll. Cnt.lei
prletor*

£Iou3c,—If irarn Boston, Pro'

8, 1877.

EXCHANGE

ACCIDENT
;

Pauenger Trains Crave Portland.

9, IS76,

Trains leave Portland for Bangor, Waterville,
Belfast and Dexter at tl2 33 a. m., 12.40 p. m.
Skowliegau 12.35 p. m. and 12.10 p. in.
Augusta, Hallowed, Gardiner, and Biunswiek
tl2 35 a.m [7.00 a m., 12 40, 5.20 p. in.
Rockiaud and Lewiston via Brunswick i7.00 a. m.,
12.40 p. m
Bath t7.00 a. m.. 12 40,5.20 p. m.
Lewiston 12.35 P m 5.05 p. in.
Farmington 12.35 p. m.
The 112.35 a m. uain for Bangor makes close connection with E. & N. A. Railway foi St. John and
Haliiax
tPndman Sleeping Car attached.
PA YSON TUCKER, Sup t.
tMixed.

Portland, Oct. 9,1876.

au31dtf

famished

if
se2ldis2wlostf

LI XL

AHEAD OF ALL OTHER*.
Witt House, Ouiuby At dlurcb, Proprietor.
; This is Hip Only l!isid«i Houle
Avoiding Point Judith.
LITTLETON, N H.
Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from BosLhayers Hotel. II. L, Thayer, Proprietor.
ton & Providence R. R. Depot dailv, except
Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at
dl AC HI AS.
stonin'gton with the eutirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
j
Eastern Hotel.—E. E. Stoddard. Prop.
| Monday, Wednesday and Friday, and witb the eleand popular steamer Stonington
every TuesdlILL BRIDGE.
ay, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
Atlantic House, Geo. A. Hopkins, Proalways in advance of all other lines. Bagprietor.
I gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston <$ Maine and
NOKK1DGEWOCK.
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adau s’, 22 FxDanlonh House, D. Dauforth. Proprieso
I change St.,and W. I), Little Of Co.’s,491 Exchange St.
L. W. FILKINS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’.t. New York.
President
NORTH STRATFORD-N. II.
PC*
dtf
Willard House, C* S. Bailey Ac Co. 2*
I
3___

Sant

Hub Sard

Harden
etor.

—

Steamship Line.
LeaTe each port every Wed’s’j & Sat’d’y.

JAl©

House,

i 17

Federal 8t. J. ©. Pcrr»,

Cite Hotel, Cor. Congress and Green Si
J. 11. Martin, Proprietor.
Preble House, Congress 8t. Hibson Afo.,

Proprietors.

8t. Julian Hotel, Cor. Middle and Plum
Sts. G. E. Ward, Proprietor.
C. 8. Hotel, Junction of Congress aud Federal St«. Timothy Wolcott, Proprietor.

Wliarl'asc.
From

Long Whart, Boston, 3 r.,m
From Pine Street Wharf, Ph is.

delpbia,at

WEST NEWF1ELD.
W'esi Newfirld House, R.G. Holmes, Proprietor.

The reliable house ot ALEX- F HOT H IN fill AM A- CO., No. 3J WullSt.. New \oi-h.
publish a handsome eight page weekly paper, called
the Weekly Financial Report, which they send free
to any address. In addition to a large number ot editorials on financial and other topics, it coutains very
full and accurate remands of the sales and standing
of every stock, bond and security dealt in at the

Stock Kxchange. Mt *»r«. * KOTIIINGIIAM
A CO. are extensive brokers, of large experience
In addition to tlieir stock brokand tried integrity.
erage business, thev sell what are termed “Privinow one of the favorite
or
Puts
and
Calls.”
leges.”
methods of legitimate speculation. Their advice is
it
and
many have made torvaluable,
by following
tunes —New 1 ork Metropolis.
dS»&Wtf
oct9
PO8TER8 and
at this Office.

1IAND-11ILL9 printed

o

tree of Commission.
PASSAOR TtCN DOLLARS.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. H. HAtUPMON, A*eu«
l oua W harf. Boaisu.

Jn23-ly_TO

1 obtained for ruccbaniea dek

vices, medical,

compounds,

promptly attended to.
1
^ fl HI 11
\
) J
J I I L
1 I I P
| 1
I, J f
Jill I
tents

$25. $50. $100. $200. $500.

a. in.

Freight for the
by connecting lines forwarded

_

SKOlVnEGAN.
Turner House, H’. G. Heselton, Piouri-

10

Insurance one half (be rate

sailing vessels.
West by the Penn. R. R„and South

Commercial House—L. ©. Sanborn A’ Co..

Proprietors.

A2?D

PiuILAUELFIUA

PARIS KILL.
Hotel, K. Hubbard. Proprietor

PHILLIPS.
Samuel Parmer* Propri-

8TON"

BO

PEAK’S ISLAND.
(iuicii Home—W. T. Jones* Proprietor.

etor.

Central
Maine
RAILROAD.

CO.,

Dr

Propraetor.
Perry’s Hotel,
Proprietor.

OCT.

and

FOlt NEW YORK,

OKTL.AN O.
Adams House, Temple 8t. Charles Adam

9.45 A. M. for all stations, running through to
Johnson, Vt.
4.45 P. M for Upper Bartlett and lntcimediate
stations.
Arrive in Porllnnd:
11.50 A. M from Upper Bartlett.
5.00 P. M. lroni Johnson, Vt.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
jaSdtf
Portland, Jan. 8, 1877.

TICKETS

I STf^lilUTOR

f

nONDAI,

tVEsf

NTKEET.

wanted._

LEWISTON.

PORTLAND H OGDENSBURG RR.
Change

all points

to

». LITTLK &.

31

ELLSWORTH.

a. m

tMixed
♦Steamboat. Express stops only at Springvale. Alfred, Saco River. Gorham, Saccarappa and Westbrook, making close connection with through trains
of Maine Central and Grand Trunk Railroads
cieldtf
J. M. LUNT, Supt.

of Time Jan.

also

I SOITH nnd CALIFORNIA. K il or
DEXTER.
j1 Sit. outers, lor sale aiilte I.OWES4TREOCCED RATES* by
dlerchfiats’ Exchange HoM, Dexter, die.—
W. G. dlorrill, Proprietor.

DECEMBER S, 1S?6.

feasgjgaa

—

Throngh bills of lading given by the above named
Agents.
Passage $12.50 to Baltimore. To Philadelphia $15.
For freight or passage to Norn,lk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent,
53 Central Wharf, Boston,
E. H. ROCKWELL, Agent,
no2dtf
Providence. R.

P. A K.

International

AND

WM. KENNEDY.
BLACKSTONE.
and McClellan.
From Prorideacr every WEDNESDAY
and MATCRDAY.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake and Jane
Moselv.
Freight forwarded trom Norfolk to Petersburg and
Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in
the South, W. M. Clark, Agent, 240 Washington St.,
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina by Seaheard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line
John S. Daly, Agent,222 Washington street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W.Davison, Agent, 219 Wasnington street,

AUGUSTA.
Augusta House, State St. Harrison Bab.

Proprietor.

week.

WM. LAWRENCE
GEORGE APPOIJD.
From Boston direct every TKEMDA1
and SATCBRAY.

AUBURN
House, Court. St. W. S. A A. Ifoung

er.

a

LINK

First Class Mteamsfalp
JOHNS HOPKINS.
WM. CRANE.

the Daily Press

Elm

follows: Leave

cure a

Hotel,

PORTLAND,
THE

as

Passengers by

Freight Eemuring _Very QnicK Despatch. United States
Yew York at
Portland 1.13 p.

BKOOKM

JOHN

WHARF, Portland,

FAKE

—

Freight leaving

superior

the

every Monday. Wednesday, and Friday
at 7 o’clock P.M., and If* IMA W IIARI
BOSTON, every 1 ue*day, Thursday, and
Saturday at !i P, M.

,13m

f

OR

will, until further notice, run

FRANKLIN

lroPrie<°'».

|

MONDAY, JAN. 1st,

Sea Going Steamers

Office,

are

Wharf,

lowest

at

all points in the

ANNUAL, MEETING.
Annual Meeting of
ffUlE
A Portland &

ALLAN LINE.

Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between -Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert. Macliias, Eastport, Calais,
St. John and Dali tax
Also, connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdeusburg trains at
'transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments at first class dinning rooms
JAS. T. FUR HER, Gen. Sopt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland. oi7utt

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, itlilwaukee, Cincinnati St. l.ontN. Omaha,
Saginaw, 8t. Fanl, Mall l.nke City,
Denver, Man Francisco,
and

a

Through Ticket* to all
and West

To

adjoining

of

Poor,
) Yarmouth

ORDINANCES.

Attention

Frauklin

p. m„ and Boston 7.30

Rates!

cinity

on

m.

p.

Three

Ten miles from
Portland, in
Windham, on Stage Road to Bridgton, thirty acres ot land, mowing,
pasture and
woodland; under[drained where needed, and in a
good state of cultivation, with one acre of
muck: one mile from Church aud Post Office: halt
mile from School; three miles from Railroad. Story
and a half house with ell, blinded and furnished
throughout, with cement cellar,wood, ice, hen bouse,
and yard with barn all in good condition ; orchard of
young thirfly tees, grapes, pear, plum and smaller
fruits in bearing. Also the ciops and farming tools,
including twenty tons of hay, at a bargain. Inquire
ot W. H. VINTON. ESQ., Middle Street, Portland,
or DR HUNTING TON, oa the premises.

Meeting

8.10 p in,

luiuugu

—

4MB POT AT fc'OOT OP INDIA ST,

DAV

so

5.00,

For Wrlls, North Berwick, Malinon Fall*,
Great Fnll*. Dover, N-ewmarket, Exeter,
Iluverliill, North Andover, Lawrenre,
Andover and Lowell at 6.15, 9.00 a.m., 3.00

train 2 00 p. m. stopping at all stations to
Pond,)* connecting with night mail traiD
for Quebec, Montreal and the West
Express tram for Auburn and Lewiston and

LET.

NEW AND ELEGANT RESIDENCE.

f s'oo.lx Received at Depots
ns i ii.. mi l'Daily.
through Bills Lading given Horn Boston and principal points in New England to tbeSoinii and southwest. Close connection made at Philadelphia with
the “CLYDE STEAM LINES” to Bnllinaore,
Norfolk
Richmond, Charleston, IVcwberne and WnNbiugtoo.
l> C! MINK,
D
GENERAL FREIGHT AGENT,
1UG Washington Street.
janlldtf

*\

■

dc27dtf

FOR SALE OR TO

t'euimeiiciug Monday Oct. 9, 1873.
Passenger Train* will Scare Portland for
Bo*lo» at 6.15, 9.00 a. in., and 3.00 p. in., arriving ai Moslon at 10.15 a. m. 1.40. 7.30 p. m.
Returning, leave Boston for Portland at 7.30 a. m.,
12.30, 3 30 p. m., arriving at Portland at 12.10,

For IVIonelieMter mid Concord, N. II * (via
Newmarket Junction.) at 6.15 a. in., 3.U0 p. m. !
(via Lawrence,) at 9.00 a m.
I
I For HoehcMier and Farmington. N. II., at
NORWICH CINE.
6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3.00 p. in.
Train for New London leaves Portland at 2.30 p. i For Mcarborough, Pine Point, Old OrLine
Norwich
witli
close
connection
chard Braeb, *tnco, Biddeforo nud Kenm., making
Steamers for New York, arriving at Pier 40 North
nebur It at 6.15, 9.00 a. m., 3 00, 5.30 p. m.
New
at
m.
6.00
a.
River,
York,
Morning Train* will leave Krnmbuub
fer Portland at 7.20 a. m.
Low Fares, Fiue Equipment, No Transfer«.
Parlor Car* on trains leaving Portland at 3.00

For Sale.
House anil lot at No. SI Newbury
St. Apply at house,
K. RUBY.

■

was

ESTATE,

recently occupied by Otis

EVERY

refused her—in utter defiance of the founder’s
conditions—on the idle pretext that she had
studied at a diflereut hour from the male stu-

gained
Queen’s name
disapproving the

LIFE;

Op, fSFI.F-PRENERVATIOK.

CITY ADVERTISEMENTS

Distillation.

plant and herb that yields its medical essence to it is placed in an improved still, and
there mingied with a solvent liquid, which, by beat,
is made to pass over into a receiver, beai ing with it
the healing essences or juices of these plants and
herbs, fiee from every contamination pure and colorless. 1'hus the active medical constituents ot thousands of pounds of herbs may be condensed into a
Iu this way Sanford’s Radvery small compass
ical Cure is divested of the nauseating worthless
features oi all other remedies, white its curative
properties are increased tenfold. It is positively the
greatest medical triumph ot the age.

“But, horrible to relate, one of the ladies
eclipsed twenty-nine out of the thirty-one
gentlemen who took honors in chemistry.
In capacity she surpassed them all; for the
two who weie above her obtained only two
more marks than she did, yet they had been
a year louger at the study.
This entitled hei
to a ‘Hope scholarship’ lor that year.
Would you believe it ? the scholarship was

The

House.)

SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

nnp

majority

Revere

universally prevalent

were

acteristic |manceuvre.

Bulflncli St., Boston,

4

(Opposite

Diseases.

have suffered from the various and
complicated forms of disease assumed by
Tatarrh, and have tried many physicians and remedies without relief or cure, await the answer to this
questiou with considerable anxiety. And well they

regulations
approved by
the Chancellor, and are to this dav a part o!
the law of that University.
We ladies, five in number, but afterward
seven, were matriculated aad registered professional students ol medicine, and passed six
delightful months we now look back upon as
it it was a happy dream.
We were picked women, all in earnest; we

mtartora tr»

No.

PROPERTY

&JRABLE?

IS IT

and after Monday, Dec. 11, 1876, a
Sleeping Car will be attached at Nashua, at
6.30 p m., to New Yolk Express, leaving Portland
at 2.30 p. m and run directly through to New York
without change, via Worcester, Putnam, Middletown and New Haven, arriving at Grand Central
Depot at 5.45 a m.
Leave New York at 11 30 p. m., arriving at
Nashua at 9.30 a. m., and at Portland at 1.20 p. in.
Sleeping Car on this train runs directly through
trom New York to Nashua without change.

FOLK STEAMERS FEB WEEK.
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY liv Boston and
Providence Railroad via Providence.
TUESDAY and SATURDAY by
Old Colouy Railroad via Fall

RAILROAD.

ROUTE.

ON

KIRKWOOD

who

CLYDE’S

Philadelphia, Boston & New England
STEAMSHIP LINES.

to New York.
RAIL

ALL

»5 Miles Saved to New York.

THE

tion.
“The instruction of women lor the profession of medieine was to be conducted in seperate classes confined entirely to women.
The professors of the Faculty of Medicine
should, for this purpose, be permitted to have
separate classes lor women.

“It seems

Sleeping Cars
NEW

continued.]

be

STEAM EH8.

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS,

Boston & Maine

ended yet.”

went with us.
“Thus encouraged, the University Court
settled the matter.
We were admitted tc
matriculate and study medicine under certain conditions, to which I beg your atten-

“All these

am

MEDICAL,

moro

those who

or
other
ornamental

designs, trade-marks, and
labels,
Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, etc.,

nventions that have been
1,v the Patent Office may

h

II

in moat cases,

I I secured by

I V

oppoMto the

be

Being
Patent Otmake clo^r
us.

five, we can
searches, and secure Patpromptly and wijli broader claims than

are

remote from

PniTj!

Washington.

I) OX'tch olTm^dc!

I Villi) \ vice; we make examI IF
II I Iimuions/V’wo/'cAarsre
U1 -C 11 A
\J ll KJ ;ull| a,ivisc as to
pa-

strictly
respondence
NO
I'HAKUh

N.

A' I R E O

tentability.

All cor-

ccnlidentlal. Price, low, A \ It
INLKiM PA I ENT is

We reler to officials in the Patent Office, and to
iuvcniois in every Stale in the Union.
C. A. SNOW & CO
Opposite Patent Office,
b f

Washington,

n£z!_____dtr

Vaults Cleaned and Ashes Removed.
promptly attended to by calling at

ALL°^VEKS
oraddrenemg
**UU1U

u. OIliSON,
rn Congress Street

